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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to explore Native American identity through student
interactions at a university Native American student center. Two theories guide this research: the
peoplehood sense of belonging and Indigenous identity. This study explores how Native
American students engage with their peers who are from similar and different tribes. The three
research questions this study aims to answer are: 1) How do Native American students describe
their experiences with Native students from different tribes? 2) How do Native American
students perceive tribal dynamics at a university Native student center? 3) How do Native
American student dynamics affect a Native specific sense of belonging at a university Native
American student center? This research shifts the narrative of how organizational structures
directly impact Native students, resulting in the institution being held accountable for the
inadequate institutional support for the Native American student center and other Native
American student support services that directly influence the Native student experience. Using
stories as a knowledge-gathering method (Kovach, 2009), nine Native American students,
referred to as storytellers, share their interactions with students from various tribal backgrounds
and lived experiences. This dissertation uses the language of storytelling to demonstrate how
students share their experiences in the interviews. The researcher refers to Indigenous Storywork
(Archibald, 2008) as a methodological framework to develop a culturally responsive
environment that allows for storytelling. As knowledge holders and tribal citizens of sovereign
nations, the storytellers provide recommendations for the university leadership, Native American
student center, Native American student support services, and campus stakeholders to enhance
intertribal student engagement opportunities for Native American students. As well as
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demonstrating to key decision makers the value of a Native American student center and its
impact on peoplehood sense of belonging. The next segment includes the researcher’s story as
one example of how a Native American student understood and conceptualized her Native
identity through intertribal engagement at a university Native American student center.
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CENTERING THE STORY (POSITIONALITY)
As a reservation-urban Native student, I often feel and question my identity as a Diné
(Navajo) woman asking myself, “Am I Native enough?” Even in the early stages of my
dissertation research, I questioned if I was qualified to do this study. After many conversations
with mentors, elders, and my Native American friends, I am confident in the value of my story
and the perspective I bring to the Native student experience.
Due to the mistrust and misuse of research that Native Americans face (Tuck &
McKenzie, 2014), it is crucial I share who I am and my connection to the Native community. In
doing so, I honor my accountability, relationality, and trust with the Native community (Brown
& Strega, 2015; Wilson, 2008; Windchief & San Pedro, 2019). I consider my role as the
storyteller rather than the researcher/author. As the storyteller, it is important I share a little about
myself because “when listeners know where the storyteller is coming from and how the story fits
into the storyteller’s life, it makes the absorption of the knowledge that much easier” (Wilson,
2008, p. 32). To help readers understand where the research interest began, I share my story.
Yá’át’ééh shik’éí dóó shidine’é shí éí Charlinda Haudley yinishyé. Tó'áhani nishł�́ aadoo
Tódich'ii'nii bashishchiin. Tódich'ii'nii dashicheii aadoo 'Áshįįhi dashinalí. Ákót’éego Diné
asdzáán nishł�.́
Hello to my relations. My name is Charlinda Haudley. I am from the Near the Water
clan, born for the Bitter Water clan. My maternal grandfather’s clan is Bitter Water and my
paternal grandfather’s clan is the Salt people. I identify myself as a Diné woman. I am from a
small rural town called Chinle located on the Navajo Nation in the four corners area.
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I grew up in a low-income family household with limited financial and human resources
that restricted my family from participating in traditional ceremonies. These sacred practices
require money and some help from relatives. We did not have reliable transportation so we rarely
traveled to visit my grandparents and relatives. With little exposure to traditional cultural
practices or Diné-speaking relatives, my parents made sure I at least knew how to recite my
Navajo clans. It is a cultural expectation for Diné (Navajos) to know their clans as a way of
representing oneself as a Diné, your family, and the Native community. Aside from my clans, I
was and am not fluent in my tribal language. It did not help that I moved away from the
reservation at a young age to gain a higher education. College was where I learned more about
my Native American identity.
Growing up on the reservation, no one really sat me down and said, “you are Native
American, you are Diné.” It was an unspoken matter because being Diné and being Native
American was just who I was. My environment growing up consists mainly of Navajos and
people who looked and talked like me. My identity as a Native American was not a common
topic of discussion in my home. As a young married couple, my parents worked hard so their
four children could one day have a better life than they did. My parents perceived education as
an avenue for me to make something of myself. I do not recall having conversations about life
off the reservation with my parents or at school. I do not think that my parents, grandparents,
high school teachers, and community members truly considered how the youth, like myself,
would understand and make meaning of our Native American identity outside the boundaries of
the reservation.
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Going to college introduced me to cultural and tribal diversity. I am the first in my family
to seek a higher education. I had no idea what to expect in college, let alone have an idea of how
my engagement and interactions with other Native Americans would be like. I assumed everyone
was Navajo like me. Coming from the reservation, living in a rural area and not having access to
internet or television, I was, in a sense, sheltered from both non-Natives and Natives. Entering
college I experienced two levels of culture shock. One, being Native American on a white
dominated campus. Two, being exposed to Native students from different tribes. During my first
year of college I was a resident in the Native American dorm with other Native students from the
same and different tribes. I was surprised to see other Native students who looked physically
different from me in terms of skin color, some students were multiracial and intertribal, some
were traditional or Christian as well. While living in the Native wing, I learned the term
“reservation Native” and “urban Native.” I also got involved with the Native American student
center on campus. The center was also intertribal and was a place for Native students like me to
feel a home away from home with like-minded individuals.
As a first-year student, I wanted to make more Native friends and build my community. I
participated in the Native American pageant held on campus where the title holder is the
ambassador representing the university's Native American community. The pageant was both a
challenging and empowering experience for me. In preparing for the pageant, I did not own any
traditional regalia. I stressed a lot about what I would wear and how I would present myself as a
Native woman. My mother purchased my first ever traditional rug dress and moccasins. The day
of the pageant, I felt beautiful in my traditional regalia. This was the first time I ever saw my
exterior-self visually presented as Native. For my traditional talent, I tried to learn how to read in
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Navajo and even though I could not speak my language as fluently as the other women, I was
proud of myself.
At the end of the pageant, contestants took group photos and before doing so, I was
handed a Pendleton blanket by a woman backstage because I did not own one. At that moment, I
thought to myself, do I have to look uniformly similar to the other women? Before heading out to
see the community, I paused for a second, glanced around the dressing room and looked at the
other contestants. I then realized the different cultural markers including language, jewelry,
traditional hair styles, regalia, and sacred cultural items, all contributed to how we represent
ourselves as individual tribal members and members of the Native community. It was this
particular moment where I self-reflected and asked myself the following questions: What does it
mean to be Native American? What makes someone Native enough to represent the Native
community or a certain tribe? This experience motivated me to learn more about my tribe and
immerse myself in the Native community.
Through my friendships and relationships with other Native Americans, I learned about
Native tribes including my own. My Navajo friends taught me some Navajo words and we
shared stories about life back home on the reservation. With my non-Navajo-Native friends, I
learned about different cultural practices and norms that were different from my tribe. But at the
same time, there were some negative student interactions as well. Since the Native student center
had scarce resources, it seemed to me that students were fighting for the same resources and
wanted individual tribal representation at the Native student center. But, how could the center
serve all the tribal nations with its limited resources? As part of the dominant tribe represented
on campus, I faced ridicule for simply being Navajo. I could not tell if other students were joking
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or if there was real resentment. I found myself hesitant to share publicly that I was Navajo so I
often tried to relate to my peers as just Native American.
Although I was ridiculed for being Navajo, my friends who were Navajo and nonNavajos were a huge support system for me in college. Since we all identified as Native
American, it was easy for us to put aside tribal differences when we talked about negative
experiences with non-Natives. For example, I had a traumatic interaction with a white person at
my on-campus job. During one of my shifts, a white coworker said to me:
I did not know you were Native American. I mean you are wearing makeup, isn't that
supposed to be warpaint? You are wearing shoes too, don't you guys run around on dirt
with no shoes?
Initially, I did not understand how the statement was racist and offensive. With the support of my
Native friends, I had a space where I shared my feelings and learned about being part of an
oppressed group. It was clear to me I was not alone. Other Native American students had similar
experiences of stereotypes, microaggressions, and racism.
I often went to the Native American student center to feel a sense of empowerment and
connection to others like me. My upbringing caused my lack of cultural connection and
traditional knowledge, and I knew my experience was different than my peers. I did not have the
leisure of growing up around my grandparents and I did not have access to cultural knowledge. I
had a different level of self-awareness as a Native American because I was not as connected to
my culture. My self-perception of being Navajo and Native American varied depending on
where I was and who I was with. Whenever I engaged with the larger Native American
community, I felt proud to be Native American because I was around people like me. When I
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interacted with other Navajo students, I felt happy because I was around others who knew about
the reservation and could share the little words that I did know in Navajo. Although I found
commonalities with my Native peers, I still felt insecure and embarrassed because I was not as
culturally connected as some of them. Sometimes I wondered if other Native students were
comparing my experience to the other Navajo students.
As a student, I did not realize I was living a bicultural life and had a double
consciousness with who I was as a Native student in different environments, such as the
mainstream institution, the Native American community, the intertribal student community, and
the Navajo community. My self-awareness and community validation helped me embrace my
Native and Diné (Navajo) identity. It took me having to fully understand colonization and
internalized oppression to challenge whenever people reinforced colonial ideals of what it means
to be Native American. My external presentation and limited cultural connection do not define
who I am and does not make me less Native. My connection to the Native community and
having an understanding of where I come from makes me Native.
So going back to the question, “Am I qualified to do this research?” The answer is yes.
My grandparents and parents have always said to me, “T’aa Hwo’ Aji T’eego.” In Navajo that
means “it is up to me. it is up to us.” Rebuilding a healthy Native community requires the efforts
of not only myself but the Native community as well to uphold cultural values and principles.
Cajete (2015) states, “for Indigenous Peoples, modern education continues to reflect the deeply
wounding processes of colonization” (p. 8). When Native students do not recognize the impact of
colonization, we perpetuate negative behaviors on our community. Through community
education, the intertribal student community can learn and teach individual empowerment and
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build a healthy student community. In doing so, the Native American community moves towards
their own healing. Cajete (2015) argues, “learning about this legacy as well as about the
collective history of colonization is a first step in re-educating ourselves on the path of healing
and re-establishing healthy, nurturing communities” (p. 57). Native American people must
unravel internalized oppression by tracing it back to colonization and oppressive educational
systems. My role as an institutional change agent is to place the onus back on the institution and
address how organizational structures directly impact the intertribal student community.
My dissertation research is my way of giving back to the Native American community. I
enter this work with three ears to listen with, two on my head and one in my heart (Archibald,
2008). My role is to empower Native students to share their stories in hopes of rebuilding a
healthy Native community. While doing so, I honor the Native community as homogeneous and
heterogeneous - the same and different. I respect the diverse experiences of Native American
students from all walks of life and appreciate who each member is and the value they bring to the
intertribal student community. To begin delving into the research project, the following section
provides an overview of boarding schools to further understand Native American identity.
PRELUDE: BOARDING SCHOOLS
This segment of the dissertation paper demonstrates the institutional erasure of Native
identity seen in boarding schools and modern-day educational systems. Boarding schools
reinforced assimilative tactics to oppress and remove the tribal identity of Native American
students. This qualitative study focuses on identity. Providing the recapitulation of the
occurrences at boarding schools helps readers acknowledge the similarities with Native
American students’ experiences with identity at a university Native American student center.
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This historical background provides a foundational understanding of how Native American
students struggle with identity suppression in the education system for years.
In the early 1800s, the United States government and missionaries established policies,
missionary subsidies, and off-reservation boarding schools. The purpose of boarding schools was
to “kill the Indian, save the man,” so the “federal government carried out a systematic effort to
politically and economically disempower Indians and to eradicate Indian culture” (Treuer, 2012,
p. 155). The government targeted Native American children because it was easier to erase their
tribal ways and transform them (Ellis, 1996; Treuer, 2012). Some children were forcibly
removed from their families and tribes to civilize and assimilate them into the dominant culture
(Brayboy, 2006; Child, 1998; Ellis, 1996; Grinde, 2004; Leforestier, 2016; Lomawaima, 1994;
Lomawaima & McCarty, 2006; Reyhner & Eder, 2006). During this time, “education was clearly
a highly valued commodity among Native people despite the inhospitable, even inhumane,
school environments endured by many students” (Lomawaima & McCarty, 2006, p. 115).
However, boarding schools focused on the transformation rather than the education of children.
The schools forced Native American children to learn the white man’s way (Deloria,
1969; Treuer, 2012) and adopt American values and culture (Child, 1998; Lomawaima &
McCarty, 2006). Many children experienced homesickness and several died from illnesses
including tuberculosis, trachoma, and measles. The schools detribalized and individualized
Native communities (Lomawaima, 1994) through language and culture suppression (Child, 1998;
Leforestier, 2016; Lomawaima, 1994; Treuer, 2012), erasure of tribal identity (Leforestier, 2016;
Lomawaima, 1994), and the Native way of life (Reyhner & Eder, 2006). Children were given
American names, clothing typically worn by white people, haircuts to appear less Native
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American, and forbidden to speak tribal languages (Grinde, 2004; Leforestier, 2016; Lomawaima
& McCarty, 2006; Treuer, 2012). The boarding schools forced conversion of the Christianity on
Native American students. Christianity was synonymous with civilization (Reyhner & Eder,
2006). Native American children were forbidden to practice their Native American religion and
required to attend church (Szasz, 1999). They learned to read to understand the bible (Reyhner &
Eder, 2006). The missionaries did not value or sympathize with the traditional Native American
culture.
Boarding schools oppressed Native culture and viewed Native American people as the
problem (Lomawaima & McCarty, 2006). Consequences included beating and swatting with
rulers (Child, 1998; Lomawaima & McCarty, 2006), mouth washed out with soap (Child, 1998;
Reyhner & Eder, 2006), standing for hours with books stacked on their heads (Lomawaima &
McCarty, 2006), teasing, ostracism, peer pressure, and physical punishment (Reyhner & Eder,
2006). The schools marginalized, repressed, and criminalized Native life (Lomawaima &
McCarty, 2006). For example, schools taught Native children that the Native American ways
were evil and some children turned against their parents and forgot their tribal identity (Reyhner
& Eder, 2006). Educators and missionaries taught Native children to feel shameful about their
tribal language and teased some individuals because of their Native names (Child, 1998; Grinde,
2004). Students who wanted to learn their language faced ridicule for linguistics errors
(Lomawaima & McCarty, 2006). Boarding schools reinforced colonialism and practices of
institutional racism that impacted Native identity.
In addition to boarding schools, public schools existed without any intention to educate
Native American students. The Johnson O’Malley (JOM) Act of 1934 provided funds for local
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state school districts to educate this population. The idea was to enroll Native American children
into public schools rather than have separate schools for them. The JOM Act intended to address
the unique needs of Native American students while also subsidizing education.
Native American children enrolled in public schools as an avenue to have their basic
essential needs met (Szasz, 1999). However, students endured problems in the public-school
system (Reyhner & Eder, 2006; Szasz, 1999). Student-to-teacher/administrator relationships
were not so positive, especially in rural areas. Teachers had difficulty conforming to the new
population. They did not show their Native American students “ordinary civility and kindness”
(Szasz, 1999, p. 101). The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) was apprehensive of the public
schools. They feared rather than offer quality education for Native American students; the public
schools had more interest in budget and financial gains associated with enrollment (Szasz, 1999).
The BIA was also distressed with the quality of education students received (Reyhner & Eder,
2006). Szasz (1999) stated that “most public-school administrators had very little background in
developing special programs for a unique group such as the Indian [sic] students and they fear
that the students would be seriously affected by this lack of understanding” (p. 101). Here is a
segment from tribal chairman Peter MacDonald’s autobiography. He said,
looking back, I realize that the BIA program was poorly planned and unrelated to the
needs of the Navajo children. The hostile attitude towards my people was emotionally
devastating, of course. We were taught that we were superstitious savages, and we were
forced to go to church without being given an understanding of the Christian religion. We
were made to feel that our parents, our grandparents, and everyone who had come before
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us was inferior....we were constantly told that we were truly inferior to them and that we
would always be inferior (Reyhner & Eder, 2006, p. 299).
Public schools were not equipped to address and meet the needs of Native American students.
The education system and schools created the pan-Indian identity (Child, 1998; Reyhner
& Eder, 2006) which is also known as “the process by which certain Indian groups are losing
their tribal distinctiveness and in its place are developing a generalized nontribal Indian culture”
(Leforestier, 2016, p. 215). The aim of the pan-Indian identity was to disregard tribal diversity
and instead view all Native students as one. The federal government and the missionaries
assumed that forceful assimilation tactics would erase tribal identity but the education system
failed to erase tribal identity (Ellis, 1996; Leforestier, 2016; Lomawaima, 1994). The boarding
schools tried to homogenize the Native identity and intended to separate individuals from their
culture and tribe. Instead, education brought students from different tribes together as one to
fight against an oppressive system with what they learned from colonizers. Some individuals
recognized their tribal identity and status as part of the larger Native community as a form of
resistance.
Unanticipatedly, “when pan-Indianism emerged as a demonstration of resistance in the
1960s, it did not replace tribalism but complemented it” (Schmidtke, 2016, p. 69). The Native
students organized themselves in cliques similar to how they would before attending school.
Groups formed based on tribal affiliation, Native languages, degree of Native American blood,
or some combination of these factors (Lomawaima, 1994). If an individual’s degree of Native
blood was unknown, judgments were based on a “complex interplay of behavior, language
proficiency, family background and looks, especially skin color” (Lomawaima, 1994, p. 149).
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Whenever Native Americans needed to resist or fight for their rights, they repressed tribal
identities and became pan-Indian” (Leforestier, 2016, p. 7). In a system that oppressed Native
identity, the students built relationships with other Natives through their identity of being Native
American.
The Native students created a sense of community amongst themselves (Reyhner & Eder,
2006), and friendships were perceived as similar to a family (Lomawaima, 1994). Students
shared cultural knowledge. For example, an Okibwe student learned the Dakota language from
her Dakota-speaking friend at Flandreau boarding school in South Dakota (Child, 1998). From
this sense of community and resistance, the students rebelled against the schools (Child, 1998).
To illustrate, at Chilocco Indian Agricultural School, the Native students showed peer group
loyalty by rebelling against the school (Lomawaima, 1994). Student protests happened at Haskell
and Flandreau Indian boarding schools (Child, 1998). The relationships and friendships within
and across tribes strengthened students’ self-identity and tribal identity.
Also, Native American students struggle to balance living in two worlds and holding onto
their identity in educational environments that have assimilative practices. To illustrate:
many people felt that the government was trying to obliterate our culture by making the
children attend school. And if you want to be honest about it, the schooling the children
have been getting over the past seventy-five or eighty years has educated them to the
white man’s way but made them less knowledgeable about the traditional ways of their
own people. A lot of what they have been taught is good. It makes them able to
understand the way the white man thinks and to compete in the outside world. But at the
same time, they are not getting as much of their traditions as they should. Something
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important is being gained, but something important is being lost (Reyhner & Eder, 2006,
p. 201).
Native students dwell between the Native American worldview and the mainstream worldview,
also known as living in two worlds (Brayboy, 1999; Fox, Lowe, Waterman & McClellan, 2005;
Guillory & Wolverton, 2008; Oxendine, Taub, & Cain, 2020; Yellow Bird, 2020). Yellow Bird
(2020) explains the concept of living in two worlds as, “this process of navigating colonial
spaces means that they conceptualize the ‘two worlds’, colonial and Indigenous, separate from
one another” (p. 77). In having to navigate the colonial and Native world (two cultures),
“American Indian people struggle to maintain their own identity amid the pressures of adapting
to and living in a white-dominated society” (Horse, 2005, p. 66). The education system has not
evolved since the boarding school era and does not accommodate for the diversity of Native
American experiences.
The connection between the history of boarding schools to modern-day education
systems demonstrates the on-going institutional racism and unconscious bias perpetuated by nonNative Americans that Native students endure. This research study is to further examine how
colonial ideals of Native identity affect Native American college students at a university Native
American student center. For years the colonizer’s view is that Native ways are somehow “less
than,” marginalized, and the Native identity is not good enough (Cajete, 2015). The
normalization of Native American invisibility may result in internalized oppression, which may
affect the way Native American individuals and groups view and conceptualize what it means to
be Native American in modern-day education. At the same time, these negative messages can
spark resistance among the Native American student population made up of various tribal
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communities. Similar to the boarding school era, Native American students may band together in
solidarity to resist assimilation and honor their ethnic identity.
Before delving deeper in the research study, this segment of the paper explains to readers
how the researcher uses the word pan-Indian throughout this dissertation. The researcher
acknowledges that non-Natives may misappropriate the term pan-Indian. The reason being that a
pan-Indian mindset historically and in the present day plays a role in the erasure of Native
American identity and homogenizes tribal nations as a monolithic group. In this study, the nine
Native American storytellers share how a pan-Indian mindset perpetuated by non-Natives
generalizes and marginalizes their existences.
To move away from the negative connotation of the term pan-Indian, the researcher uses
the term “pan-Indian identity resistance.” This term is used to describe how Native American
college students create an intertribal pan-Indian community created and driven by tribal people
from the Native American perspective. This Native-driven approach shows how these students
engage in rich cross-cultural exchanges that heighten and increase awareness of various cultural
and salient identities. They share and showcase the intertribal diversity of a Native American
student community to Native and non-Native people.
Educators and leaders should caution that Native American college students negatively
perceive pan-Indian approaches. Who makes and reinforces a pan-Indian identity matter. The
nine storytellers in this study do not use the term “pan-Indian.” They described the coming
together of a pan-Indian group as a “community.” Non-Natives and non-Native researchers
should be conscious of how the term pan-Indian was created and used against Native people so
they can help eliminate the continuation of tribal citizens feeling invisible and marginalized. The
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following chapter provides an introduction to this research study as it relates to the intertribal
Native American student population and identity in the higher education setting.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
This section provides background on the Native American population and the
institutional responsibility, as a land-grant institution, to serve Native students as citizens of
tribal nations. To begin, there are a total of 574 federally recognized Native American tribes in
the United States (Bureau of Indian Affairs, 2021). There are also state-recognized tribes who
often get excluded from conversations pertaining to Native Americans. The Native American
community is distinct compared to other racial groups (Spruhan, 2006). The U.S. federal
government has a unique relationship by negotiating treaties with tribes as sovereign political
entities and nations. Therefore, Native Americans are not a racial group but rather a political
group (Spruhan, 2006; Treuer, 2012). The U.S. federal government has a trusting relationship
with tribes resembling that of a “guardian” to a “ward” (Spruhan, 2006). The U.S. federal
government has a legal duty to improve situations, the well-being of tribes, and preserving tribal
cultures as well as ways of life. Over the past years, the U.S. federal government adapted its
trusting relationship with tribes to address tribal issues (Spruhan, 2006). However, the
government is not enforcing and upholding any of the treaties signed. Higher education
institutions need to take a similar approach and not be stagnant and create innovative ways to
address the needs and concerns of Native students. The U.S. federal government and higher
education institutions must do so by creating more equitable approaches to serving Native
American students, who are tribal citizens of their nations.
Educators need to ask themselves, how can we/I Indigenize higher education? Natives
American students are unique in that
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Native American students live on land that was colonized by the very institutions from
which they seek an education. Treaties, and other policy agreements, laws, and Native
American sovereignty are part of our students’ experiences. No other population comes
to college with these characteristics (Shotton, Lowe, & Waterman, 2013, p. 112).
The hope is that the findings will provide implications to hold higher education institutions and
key decision-makers accountable at this specific campus and nationwide to equitably serve
Native American college students.
Native American student centers are responsible to serve a large diverse group of
students. Resources available are stretched thin across a wide range of individual and tribal needs
impacting the way Native students interact with one another and the relationships they build and
cultivate. Even before coming to college, some Native students may not understand the history of
Native communities with colonization. From this lack of awareness, some Native students may
replicate oppression against their own people. Cajete (2015) claims:
in many Indigenous communities, we perpetuate the negative habits of anger, mistrust,
resentment, fault-finding, intolerance, apathy, or invalidating and belittling others. When
Indigenous individuals, families, and communities act out these negative behaviors, we
perpetuate our own ‘colonization.’ The behavior patterns that colonization set in motion
create obstacles to transforming our communities for the better and restoring our own
value-based ways of being a family and community (p. 64).
Native American students may or may not be aware of their behaviors and the impact they have
on their peers. Oxendine et al. (2020) found that when Native students are involved in Native
American student organizations, they are more likely to gain an awareness of discrimination on
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campus, and a greater sense of themselves as members of a marginalized group. In addition to
student groups, Native American student centers and staff also are crucial in helping Native
students find community and providing a space for Native students to heightened awareness of
subtle forms of discrimination and microaggressions while at the same time unlearn colonialism.
However, there is only so much a Native student center can implement and it goes back to the
organizational structures. The center often has a limited operating budget, so how can the center
and its staff provide a wide range of services with inadequate resources? Native student centers
need sufficient institutional support and the campus needs to undergo a culture shift to address
complex Native American students’ needs such as intertribal engagement. The objective of the
study is presented in the following section.
Purpose of study
The purpose of this study is to explore Native American identity at a university Native
American student center. The hope is to understand how Native American college students
interact across tribal groups to determine any influence on Native students’ sense of belonging.
Sense of belonging is understood as “students’ perceived social support on campus, a feeling or
sensation of connectedness, the experience of mattering or feeling cared about, accepted,
respected, valued by, and important to the group or others on campus” (Strayhorn, 2019, p. 4).
With the focus on Native American students, this study uses the peoplehood sense of belonging
created by Tachine, Cabrera, and Yellow Bird (2017) that provides a Native American
perspective to the original concept of sense of belonging. The peoplehood sense of belonging
(Tachine et al., 2017) explores a Native-specific sense of belonging and examines how
institutions either support or invalidate Native American students’ connections to the elements of
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the peoplehood matrix (Holm, Pearson, & Chavis, 2003): place territory, sacred history,
language, and ceremonial cycle. This study examines the student interactions at a Native
American student center because the center provides programming and social engagement
opportunities for Native American students to build community and a peoplehood sense of
belonging.
Native American student centers serve a diverse student population representing different
tribes. These centers serve, support, and advocate for not only individual student needs but also
different tribal needs. Native students are members of individual tribes and the larger Native
community. Oftentimes, Native American tribes are lumped together as if they have identical
profiles (Deloria, 1969). However, different tribes are not homogenous populations meaning
tribes are not the same (Patton, 2010; Windchief & San Pedro, 2019; Yellow Bird, 2020). Each
tribal community represents diverse cultural values and customs (Brayboy, 1999; Brayboy, Fann,
Castagno, and Solyom, 2012). This is critical when working with Native American college
students because “American Indian tribal culture is extremely diverse; what is culturally relevant
to one tribe may not be to another” (Shotton, Yellowfish, and Cintron, 2010, p. 57). The “one
size fits all” approach assumes what works for one tribal group works for another and this is not
the case. Having to account for the individual and tribal needs, this may create challenges for a
Native student center to provide tribe-specific programming and services. Depending on
students’ perceptions of support and space for individualized tribal representation, the
relationships between students may be impacted positively and/or negatively.
This study includes one-on-one interviews with nine Native American undergraduates
who share their experiences interacting with Native students from similar and different tribes at a
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university Native American student center. With input from the participants, recommendations
are provided to leadership, Native American student center, Native American student support
services, and campus stakeholders to enhance intertribal student engagement opportunities for
Native students. The overall goal is to equip both Native and non-Native educators with a better
foundation to consider and implement intertribal engagement opportunities to strengthen
peoplehood sense of belonging for Native American students. An overview of terminology used
in this study follow in the next section.
Definition of Terms
paper.

This section provides the researcher’s definition of terminology used throughout this
•

American Indian/Native American/Native/Indigenous: This dissertation uses different
words to describe how the participants in this study identified. There are diverse ways
an Indigenous person can self-identify (Waterman, Lowe, Shotton, & McClellan,
2018; Weaver, 2001). This paper uses terminology, including American Indian,
Native American, Native, Indigenous, and tribal affiliations as some people use their
tribe(s) over race and ethnicity. The Native American community is diverse, which is
why tribal people use many terms to refer to themselves. As Waterman et al. (2018)
stated, “we do not want to further colonize by imposing a single term for our diverse
people. We recommend that when you work with an Indigenous population, ask the
community you are working with about their preferred terminology” (p. 5).
Therefore, these terms are used interchangeably throughout this project. The terms
refer to Indigenous populations in the United States and people who identify
themselves as Native American or Alaska Native.
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•

Full-blooded Native: Individuals who are biologically 100 percent Native American,
meaning they have 100 percent blood quantum (Treuer, 2012). Students used the
terminology “full-Native” as well.

•

Half-Native: A person with 50 percent blood quantum because the individual is
biologically half percent Native American.

•

Reservation Native: A Native American person raised or born on a reservation.

•

Urban Native: A Native American who is born or raised in an urban area as opposed
to a reservation.

•

Pretend Indian: Native American students use this term to describe people who
pretend to have Indigenous heritage and assert an Indigenous identity. Ethnic fraud
involves the cultural appropriation and people posing as Native Americans for
financial or personal gain (Weaver, 2001; Brayboy, 2006). In her article, “How
pretendians undermine the rights of Indigenous people,” Nagle (2019) stated that “as
today’s stewards of tribal sovereignty, we must guard against harmful public
discourse about Native identity as much as we guard against harmful policy. Taken
alone, pretendians are nuisances that claim an identity, a culture and a history of
oppression that does not belong to them. But taken together, the narrative they control
and the legal status they are fighting for undermines Native self-determination and
poses a real threat to tribal sovereignty” (para. 10).

•

Non-Native(s) person/people: A person/people who is/are not Native American.

•

Pan-Indian: This term erases tribal diversity and generalizes tribal communities.
Leforestier (2016) defines this term as “the process by which certain Indian groups
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are losing their tribal distinctiveness and in its place are developing a generalized
nontribal Indian culture” (p. 215).
•

Pan-Indian identity resistance: This term describes how Native American college
students recreate the narrative about tribal communities to educate and represent the
intertribal diversity of their people.

•

Tribal sovereignty: The inherent sovereignty of tribal nations and their rights to selfgovernance, self-determination, and self-education (Lomawaima, 1999; Lomawaima
& McCarty, 2006; Waterman, Lowe, Shotton, & McClellan, 2018).

The research questions follow in the next section.
Research Questions
Often higher education institutions and the literature generalize Native American
students’ experiences. To broaden the understanding of Native voices and experiences, this study
explores how students from different and similar tribes engage across tribal communities. The
three research questions guiding this study are:
1. How do Native American students describe their experiences with Native students from
different tribes?
2. How do Native American students perceive tribal dynamics at a university Native student
center?
3. How do Native American student dynamics affect students’ Native-specific sense of
belonging at a university Native American student center?
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These questions help reveal the way Native American students interact across communities
depending on how they connect through their individual tribal identity and their identity as
Native American. The next portion of this paper explains the significance of the study for the
academy and the tribal community in more detail.
Academic Significance of Study
It is important educators, both Native and non-Native, ask ourselves, how can we
Indigenize research and the academy. Yellow Bird (2020) argues, “Indigenization is a very fluid
concept, for some it may be simply being Indigenous within colonial spaces whereas for others it
is an intentional act of challenging the colonial systems” (p. 122). In regards to Indigenizing
research, Indigenous scholars Davidson, Shotton, Minthorn, and Waterman (2018) explain “the
concept of Indigenizing is not meant to express a destination, but a process that encourages
Indigenous scholars what is known within themselves as a starting point for scholar and research
inquiry” (p. 7). Whereas for college access programs, Indigenous scholars, Waterman, Lowe,
Shotton, and McClellan (2018) explain Indigenized as, “programs developed by, not just for, the
Indigenous community. Indigenized programs value approaches that privilege Indigenous values,
knowledge and perspectives” (p. 2). While Indigenizing educational spaces, Keene (2018) posed
an important question, “how can we be more inclusive of the multiplicity of Native identities and
experiences?” (p. 42). Native American students are very unique compared to other ethnic
groups. Institutions have an obligation to ensure Native students have the physical space,
institutional support, and institutional representation to thrive in schools that reside on Native
lands. The following two segments further explain the academic significance of this study for
both Native and non-Natives.
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First, Native American students are tribal members of sovereign nations and bring to
college unique experiences at the individual, tribal, and institutional levels. Guillory and
Wolverton (2008) argue, “Native Americans are the experts at being Native American, and thus
their voices must be heard when creating policy that can directly or indirectly affect their
educational lives” (p. 63). Native American students should not be perceived as only learners,
they are also knowledge holders. Institutions and key-decision makers can learn from Native
students directly. Students can provide tribal knowledge as it relates to culturally relevant
approaches when supporting intertribal engagement at a Native American student center and
Native American student support services.
Second, this study is about how Native students interact with their Native peers within
the confines of a predominantly white campus. By centering intertribal engagement, educators
learn about tribal diversity, intergenerational and intertribal relationships, and the need for a
Native American student center. To move away from generalizing the Native experience, this
study honors tribal diversity by giving Native students a voice as an individual, tribal member,
and community member. Rather than homogenizing the Native community, each student and
their respective tribe(s) are given a unique identity that boarding schools took away years ago.
There is a lot the academy can learn from Native American students about the Native college
experience. The next portion explains in more detail the value of this study to tribal
communities.
Significance of Study to Tribal Nations
There are four areas of significance of this study for tribal nations. First, this study used
Indigenous methodologies to produce effective research for Native communities. People doing
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research on Native communities should consider the long-term impacts of damage-centered
research also known as “research that intends to document peoples’ pain and brokenness to hold
those in power accountable for their oppression” (Tuck, 2009, p. 409). Researchers often portray
Native students and their communities from a deficit perspective. Tuck (2009) recommends that
“research in our communities, whether participatory or not, does not fetishize damage, but rather
celebrate our survivance” (p. 422). From a framework of empowerment and resilience, this study
documents the power of relationships and community as it relates to Native student intertribal
engagement. Equally important, research on Native communities should also be carried out by
Native researchers because they know the culture and community (Windchief & San Pedro,
2019). This is important because often Native students take on the educator role when interacting
with non-Native people. Having an interviewer who is from the same community allows Native
students to remove the educator role and be in a space where they are just a student. This means
having the space to share stories without having to thoroughly explain and justify their culture
and ways of life.
Second, this study moves the narrative beyond the reservation experience and includes
the voices of urban, biracial, and multi-tribal Native students. By implementing an intertribal
approach, the study does not replicate exclusion and alienation of students who are tribal citizens
of their respective communities. For biracial and multi-tribal students, this study examines any
possible challenges when these students, including urban Natives, seek community and explore
what it means to be Native American. In addition, given the research site is in a region with 22
tribal nations, this study is only one approach to accountability and ensuring inclusion of the less
recognized and out-of-state tribes. In doing so, researchers, educators, and campus leaders
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recognize that representation goes beyond the land that the university resides on. Native
communities place high importance on honoring and respecting the local tribes within a
particular area. From an intertribal inclusive approach, this study strived to have representation
from in-and out-of-state tribes to bring more tribal voices to the table to influence scholarly
research, educational literature, and institutional structures that include decisions made about and
for Native American students.
Third, to address the lack of representation of Native voices, the goal of the study is to
provide a space for Native American students to be heard. Native American students are the least
represented group in higher education. Since their enrollment numbers are small, Native students
are not reflected in data sets that institutions use to make important decisions and are left out by
design (Shotton et al., 2013; Oxendine et al., 2020). Native Americans are not included in many
conversations about college students and in many cases are an afterthought. The participants’
stories contribute to the literature on Native American students in the field of education. This
study employs storytelling (Kovach, 2009) as a way for Native American students to share
experiences and as a result shedding light on the Native experience. In this paper, the language of
storytelling demonstrates how students share their experiences in the interviews. The researcher
refers to Indigenous Storywork (Archibald, 2008) as a guide making sure stories were captured
respectfully. Archibald (2008) stated, “Indigenous people need space to talk so that we can share
our stories in our own way” (p. 19). Native American students are the ones who understand the
realities of college and the impact their cultural identity has on finding community at a Native
American student center. Tribes and future generations can learn how Native students navigate
white dominated spaces. Students shared their insights into the reality of college life.
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Unfortunately, the research site (Tri-State University) sold an image of what college would be
like to Native American students that does not reflect the reality and hardships these students
face. Students had the space to share their experiences related to mental health and other cultural
struggles associated with religion, etc. These stories are learning tools to help tribes and
community members understand their vital role in student empowerment and advocacy efforts
for institutional support for a Native American student center and campus wide cultural shifts.
Fourth, tribal members and leaders, including the researcher, have a responsibility to
understand how colonization and oppressive behaviors impact Native students and the
community in the confines of a university Native American student center. David (2013) argues,
“one of the most destructive and insidious consequences of colonialism happens when the
colonized begin to think, feel, and act like the colonizer, particularly as it relates to the
stereotypes and prejudices of themselves and their own people” (p. 32). For example, as a result
of colonization, some people may make assumptions about another person’s cultural identity
based solely on physical appearances, causing some Native individuals to feel ostracized and
their identity contradicted and/or denied (Weaver, 2001). By examining and listening to the
modern-day Native students’ experiences, attention is given to both positive and negative
experiences that shape and influence Native student intertribal and intragroup engagement. As a
way of giving back to the community, the participants shared a piece of themselves to help
broaden the understanding of intertribal engagement as a way to systematically change higher
education systems for the future generations. Native students should be considered teachers who
have wisdom and knowledge to share with the older, current, and future generations. It is
important to remember,
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storytelling traditionally was and still is a teaching tool…sharing stories validates
the various experiences of the storytellers, but also can give others with similar stories the
strength, encouragement, and support they need to tell their own stories (Brown &
Strega, 2015, p. 195).
This study cultivated a safe space for students to be vulnerable in sharing their story to shape
how a Native American student center, campus student support services, and decision makers
can implement their stories and recommendations for a tribal-specific and intertribal approach to
student engagement. The next section provides a breakdown of the study to better understand the
scope of the project.
Organization of Study
There are six chapters in this study. Chapter one provides an overview of the study
including the research problem as well as the academic and tribal significance of the study.
Chapter two focuses on the literature review including background on campus climate, university
Native American cultural centers, and sense of belonging. Chapter two also explains the
conceptual framework and theoretical frameworks used in developing this study. Chapter three
explains the use of Indigenous methodology throughout the research process. This chapter also
explains the researcher’s responsibility to Native American communities from data collection
through the data analysis process. Chapter four details the findings from student interviews and
discusses the contribution of this study to existing American Indian higher education research.
Chapter five elaborates on the implications for both the academic and tribal communities as well
as future research. Chapter six ends with a conclusion of the research project. The next portion of
this paper is a literature review of topics related to this study.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
This section includes the literature review that covers various topics to explain the
research focus. The literature review elaborates on the impact of campus climate on the Native
student experience; explains the concept of sense of belonging as it relates to Native American
students and Native American cultural centers; overviews the conceptual and theoretical
frameworks; and presents how the theories developed the study. The focus of this section is to
provide a foundation to understand Native student experiences as it relates to a Native-specific
sense of belonging.
Campus climate
As an underrepresented student population, Native American students experience
isolation, alienation, overt racism, hostile campus environments (Masta, 2018; Patton, 2010;
Shotton, 2017) and discrimination, tokenism, and racist acts (Yellow Bird, 2020). Many higher
education institutions operate from a Eurocentric framework and campus environments that
make it difficult for Native students (Tachine et al., 2017). Many colleges have cultural norms
that are rooted in whiteness, creating negative outcomes for Native students (Tachine et al.,
2017). For example, Native students may deal with racism, microaggressions, and stereotypes
that create cultural tensions, feelings of isolation, and marginalization (Berry, 2008; Shotton,
2017; Tachine et al., 2017). As a minority group, Native students encounter cultural ignorance,
lack of belonging, and struggle with systemic barriers that make navigating college difficult
(Rom, 2019). Native students often defend their culture to others creating feelings of isolation
and a minimized sense of belonging (Rom, 2019). The lack of belonging can cause some Native
students to leave college (Brayboy et al., 2012). Due to negative on-campus experiences, Native
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students may seek support, resources, and community in spaces such as a Native American
student center. These centers provide a home away from home for some Native college students
(Tachine et al., 2017). Students should feel and create a sense of belonging to avoid leaving
college.
Sense of belonging
A sense of belonging is one’s connection to the institution to create a feeling of
connectedness to the campus (Strayhorn, 2019). In the context of higher education, Strayhorn
(2019) defines a sense of belonging as
students perceived social support on campus, a feeling or sensation of connectedness, the
experience of mattering or feeling cared about, accepted, respected, valued by, and
important to the group (e.g., campus community) or others on campus (e.g., faculty,
peers). It is a cognitive evaluation that typically leads to an affective response or behavior
response (p. 4).
A sense of belonging is one of those feelings where an individual’s perception of being valued
within a campus community (Oxendine et al., 2020). Since this study is about Native American
student experiences, an explanation about peoplehood sense of belonging is later discussed in the
theoretical framework section.
Various factors influence a student’s sense of belonging. When students are integrated
into the campus culture, the greater their commitment to the institution is and they will be more
likely to remain in college (Hurtado & Carter, 1997; Hoffman, Richmond, Morrow & Salomone,
2002). The experience in the classroom and on campus influences one’s sense of belonging. Peer
and faculty interactions impact academic outcomes and either enhance or hinder feelings of
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belonging (Freeman, Anderman & Jensen, 2007; Hoffman et al., 2002; Hurtado & Carter, 1997).
Sense of belonging can be created and perceived by students from diverse backgrounds in
different ways.
Sense of belonging varies by population and integration “can mean something completely
different to student groups who have been historically marginalized in higher education”
(Hurtado & Carter, 1997, p. 327). Too often institutional racism negatively impacts students of
color, causing these students to not have a connection to their institution. Vaccaro and Newman
(2016) found a difference in how minoritized and privileged social identity groups developed
and talked about a sense of belonging. The minoritized students sought out spaces on campus to
build intentional relationships and support systems because they often felt marginalized and the
only ones on their campus. They looked for spaces to get involved in the community and a place
where they can be their authentic selves. In looking at underrepresented students, data and
research studies need to disaggregate student demographics to fully examine the experiences of
one particular subgroup.
Native American students, specifically, may experience a sense of belonging at a
different level. For example, Native American students face social isolation, negative racial
encounters, and disconnection from their culture and family. Therefore, social support, peergroup interactions, and staff support impact their sense of belonging (Oxendine, 2015; Strayhorn,
Bie, Marjorie & Michael, 2016). Native students who participate in Native American student
organizations may feel a higher sense of belonging (Springer, 2015). For Native American
students, engagement, and involvement in Native American culture centers positively contribute
to their college experience. In their study on Native students and sense of belonging, Tachine et
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al. (2017) demonstrated that Native-centered campus resources are key to Native student
persistence and belonging. The Native culture center was considered home away from home for
Native students (Tachine et al., 2017). To alleviate disconnection, isolation, and marginalization,
Native American culture centers are vital in Native students’ sense of belonging.
Native American cultural centers
American Indian and Alaska Native student support services are one way to provide a
sense of belonging for Native American students (Lopez, 2018). An example of a student support
service is Native American student centers that positively impact cultural validation, academic
success (Brown, 2005; Patton, 2010), and healing (Brown, 2005). Native American students feel
represented at these designated spaces as compared to the larger campus (Yellow Bird, 2020).
Academic and social engagement with Native American cultural centers contributes to increased
retention in college (Guillory & Wolverton, 2008). These centers provide space for community
building to reduce social isolation and alienation (Guillory & Wolverton, 2008). Native students
often encounter hostile campus climates and marginalization. Native cultural centers are safe
havens away from the larger campus and reinforce American Indian values (Brown, 2005;
Patton, 2010). These centers are the hub for cultural programming, academic support, cultural
support, recruitment, and retention initiatives (Bernadett, 2015; Broughton-Pretti, 2016; Shek,
2013; Shotton et al., 2010; Patton, 2010). The Native cultural centers also provide a space to
develop and cultivate relationships with others (Broughton-Pretti, 2016; Tachine et al., 2017).
Yellow Bird (2020) found that the Native American cultural center was a space where Native
students made connections with Indigenous mentors, built family-like relationships, found
community and resources, and received emotional peer support. These centers also provide
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opportunities to get involved in student organizations. Oxendine et al. (2020) found that
“students who enter college with strong ethnic identities strengthen their identification by
becoming involved in cultural activities associated with such organization” (p. 269). Native
student centers provide a space for students to explore their ethnic and tribal background. Native
cultural centers are important for Native students’ sense of belonging. Native students seek a
sense of home and a place to be Indigenous (Waterman, 2012). The Native American center
“makes you feel like you are at home when you are around more Native people” (Guillory &
Wolverton, 2008, p. 76). The Native American cultural centers improve the sense of belonging
for Native students by creating a space that values their culture and ways of being.
To demonstrate the value of these spaces on college campuses, here are three examples of
Native centers that had a positive impact on Native students. First, the Native American student
center at the University of Oklahoma “became a place to reinforce the communal values of the
American Indian community” (Shotton et al., 2010, p. 54). The Native student center instills the
value of community, a home away from home, and space for students to engage and heal from
hostile campus environments (Shotton et al., 2010; Patton, 2010). At this center, Native students
feel safe, can express and explore their cultural identity, and receive holistic support (Shotton et
al., 2010).
Second, the Native American cultural center in the Southwest region also provides
benefits to Native American students. The Native American Student Affairs at the University of
Arizona provides opportunities for intertribal student engagement, community building,
academic support, and resources specifically for Native students (Bernadett, 2015). In the
quantitative study, Bernadett (2015) found that the top four themes for the center’s
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services/events that students participated in were: study sessions, social justice issues, holiday
events, and programming. Students also reported that the center was doing well in creating
community, student support, and resources. Students shared in the survey that the Native student
center promoted culture, lessened feelings of isolation, offered networking, and cultivated an
independent space for Native students. Sorrell (2020) found in her qualitative study that culture
was a positive influence and source of strength for Native American students. The stories in her
study found that “finding community through the cultural centers was important for these
students for a sense of belonging and familiarity” (p. 72). The Native American Student Affairs
was where Native American students met “people like me” and was a place they made
friendships and learned about other tribal communities.
Third, although there are positive impacts of Native centers, there are also areas of
improvements to meet the needs of different student populations. For example, at a flagship
mainstream university in the Southwest region, Native American veteran students saw the value
in the Native American student center (Redhouse, 2016). For example, one Native American
veteran shared that the Native center helped with tutoring, welcoming Native students each
semester, and provided Indigenous prayers for students. Due to the veteran students’ age as older
students, they felt more comfortable at the Veteran student center because they could relate more
to the other older veteran students (Redhouse, 2016). For example, students shared the inability
to relate to the younger Native students, who were straight out of high school, because they did
not have family responsibilities related to children or worries about life stability and finances.
External factors in addition to their student role may prevent engagement so veteran students find
other affinity groups or spaces on campus outside the Native student center.
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In summary, from this critical in-depth literature review of campus climate, sense of
belonging, and Native American cultural centers, the researcher demonstrates the various factors
that influence how Native Americans experience the college environment. As well as the cultural
components that are critical for Native American students to feel a Native-specific sense of
belonging. These three examples demonstrate the impact of Native cultural centers. Moving
beyond just academic support, these centers offer space for Native students to explore their
Native identity which is complex for Native communities. The next part combines two
Indigenous specific theories to further understand intertribal engagement.
Theoretical Frameworks
This study used peoplehood sense of belonging (Tachine et al., 2017) and Indigenous
identity (Weaver, 2001) as the theoretical frameworks to address the purpose of my study. The
peoplehood sense of belonging is a framework specific for Native American populations. The
theory acknowledges the influence of tribal and cultural factors on the Native student college
experience. The Indigenous identity theory explains the complex nature of discussing Native
identity and considering ways identity is conceptualized and socially constructed. The theory
highlights the complex facets of cultural identity at the individual, tribal, and external levels.
Both theories address the importance of cultural aspects and nuances of cultural identity, Native
experiences, and sense of belonging. These two theories include a community aspect that is
critical in further investigating intertribal student engagement. The majority of the literature on
sense of belonging and the Native American student population focus primarily on experiences
at the institutional level with the campus.
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This research study scales down this scope specifically at the Native American
community level to explore student engagement across tribal communities. This study examines
how cultural identity (self-identification, community-identification, and external-identification)
may influence intertribal student engagement. In particular, this study focuses on how measures
of Native identity and what it means to be Native American may impact a Native-specific sense
of belonging. Considering the tribal diversity of Native American students who come from
various backgrounds and upbringings, these students have different ways to conceptualize their
cultural identity. The various ways Native students understand Native American identity can
differ from their peers. Yellow Bird (2020) found in her study on Native American students
navigating a settler colonial institution that the participants’ Native identity was influenced by
their Native student peers, and some students internalized what they felt they were lacking in
order to be “Native enough.” Weaver (2001) used the “The Big Game” as a compelling example
of how self-perceptions, community validation, and colonial logic of what it means to be Native
are interconnected. The peoplehood sense of belonging theory (Tachine et al., 2017) shows that
language, sacred history, ceremonial cycle, and land contribute to a Native-specific sense of
belonging. Using these cultural factors, this study delves deeper into whether a colonized
mindset impacts student relationships to define what makes someone Native and who belongs to
the Native student community.
In the following sections, the researcher briefly describes Tinto’s (1975; 1987; 1993)
theory of student integration and shares some of the critiques of Tinto’s theory. From these
critiques, Tachine et al. (2017) developed the Native-specific sense of belonging referred to as
the peoplehood sense of belonging. The researcher explains the justification of applying the two
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theories (peoplehood sense of belonging and Indigenous identity) to this study. These two
theories are used to develop the conceptual framework which is discussed in the next section of
this chapter.
Critiques of Tinto’s theory
The theory of student integration (Tinto, 1975; 1987; 1993) model is widely used in the
field of higher education but the theory is not applicable to Native American students. Tinto’s
theory of student integration (1975; 1987; 1993) argued that in order for students to be successful
in college, they had to separate from previous communities to fully integrate into the college
environment. During the transition period, students sought membership in the new college
community and adopted the norms and behaviors of the new community. If students did not
follow this path, they would leave or withdraw from college. Although this theory is widely
known, scholars critiqued the theory’s inability to be applicable to historically marginalized
students (Hurtado & Carter, 1997; Tierney, 1992) and Native American students (Shotton et al.,
2013; Tachine, 2015; Tierney, 1992; Waterman, 2012). Tierney (1992) argued that Native
students did not need to follow this path, or rite of passage, to assimilate into society because
an American Indian who sets foot on a mainstream campus undergoes a disruptive
cultural experience not because college is a rite of passage, but because the institution is
culturally distinct from the Indian youth’s own culture (p. 608).
Tinto’s theory failed to address the impact of student home culture on minority student
persistence (Tierney, 1992). Hurtado and Carter (1997) pushed the need to further understand the
sense of belonging of racially and ethnically diverse groups. Sense of belonging as a concept
placed the onus on the institution to adapt to students rather than vice versa. Hurtado and Carter
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(1997) were the first to examine sense of belonging and found that background characteristics
and college experience contributed to Latinx/Latino/Latina/Hispanic students’ sense of
belonging. When looking at Native American students, Tinto’s theory did not take into account a
lot of factors that are crucial for this student population.
Tinto’s theory of student integration did not acknowledge that institutions operate from a
Eurocentric framework and value individualism (Strayhorn et al., 2016). Native people
commonly value communal concerns where the emphasis is placed on the group rather than the
individual (Oxendine, 2015; Shotton et al., 2010). With a collectivist mindset, relationships are
important for Native people (Shotton et al., 2010). From an assimilationist framework, the
argument that Native Americans had to separate from previous communities to be successful is
problematic (Brayboy, 2006; Lopez, 2015; Tachine et al., 2017; Tierney, 1992; Waterman &
Lindley, 2013). Tinto’s theory focused on institutional experiences without considering key
factors that impact the Native experience and the interdependence with family and tribal
community (Guillory & Wolverton, 2008; Lopez, 2018; Tachine, 2015; Tachine et al., 2017),
student support programs and services (Windchief & Joseph, 2015), Native faculty mentorship
(Waterman, 2007), and culture (Lopez, 2018). Considering the limitations of Tinto's theory, a
few Indigenous scholars applied the sense of belonging concept to Native American populations.
Studies have shown that engagement with faculty and diverse peers influences a sense of
belonging for Native students (Strayhorn, 2019; Strayhorn et al., 2016). Oxendine (2015) found
that institutional integration and cultural integrity, including peer group interactions, social
support, staff support, and lack of social isolation on campus all contribute to Native students’
sense of belonging. Tachine et al. (2017) found that connection to family and the Native
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American student center also contributed to Native students’ sense of belonging. Oxendine et al.
(2020) study found two findings related to Native students’ sense of belonging; 1) whether the
college campus valued Native students and 2) culturally competent mentoring by faculty. In
looking at the sense of belonging for Native students, “to be inclusive for Native students,
campus environments would do well to intentionally incorporate and practice a peoplehood sense
of belonging model” (Tachine et al., 2017, p. 802). To center the work of Indigenous scholars,
moving forward there will be no emphasis placed on Tinto’s work for the purpose of this
dissertation. The peoplehood sense of belonging theory is explained in more detail in the next
section.
Peoplehood sense of belonging
The peoplehood sense of belonging is an expansion of the peoplehood matrix, which is a
holistic framework that addresses sacred history, place territory, language, and ceremonial cycle
(Holm et al., 2003). Sacred history is the shared understanding of where Native American people
come from and also details kinship structures, the meaning of ceremonies, and how the group fits
within a particular environment (Holm et al., 2003). The place territory is the connection and
relationships between Native American identity and the environment (Holm et al., 2003).
Language defines a place and vice-versa. Language gives a sacred history to place and is
connected to ceremonies with the language used and imposes ways of behavior (Holm et al.,
2003). The ceremonial cycle demonstrates how a person’s religion is inseparably linked to
language, sacred history, and place (Holm et al., 2003). By using the peoplehood matrix,
institutions acknowledge and honor that peoplehood sense of belonging begins with Native
American culture, language, customs, and history, while also addressing how the Native culture
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is either reflected or not on campus (Tachine et al., 2017). In applying the peoplehood sense of
belonging theory, educators and readers recognize that Native Americans are communal people
from a collectivist culture that honors the importance of relationships. Native American people
have different levels of cultural connections, and their cultural identity can either be shaped and
influenced by their experiences with other Native people. The researcher shares the story of “The
Big Game” to better explain how relationships play a role in how individuals and groups
understand Native identity.
“The Big Game”
“The Big Game” story is about a group of Lakota and Navajo basketball players who
placed notions of Nativeness on one another creating disagreements and tension between the
teams. Similar to the basketball game, spaces such as a Native American student center provide
an opportunity for Native American students to interact with others from similar and different
backgrounds and worldviews. Weaver (2001) shared the story of “The Big Game” to understand
the complexity of Indigenous identity. She suggested, “identity is a combination of selfidentification and the perceptions of others” (p. 243). Here is the story:
The day had come for the championship game in the all-Native basketball tournament.
Many teams had played valiantly, but on the last day the competition came down to the
highly competitive Lakota and Navajo teams. The tension was high as all waited to see
which would be the best team. Before the game, some of the Lakota players went to
watch the Navajos practice. They were awed and somewhat intimidated by the Navajos’
impressive display of skills. One Lakota who was particularly anxious and insecure
pointed out to his teammates that some of the Navajo players had facial hair. “Everyone
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knows that Indians don't have facial hair,” he stated. Another Lakota added that some of
the Navajos also had suspiciously dark skin. They concluded, disdainfully, that clearly
these were not Native people and were probably a “bunch of Mexicans.” The so-called
Navajos should be disqualified from the tournament, leaving the Lakota team the winner
by default. That same afternoon, some Navajo players went to watch the Lakota team
practice. The Lakotas had a lot of skillful moves that made the Navajos worry. One
Navajo observed, “That guy's skin sure looks awful light.” Another added, “Yeah, and
most of them have short hair.” They concluded, disdainfully, that clearly these were not
Native people and were probably a “bunch of white guys.” The so-called Lakotas should
be disqualified from the tournament, leaving the Navajos the winners by default.
The captains from both teams brought their accusations to the referee just before game
time. Both teams agreed that Native identity must be established before the game could
be played and that whichever team could not establish Native identity to everyone's
satisfaction must forfeit. The Lakota captain suggested that everyone show his tribal
enrollment card as proof of identity. The Lakotas promptly displayed their “red cards,”
but some of the Navajos did not have enrollment cards. The Lakotas were ready to
celebrate their victory when the Navajo captain protested that carrying an enrollment card
was a product of colonization and not an indicator of true identity. He suggested that the
real proof would be a display of Indigenous language skills, and each Navajo proceeded
to recite his clan affiliations in the traditional way of introducing himself in the Navajo
language. Some of the Lakotas were able to speak their language, but others were not.
The teams went back and forth proposing standards of proof of identity, but each
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proposed standard was self-serving and could not be met by the other team. As the sun
began to set, the frustrated referees canceled the championship game. Because of the
accusations and disagreements that could not be resolved there would be no champion in
the Indigenous tournament (p. 242).
This study used the story of “The Big Game” (Weaver, 2001) to demonstrate how notions of
Native identity can either validate or lead to questioning of one’s identity influencing one’s sense
of belonging.
This research study applies Native American college students to the experiences of the
players in “The Big Game.” To move away from placing blame on students and Native
individuals, readers need to understand the history and the federal government’s role in
determining Native American identity for Native people. The federal government regulated
identity through the blood quantum policy with the intent of only meeting the interest of the
federal government rather than those of the people who take up these identities (Brayboy, 2006;
Smith, 2012). Based on the history of assimilation and the civilization of American Indians,
Brayboy (2006) argues,
the everyday experiences of American Indians, the Indigenous inhabitants of the
Americas, have essentially been removed from the awareness of dominant members of
U.S. society. These viable images have instead been replaced with fixed images from the
past of what American Indians once were. The colonization has been so complete that
even many American Indians fail to recognize that we are taking up colonialist ideas
when we fail to express ourselves in ways that may challenge dominant society’s ideas
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about who and what we are supposed to be, how we are supposed to behave, and what we
are supposed to be within the larger population (p. 431).
For the Native American community, having an understanding of the federal government’s blood
quantum policy and its impact on tribal sovereignty and tribal citizens (students) is critical
American Indians are both legal/political and racialized beings, meaning Indigenous
people define themselves as sovereign nations but also deal with being viewed as a racialized
group by non-Natives (Brayboy, 2006). Native American people are also portrayed as the
“ecology-loving, bead-wearing, feather-having, long-haired, tall, dark man or woman” (Brayboy,
2006, p. 434). Brayboy (2006) brings forth the idea of self-identification as “the ability and
legitimacy for groups to define themselves and to create what it means to be Indian” (p. 434).
With self-identification, Native Americans challenge the notion of what a “real Native
American” is and looks like and also bring light to issues with ethnic fraud (Brayboy, 2006),
cultural appropriation, and exploitation of Native cultures for fashion and financial gain
(Weaver, 2001). As a controversial topic, Indigenous identity is complex and highly personal
(Horse, 2005; Weaver, 2001).
Horse (2005) defines Native American identity as “a particular way one feels about
oneself and one’s experience as an American Indian or tribal person” (p. 65). With the tribal
diversity within the Native community, “there is no such thing as a monolithic American Indian
entity” (Horse, 2005, p. 67). On the same line, Weaver (2001) highlights that Native people may
identify in ways other than their culture. She argues that identity can also include aspects related
to race, region, gender, and religion. It is common to identify with tribal affiliation first and
secondarily as American Indian or Native American (Horse, 2005). There are various ways to
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identify including Native American, American Indian, Native, Indigenous, full-Native, halfNative, reservation Native, urban Native, or by tribal clans. Tribal identity is one’s belonging to
a specific tribe with its culture, language, and traditions (Schmidtke, 2016). Tribal identification
is based upon several variables, including language exposure, social contact with tribal members,
degree of exposure to mainstream society, and a personal view of what he/she/they believes is
important to his/her/their ethnic identity (Oxendine et al., 2020; Redhouse, 2016). The next
portion explains in more detail Weaver’s work related to Indigenous identity.
Indigenous identity
Weaver (2001) elaborates on the main underpinnings of Indigenous identity, including
the three facets of cultural identity: self-identification, community-identification, and externalidentification. Below is more information about each facet of cultural identity.
Self-identification: Self-identification is when someone identifies as Native American.
According to Weaver (2001), self-perception is important for identity. Cultural identity is
constantly changing and progresses depending on how a person views themselves and their sense
of being Native American. Individuals can self-identify and accept a Native American identity
and their choice may be influenced by phenotypic appearance, social, economic, and political
factors. For example, in “The Big Game,” “all the players see themselves as Indigenous people,
yet how they define themselves are contested by others. A stalemate occurs when it becomes
impossible to reach an agreement between self-definitions and external definitions of identity” (
p. 245). This person can experience challenges with the way they self-identify when others
define what being Native American does not align with their views.
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Community-identification: As stated by Weaver (2001), “Indigenous identity is
connected to a sense of peoplehood inseparably linked to sacred traditions, traditional
homelands, and a shared history as Indigenous people” (p. 245). An individual confirms their
identity with others who share the same identity. A sense of membership in a community is tied
to a sense of identity (e.g., identifying with one’s reservation or tribal communities). For
example, in “The Big Game,” “the players are members of teams. The teams validate and
reinforce each member's identity as a basketball player, just as Native communities validate and
reinforce the identities of their members. Being part of a larger group is critical to identity in
both cases” (p. 246). For instance, someone’s Navajo identity may be validated by another
Navajo person because they are from the same tribe and hometown. In summary, communityidentification is when someone says I am Native American and the Native American community
confirms their identity.
External-identification: Another point made by Weaver (2001) is that non-Native
people often define Native American identity, creating issues of who has the power and authority
to define who is Native American. For example, the federal government and its policies imposed
their standards of Indigenous identity on Native Americans and has a direct conflict with the
rights of tribes/nations (Weaver, 2001). The federal government only recognized certain tribes,
which affected how non-Natives and Natives view tribal nations. Also, the perpetuation of
stereotypes influenced how Native American people viewed themselves. The way Native
Americans define themselves may not align with how others choose to define Natives. For
example, “The Big Game”
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is an example of how conflicting definitions of identity can lead to hostilities. When the
members of one team identify themselves with enrollment cards, this is perceived as a
threat to the self-defined identities of those without cards. Likewise, when the other team
asserts that identity is grounded in the ability to speak an Indigenous language, this
threatens the self-perceptions of those who speak only English. Searching for the “right”
criteria is both counterproductive and damaging (p. 246).
External-identification can be understood as when someone identifies as Native American and
there are external measures that influence how others view one’s Native identity.
As reflected in the Indigenous identity theory (Weaver, 2001), there are various ways
Native American people self-identify. Native American students may connect to the Native
culture in different ways or perhaps may not have any connection at all. Some individuals may
identify with their tribe because “one's tribal heritage and influence of one's tribal culture play a
significant role in forming one's identity as an American Indian” (Horse, 2012, p. 109). It is
common for one to identify with their tribal affiliation first and secondary as Native American or
American Indian (Horse, 2005). Also, there are intertribal and multicultural persons who are
American Indians of several tribal combinations (Horse, 2005). There is a breadth of diverse
lived experiences and stories within the Native population. For instance, one can identify as
Native American, American Indian, Native, Indigenous, full-Native, half-Native, reservation
Native, urban Native, or by their tribal affiliation(s) and clans. There is no right or wrong way to
identify or be Native American (Tachine, 2015; Weaver, 2001). Based on how an individual
view their cultural identity, this may not align with the perceptions of others.
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Not only do non-Natives have different notions of what makes a person Native American,
but Native American people may also partake in questioning Native identity due to impacts of
colonialism. Both Native and non-Native communities have unconscious and conscious
measurements that they use to define whether an individual is Native American enough or not.
This all began with the federal government imposing the blood quantum policy: “the percentage
of a person’s racial lineage that can be documented as Indian” (Treuer, 2012, p. 112). From these
western notions of Indianness, Native Americans often receive the question, “How Indian are
you?", which causes a Native person to not feel Native enough (Garrod, Kilkenny, Taylor, &
Lomawaima, 2017; Weaver, 2001). This specific question creates assumptions made about one’s
identity based on external factors including physical appearance and language proficiency
(Garrod et al., 2017). For example, Yellow Bird (2020) found that some Native American
students who did not feel Native enough were the ones who only knew some of their language
and traditional practices and were still in the process of learning. For individuals who do not
identify as full-Native or a reservation Native, others may perceive them as being lesser, lacking,
and somehow not whole (Garrod et al., 2017). Another example is Native Americans who do not
phenotypically pass as Native deal with the burden of defending their Native identity in both the
Native and non-Native community (Garrod et al., 2017). The way a person identifies and how
their identity is perceived by others varies by individual and group. Identity is complex where a
person’s Native identity can either be validated by others including members of their community
while at the same time having their identity questioned to determine their authenticity as a Native
American.
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Tying the theories to higher education, these notions of labeling of others occur among
college students. In Brayboy’s (1999) study on Native American students at two Ivy League
universities, he found that Native American students internalized a set of beliefs of a “real Native
American.” The Native American students believed that being raised on the reservation, having
lived on welfare, having experienced overt racism daily equated to being more Native compared
to an urban Native (Brayboy, 1999). In short, “the more oppressed one has been, or the harder
his life has been, the “more Indian he is”” (Brayboy, 1999, p. 79). Weaver (2001) argues that
“internalized oppression, a by-product of colonization, has become common among Indigenous
people. We [Native Americans] fight among ourselves and often accuse each other of not being
“Indian enough” based on politics, religion, or phenotype” (p. 250). Lastly, societal expectations
influence the way Native American students label one another as Native American enough
(Brayboy, 1999). Self-doubt may emerge when a person questions if they are Native American
enough (Yellow Bird, 2020). As evident in Weaver’s (2001) work, identity is multilayered,
intersectional, and constantly changing. For Native American college students the notion of who
is Native and who is not Native is a problem (Brayboy, 1999). Native American students face
challenges with their identity when interacting with the Native community and non-Native
people (Berry, 2008). In these two theories, the study explores whether Native students use
different measures, consciously or unconsciously, to determine if someone is Native enough or
not, impacting peoplehood sense of belonging.
The peoplehood sense of belonging and Indigenous identity theories provides a
framework to apply the concepts of identity and community to the Native American student
experience. While in college, Native American students experience their cultural identity in
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different ways. Depending on the context, Native American students make meaning of their
cultural identity based on interactions with others like them and those from the same community
and tribe. In terms of self/community/external-identification, Native American students often
seek and receive validation from their relationships, friendships, tribe-specific community, and
at-large Native American community. The ways in which Native American students belong or do
not belong are complex and vary by each individual student. The different ways to express one’s
Nativeness in spaces for affinity groups depend on the nature of one’s identity foundation. This
qualitative study explores the Native American student community and the relationships between
Native American students to see how intertribal engagement influences a Native-specific sense
of belonging. The next segment applies the two theories, peoplehood sense of belonging and
Indigenous identity, to develop the conceptual framework which provides a clear picture of the
study.
Conceptual Framework
This section describes the conceptual framework used to inform the research by
explaining the applicability of the peoplehood sense of belonging and Indigenous identity
theories to examine student interactions at a Native American student center. This section begins
with a brief overview of how the federal government pushed colonization on Native American
people through the blood quantum policy.
Colonization is endemic to society (Brayboy, 2006) and can be understood as the
“European American thought, knowledge, and power structures that dominate present-day
society in the United States” (Brayboy, 2006, p. 430). One strategy the federal government used
to colonize Native Americans was blood quantum, which can be understood as “the percentage
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of a person's racial lineage that can be documented as Indian” (Treuer, 2012, p. 112). Blood
quantum was the criteria for entitlement to benefit the U.S. government (Barrios & Egan, 2002;
Horse, 2005; Spruhan, 2006; Weaver, 2001). This policy was used to determine whether some
individuals received federal assistance from the government and citizenship in a particular tribe
(Horse, 2005). These federal policies created intertribal disputes impacting the unity of Native
communities (Weaver, 2001). For example
in 1989, the Samish and Snohomish of Puget Sound were declared “legally” extinct” by
the federal government in part because other Native groups such as the Tulalips did not
view them as genuine. Likewise, the Lumbees of North Carolina, one of the largest tribes
in the 1900 census, had difficulty gaining social and federal acceptance as constituting
legitimate Indigenous communities because of intertribal disputes over timber resources
(Weaver, 2001, p. 249).
The blood quantum policy directly impacted the communal aspects of tribal communities.
Another way blood quantum impacted tribal communities and Indigenous identity was
through tribal citizenship (Lomayesva, 1999; Treuer, 2012). Through the Indian Reorganization
Act, tribal governments used blood quantum as the primary criterion to determine citizenship to
a particular tribe (Horse, 2005; Lomayesva, 1999; Treuer, 2012). In using the blood quantum
policy, certain tribal members were given access to tribal voting, elections, scholarships, and the
ability to identify with a given tribe (Treuer, 2012). Rooted in the effects of colonization and the
reinforcement of the blood quantum policy, some tribal members who do not meet the criteria
are disenfranchised (Lomayesva, 1999; Treuer, 2012).
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It is important to remember that there are various ways that Native Americans connect to
their Native identity beyond blood quantum. Horse (2005) recommends
those who work with Native American students need to keep in mind that American
Indian or tribal identity is a personalized process that is influenced by legal and political
considerations, psychosocial factors, proximity or access to a given culture, socialization,
and one’s sensibility (p. 67).
In addition to Horse’s argument, Native Americans can relate their identity to tribal language,
cultural identity, genealogy, traditional American Indian worldview, self-concept as an American
Indian, and enrollment in a tribe (Horse, 2005; 2012). Other aspects include heredity, connection
to tribal communities, participation in culture and knowledge, traditional lifeways (Treuer, 2012)
and life experiences including where someone grew up, familial relationships, and tribal
engagement (Lopez, 2015). In modern days, there are several ways that Native Americans
connect to their Native identity. In the past, this was not always the case because of the blood
quantum policy and boarding schools which suppressed Native American identity.
The blood quantum was one way to control Native identity and in modern days Native
American people are impacted by colonization and identity politics (Brayboy, 2006; Weaver,
2001). Boarding schools were institutions that reinforced the notion that the Native identity was
less than and this influenced the way society views Native American people. Boarding schools
suppressed Native American culture and languages, and this historical trauma affects Native
people today. Freire (2000) argues, oppressive systems shape the attitudes of oppressed people
where the oppressed begin to think they should be just like the oppressors. Oppression affects the
consciousness of both the oppressors and the oppressed. The marginalized communities may
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internalize the effects of oppression (Freire, 2000). For example some Native Americans do not
see and understand the impacts of Western culture and colonialism imposed on Native ways of
life and identity and place blame on Native American people rather than the system at large. As
seen in “The Big Game,” the Native American basketball players who are the oppressed imposed
a colonized mindset using external factors such as stereotypes and blood quantum to determine
who is Native American enough or not (Weaver, 2001). Native American people are influenced
by western society in ways that may be detrimental to the community.
For this study, an additional aspect to explore is humor and teasing, which is missing
from the two theories used to develop this conceptual framework. For many Native American
communities, humor is a universal characteristic shared across tribes (Lopez, 2015; Tachine,
2015; Tachine et al., 2017). Humor and teasing are a way for Native Americans to identify with
other Natives as a means of cultural identity (Deloria, 1969; Lopez, 2015). For example, in the
Navajo culture, teasing is the norm in families and humorous relationships exist between
relatives (Lee, 2020). This study examines how jokes about Native American identity and Native
ways of life influence Native-specific sense of belonging at a Native American student center.
For instance, some Native Americans may internalize teasing and reframe their Native identity
(Tachine, 2015). On the other hand, some people use humor as a means of communication in
different discussions, healing, coping with tragedies, and regulating behavior (Deloria, 1969;
Lopez, 2015). Native Americans love to laugh and humor is key to identity (Deloria, 1969;
Lopez, 2015). The intent is to explore how teasing and humor influences community and identity
validation for Native American college students.
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There are different cultural markers that can be points of reference when it comes to
comical teasing. Styres (2017) argues, “language acquisition, and degrees of fluency, depth of
cultural knowledge and the politics of purity should not be the sole markers of identity” (p. 72).
Native American people connect with one another through their identity being Native American.
This study examines how the three facets of identity (self-identification, communityidentification, and external-identification) affect a peoplehood sense of belonging (including
language, sacred history, ceremony cycle, and land). Indigenous scholars, Waterman et al. (2018)
argue,
although Native identity is complex, with identities ranging from traditional with a
knowledge of ceremony and language, to a budding awareness and exploration, to
enrolled and disenfranchised, urban, reservation, and everything in between, that
knowledge, and being able to accept Indigenous students for who they are in that
complexity, is important (p. 153).
By exploring student interactions at a Native American student center, we are able to see how
joking and teasing either positively or negatively influences relationships between Native
students from similar and different tribes. This study also explores how aspects of joking in
student relationships influence a Native-specific sense of belonging. The next chapter covers the
methodological approach that privileges Indigenous methodology and ways of thinking.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
The methodology section discusses the research process of gathering the stories of Native
American college students at a predominantly white institution. This study uses stories as a
knowledge-gathering method (Kovach, 2009) and Indigenous Storywork (Archibald, 2008) as a
guide to respect cultural protocols during the data collection and analytical process. The
methodology section highlights the researcher’s relational accountability to the Native American
community throughout the planning and implementation of the research methods.
Relational Accountability
In the development of the methodology, the researcher continuously asked herself, “who
am I accountable to?” As an Indigenous researcher, she is accountable to the Native American
community (Kovach, 2009; Wilson, 2008; Windchief & San Pedro, 2019). To maintain
respectful relationships with the Native American community, the study was conducted in an
ethical and culturally responsive manner (Archibald, 2008; Tuck & McKenzie, 2014). In
addition to the Institutional Review Board, the researcher sought and received support from the
Director of the Native American student center where she conducted her study and an
administrator who oversaw the office focused on Native American initiatives. Both offices and
its leadership knew about the research study and provided input on the interview protocol. The
researcher received help in gathering institutional knowledge (e.g., history of the Native
American center’s leadership changes), which will be shared with both offices.
Given the researcher’s relational accountability to the Native American community and
the importance of relationships in Native communities (Smith, 2012), she thought critically about
the impact of damage-centered research, which can be understood as research that
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operates with a flawed theory of change: it is often used to leverage reparations or
resources for marginalized communities yet simultaneously reinforces and reinscribes a
one-dimensional notion of these people as depleted, ruined, and hopeless. Tuck urges
communities to institute a moratorium on damage centered research to reformulate the
ways research is framed and conducted and to reimagine how findings might be used by,
for, and with communities (Tuck, 2009, p. 409).
Considering damage-centered research in a more specific context, the researcher considered how
this study will be viewed, perceived, and interpreted by her grandparents and Elders. The Diné
(Navajo) teaching of Hózhó guided her thoughts, actions, behaviors, and speech. Lee (2020)
defines Hózhó as “a condition in which everything is in its proper place and functioning in
harmonious relation with everything else” (p. 75). For Native American communities, research is
a ceremony (Wilson, 2008) and is a sacred place where there needs to be intentionality in the
planning and execution of the ceremony (research). While doing research on and with
Indigenous communities, the methodological approach should align with Indigenous values
(Kovach, 2009).
Methodological Stance
To push back against western ways of framing research and findings, this study privileges
Indigenous ways of knowing and knowledge systems and uses the Indigenous methodologies of
storytelling and Indigenous Storywork. These methodologies address the interconnectedness of
the storyteller and the listener, including the intentionality of deep listening, documenting stories,
and sharing the knowledge gained from stories. Brown and Strega (2015) argue, “storytelling
creates space for the other, or those voices that have been excluded or erased, to be included in
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the dominant discourse. Storytelling has the ability to fill the gaps” (p. 186). The next portion
includes a brief definition and overview of storytelling and Indigenous Storywork as part of the
methodology.
Storytelling. From the Native American perspective, stories as data “serve as a way to
orient oneself and others toward the world and life” (Brayboy, 2006, p. 439). Oral stories have a
place in Native communities, where Brayboy (2006) argues, “stories are our theories, stories are
not separate from theory, they makeup theory and are therefore real and legitimate sources of
data and ways of being” (p. 430). This study uses the concept of a story as the methodology to
decolonize research and gives voice to the misinterpreted and marginalized (Kovach, 2009). In
using stories to make meaning and as a method, this study utilizes storytelling as part of the
interview process.
Kovach (2009) said stories are considered vessels for passing on knowledge, teachings,
and lessons. Stories are tools for relating with others, sharing knowledge across generations, and
an avenue to create outcomes from research that align with the needs of the communities
(Brayboy, 2006; Kovach, 2009; Tachine, 2015). Archibald (2008) articulates, “storytelling not
only challenges or decolonizes institutions, it is a way of reasserting Indigenous voice,
perspective, and experience. Storytelling is an act of sovereignty that reinforces Indigenous
identity, values, and worldview” (p. 175). Using stories give meaning to the experiences of
Native American students. Sharing students’ stories and analyzing the content (data) is important
in finding their meaning for the Native American community and higher education. The cultural
protocols of Archibald’s (2008) Indigenous Storywork guidelines explains how storytelling as a
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form of knowledge gathering method requires a level of consciousness and awareness of
Indigenous cultural protocols.
Indigenous Storywork. This study uses Indigenous Storywork as an ethical guide to
respect cultural protocol during the interview and analytical process. Archibald (2008) developed
Indigenous Storywork through her work with Coast Salish and Sto:lo Elders and storytellers.
From her time engaging with Elders, Archibald learned seven theoretical principles that guide
Indigenous Storywork, including respect, responsibility, reciprocity, reverence, holism,
interrelatedness, and synergy. Indigenous Storywork guides researchers to understand how to
bring storytelling and Indigenous stories into the educational contexts in a respectful way.
There needs to be intentionality behind the decisions made about how stories are
gathered, captured, and shared publicly. By using storytelling as a form of knowledge gathering
method, Archibald’s (2008) Indigenous Storywork informs researchers how to handle the story
sharing process in a culturally appropriate way for Native American communities. This study
includes input from Elders and members of the Native community to ensure it aligns with
Indigenous values and respecting relationships throughout the research process. This
methodological approach stresses the cultural expectations placed on Native American
researchers, including the researcher, when conducting research on and with Native American
communities. The next part focuses on the research site to understand the context of the study.
Research Site & Context
This segment begins with an overview of the institutional context. Next, demonstrates the
institution’s inconsistent data reporting of Native American students and includes charts of the
student population breakdown. By understanding the institutional and tribal context, the framing
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of this study puts the onus back on the institution and holds the institution accountable rather
than placing blame on Native American students and the Native American student center on
campus.
Institutional Context
To protect the anonymity of the students, the pseudonym Tri-State University was
assigned as the university name and Desert Town as the city name. The research site is at a
predominantly white institution (PWI) with a student enrollment total of 46,000. In the Fall
2020, the institution had its most ethnically diverse class in history with a 48.4% of students of
color. As a land-grant institution, the campus is located in a state with the largest Native
American student population in the Southwest region.
Data Reporting Inconsistency
The institution has inconsistency when reporting the final student population total of
Native Americans. This institution currently has three ways to report student data (Table 3.1) that
they refer to for the total number of Native students: inclusive race/ethnicity, the integrated
postsecondary education data system (IPEDS), and legacy IPEDS. A Native American
administrator at the research site provided an explanation of the difference between the three data
sets.
First, the inclusive race/ethnicity category recognizes all races and ethnicities that a
student counts on their college admission application. This category has an overrepresentation of
Native American students and the total count is inaccurate. Based on this specific category, there
are 1,616 Native American students.
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Second, the IPEDS category puts the American Indian student count at the lowest total
percentage compared to the other two ways of collecting data. The Native administrator
informed the researcher that the institution receives federal funding and is obligated to use this
method. The administrator explained that the IPEDS data are the institutional numbers that get
reported to the federal agencies and Department of Education about enrollment, retention, and
graduation rates. Currently, since there are more Hispanic students than American Indians, in this
process, any selection of Hispanic on a student application surpass any other ethnicity. In this
case, a student who is Hispanic and American Indian will only be counted as Hispanic. This
approach causes the total Native American student population to only be 1%, including students
who select only American Indian. According to this category, there are 621 Native American
students.
Third, the legacy IPEDS category is an accurate total of what Native American students
report. The administrator explained that when a student marks American Indian and Hispanic on
their admission application, they are placed into the lowest representing ethnicity group, which is
American Indian. According to this category, there are 1,556 Native American students.
The Native American administrator at this research site recommends the university and
campus units use the legacy IPEDS data as opposed to the other two categories. They elaborated
that the legacy IPEDS category is a one-time count of every American Indian student who selfidentified as being American Indian. They pointed out that the IPEDS data set causes a
significant drop in the Native American representation on campus. They further stated that due to
the competition of the two or more races grouping and the automatic system placement, a student
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who is American Indian and Hispanic will always fall in the Hispanic category. The Native
administrator mentioned that the IPEDS data mirrors the census where individuals can only
check American Indian if they are only one race. For example, if a student is American Indian
and another race, that student would automatically fall into the two or more races category
causing their American Indian identification to be lost in the grouping. To give another picture to
this problem, in this dissertation, one of the participants in the study, Nadira, who is biracial
(Native American and white), shared that on any forms she always chooses only American
Indian/Alaskan Native to prevent not being counted with the American Indian category.
The Native American administrator at the research site states that this loss is problematic
and continues to perpetuate the invisibility of Native students. Having an understanding of the
categories highlights that the data reporting systems dropping the Native American count is not
helpful for the Native American community and the Native American student center. In
conclusion, the university and decision-makers cannot adequately support Native American
students without accurate numbers given its issue with the inconsistency of data reporting. Data
is crucial in making important decisions that are related to policies, and resource allocation; in
this case, the data can impact how a Native American student center and the students they serve
are supported.
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Table 3.1
Tri-State University Data Reporting of Native American Student Population
Tri-State University
Data Reporting Categories
Inclusive race/ethnicity category
IPEDS category
Legacy IPEDS category

Total Count
American Indian
1,616
621
1,556

Tribal Context
The institution sits on the original homelands of Indigenous peoples. It is located in a
state that is home to 22 federally recognized tribes. According to the legacy IPEDS data, the
institution has a total of 1,556 (3%) self-reported Native American students. Table 3.2 provides a
breakdown of the Fall 2020 American Indian/Alaskan Native student demographics at the
research site. Compared to other public research universities, the Native American student
population is diverse with 75 tribes represented and at least 13 Native American based student
clubs and organizations. There are different cultural and student resource centers that highlight
and support students’ various identities, including the Native American student center and Native
American student support services (NASSS). To protect the anonymity of the students and the
center, the pseudonym Intertribal Student Center was assigned. According to its website, the
center provides culturally sensitive academic counseling and support services; community
building; and campus wide efforts to build a culturally competent campus community with an
emphasis on social justice education while supporting diversity initiatives. Since its inception in
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1989, the center has undergone changes in directors, budgeting, and policy. The following table
3.3 is a list of directors to show the change of leadership over time.
Table 3.2
Fall 2020 American Indian/Alaskan Native Student Demographics At Research Site
American Indian/Alaskan Native student demographics at research site.

Total

American Indian/Alaskan Native Student Population

1,556

Male Students

558

Female Students

997

Gender Unknown Student

1

Undergraduate Students

1,149

Graduate Students

301

In-state (Resident) Students

1,154

Out-of-state (non-Resident) Students

402

Table 3.3
Intertribal Student Center Leadership Changes
Position Title

Years Served

American Indian Advisor

1968 to 1984

Assistant Dean

1984 to 1989

Assistant Dean

1989 to 1993

Interim Assistant Dean

1993 to 1994

Assistant Dean

1994 to 1999

Interim Director

1999 to 2000

Director

2000 to 2007
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Director

Sept 2007 to July 2011

Interim Director

Aug 2011 to Dec 2011

Director

Jan 2011 to Feb 2013

Interim Director

March 2013 to June 2013

Director

July 2013 to 2018

Interim Director

2018 to 2019

Director

2019 to April 2021

Director

Vacant

Recruitment Process
This section focuses on the recruitment process and how the coronavirus pandemic, also
known as COVID-19, impacted the gathering of student participants. To honor the stories shared,
the student participants are referred to as storytellers. This piece concludes with information
about the storytellers before the findings’ discussion.
Participant Recruitment
The target population for this study are Native American students who currently use the
Intertribal Student Center and/or are opted into the center’s listserv. The Intertribal Student
Center disseminated the recruitment flyer and email on their listserv and social media pages. A
public social media post was shared on the researcher’s account that included the same
information provided in the flyer and email for others to share widely. Due to the coronavirus
pandemic, the university president moved all university services online and the recruitment
materials were not posted physically in the center. The pandemic required for all the in-person
interviews to be moved to the online platform Zoom. The new online experience heightened the
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already existing issue around broadband internet as an essential utility, especially during the
global pandemic, which disproportionately affects tribal communities. According to the
American Library Association (2018), “nearly 7 in every 10 residents on rural tribal lands remain
without access to fixed high-capacity broadband and are cut off from educational and economic
opportunities” (p. 1). Knowing that some Native American students may be in urban and rural
areas, the digital divide may have limited a student from participating because of a lack of access
to the internet and technology. In fact, a few of the participants returned to the reservation to be
with family. To ensure all students had an opportunity to participate and had an accessible way
of expressing interest in the study, the recruitment materials included the researcher’s email and
cell phone number. An option to participate through either a Zoom or telephone interview was
offered. Each student was compensated for their time with a $10 Starbucks gift card. The next
component goes into more detail on the data collection process.
Data Collection
This portion focuses on the data collection process, including the interview protocol, the
researcher’s insider/outsider relationship, interviews, the analytic process, and study limitations.
With the researcher’s positionality as an insider, she has to live with the consequences of her
actions (Smith, 2012). So the researcher put a lot of critical thinking in the overall process, the
relationships involved, and the handling of the data which are considered gifts from the
storytellers.
Interview protocol
In the Native American community, sharing circles are an open-ended method that
encourages individuals to share their stories and have their voices heard as a sense of
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empowerment (Brown & Strega, 2015). At the early planning stages of this study, sharing circles
were considered versus one-on-one interviews. Adhering to the cultural protocol, the researcher
sought input from Elders (Archibald, 2008) who were members of her dissertation committee,
Native American faculty mentors, and alumni. Per their recommendations, the researcher did not
move forward with implementing sharing circles. A sharing circle is reliant on honesty and
vulnerability for its participants to fully express their experiences. Community setting, safety,
and countless other factors contribute to an effective sharing circle. She decided to hear
individual stories through one-on-one interviews set around parameters including anonymity,
agency, and control over their story. She also wanted to avoid any particular tribe from
dominating the conversations. Through private interviews, the less visible tribes were given the
platform to amplify their voices.
Going back to the idea of damage-centered research (Tuck, 2009), the researcher’s
dissertation committee, the Director of the Intertribal Student Center, and a Native American
administrator recommended changes to the interview protocol (Appendix A). For example, the
verbiage of “cultural center” was changed to “student center” because students do not go to the
center to only learn about their culture. The Intertribal Student Center serves as the hub for
student support services, including tutoring, study space, social gatherings, and/or to learn about
one’s cultural identity. Native American students’ resilience is showcased by including questions
around solidarity to demonstrate how Native American students come together as a community.
Aligning the study with the needs of the community (Archibald, 2008; Kovach, 2009), the
researcher asked students for recommendations on how the Intertribal Student Center could
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continue serving and advocating for Native American students. As a member of the Native
American community, the researcher considered her positionality in the interview process.
Insider-Outsider Relationship
In doing academic research, the positionality of the researcher should be considered to
prevent affecting the study and the participants. In western dominant ways of doing research, the
investigator’s bias may be questioned depending on their ties to the research. However,
according to tribal paradigms, the researcher’s pre-existing and ongoing relationships with the
participants is an acceptable characteristic of research (Kovach, 2009). The researcher’s insider
relationship influenced her trustworthiness as a researcher, listener, and storyteller (Kovach,
2009). As a point of reflection, participants expressed their thoughts on the researcher’s
positionality and identity as a Native American woman, which is talked about in the discussion
and implications chapter. It is important to remember that although a researcher may self-identify
with the community they are investigating, they are still considered an outsider (Archibald, 2008;
Smith, 2012; Wilson, 2008). To help alleviate researcher bias, assumptions, and self-awareness,
the process of memoing was implemented, including documenting and reflecting on
conversations with faculty mentors regarding the research process, post-interview reflections,
and technological issues (Corbin & Strauss, 2015).With an insider-outsider relationship, the
researcher withheld her positionality such as her tribal affiliation as a Diné (Navajo) woman,
clans, and professional roles to prevent influencing participants’ reactivity and this was an
intentional decision. Although this may not align with the traditional way of building
relationships with Native American people, the researcher’s positionality was not disclosed until
the conclusion of interviews. The researcher’s professional affiliations put her in a position of
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power and may influence the way students gave descriptions or shared experiences (Seidman,
2013). Once interviews were completed, more information about the researcher’s roles on
campus and in the Native American community were shared to demonstrate her commitment as a
supporter of Native American students. The next segment explains the qualitative interviews and
structure in more detail.
Interviews
To address the digital divide impacting Native American students, the storytellers had an
option of Zoom or telephone interviews. All the interviews utilized Zoom except for one. The
storytellers gave permission to record and take handwritten notes during the interview as a
precaution in case the recording equipment failed. All interviews were in an open-structured
conversational approach by using a guiding interview protocol (Appendix A) to maintain some
consistency over the main concepts (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). The storytelling method allowed
for an open-ended structure for participants to share openly about their lived experiences and
perspectives (Seidman, 2013).
There was a total of two interviews ranging between 60 to 90 minutes. The first interview
aimed to put into context the storytellers’ experiences by asking questions to learn more about
the student with a focus on their cultural identity and the Native American community. The
second interview concentrated on their experiences with other Native American students and
their engagement at the Native American student center. Before the start of each interview, the
researcher reverted back to the seven principles of Indigenous Storywork (Archibald, 2008) to
guide her role as a relative and a listener. The researcher prayed to the Creator and asked for
guidance to conduct her study in a heart-centered way (Windchief & San Pedro, 2019). Before
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the actual interview started, the researcher and student spent some time talking about how the
COVID-19 pandemic affected their lives academically and personally. It was important for the
researcher to develop and strengthen a positive interpersonal relationship with the participants.
Before the interview started, the researcher explained the purpose of the interview and
each student received an informed consent form to sign. Each student had time to review and
asked questions about the informed consent form and upon signing, the student received an
electronic copy. They also completed a demographic survey (Appendix B) that included
questions about name, email, age, race/ethnicity, and tribal affiliations. The researcher informed
students of their role in creating change for current and future Native American students and
explained they would need to give their approval of the written transcripts and findings chapter
before the researcher shared their stories publicly.
There is responsibility in listening and responding to student needs. Archibald (2008)
stresses that when listening, researchers have “three ears to listen with, two on the sides of our
head and one in our heart” (p. 76). The researcher imagined each interview session as if she were
meeting with her grandparents or an Elder. When her grandparents sit down with her to share
wisdom and knowledge, she listens and absorbs their stories. A total of two students shared that
their mental health and wellbeing was not okay at the time of the interview. Although there was
an interview guide and objective of the meeting, interviews were paused for students to share
their emotions and feelings, as a listener, the researcher’s role was to understand the purpose of
their stories and lessons within each narrative. To consider the society context and what was
happening outside the institution, there are some limitations to this study.
Limitations
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The data collection process occurred amidst the coronavirus pandemic. The global
pandemic brought to light the pre-existing systemic issues with the digital divide affecting
Native Americans and rural communities, which is evident in the direct impacts on the Native
American participants. Students struggled with mental health, work-related pressures, financial
stress, technological challenges, and familial responsibilities. A few of the participants moved
back home to their reservation to be with family. Aside from their schooling, students took on
the role of caring for family or helping around the house, so some interviews were rescheduled.
Being home on the reservation in rural areas prevented high-speed internet access, resulting in
lower-quality audio and difficulty in accurately capturing content; therefore, students verified
verbiage in transcript revisions. For some students, being home created an interview environment
where family members were in the background either watching tv or chatting. This family
presence may have affected how open students were during the interviews. Lastly, one of the
audio recordings was corrupted, therefore, handwritten notes were used to develop the interview
transcript. A follow-up interview was scheduled with this student to clarify and revise the
transcript for final approval. Aside from the limitations there is a lot to learn from the
participants because their stories are a form of accountability for educators to reconsider how
institutions embed intertribal student engagement and Native representation throughout the
campus community and institutional systems. The next portion explains the data analysis process
following cultural protocols.
Data Analysis
This section covers the data analysis process, including the sacredness and respect for the
stories shared, the transcription process, and the presentation of the findings.
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Sacredness of stories & Transcriptions
Knowledge is sacred and requires a level of consciousness to how a storyteller shares a
story for the common good while recognizing certain stories should remain sacred (Brown &
Strega, 2015; Wilson, 2008). From a Native American lens, data are gifts bestowed upon the
researcher by the knowledge holders. There is a level of respect for the gifts and they should be
treated ethically and to ensure Indigenous knowledge and people are not exploited (Archibald,
2008; Brown & Strega, 2015; Kovach, 2009). After consultation with Native American faculty
mentors, staff, and community members, as well as the storytellers themselves, we agreed as a
community that non-Native people have not earned the right to hear certain stories and would be
irresponsible with the findings. Therefore, written transcripts and the findings chapter were
reviewed and approved by the storytellers before results were shared publicly.
A standard process for transcription was followed for this qualitative study. Each
interview averaged about 60 to 90 minutes, and the researcher used the software Otter to
transcribe all the audio recordings. Then, the researcher completed a review of the transcriptions
to ensure the accuracy of the stories. During this process, non-verbal cues such as laughter, hand
gestures, and moments of silence had documentation. As a form of member checking, final
transcripts were sent electronically to each student for their review and approval. Due to
technical glitches during interviews, parts of the audio were unclear so students were able to
clarify.
The storytellers are the ones who share words of wisdom and have the authority to
control and approve the way their story was shared. Windchief and San Pedro (2019) emphasize,
“stories had to be in the voice of the storytellers not mine” (p. 148). Participants should feel
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comfortable with the sharing and sacredness of their words (Archibald, 2008). Each student had
three weeks to review, edit, and add anything to their transcripts. They had the choice to remove
any personal information in the transcripts. Tying back to the importance of sacred stories, one
student hesitantly shared a cultural story and the researcher reminded them they can remove any
sacred information from the transcripts. It is important to acknowledge that the knowledge does
not belong to researchers but to the knowledge holders, the Native American student
participants.
Sitting with the stories
As the storyteller, it was important for the researcher to sit with the words and reflect on
what are the lessons in the stories (Brown & Strega, 2015; Wilson, 2008). To avoid imposing
meaning from one participant’s interviews onto the next, the analysis process did not start until
all interviews were conducted (Seidman, 2013). When the process began, the audio recordings
were read and listened to twice, and the researcher’s notes were also reviewed after each
interview session. Before exploring the themes emerging in the stories, the researcher prayed to
the Creator and listened to the audio recordings once more to show respect to the individual
stories and to establish a learning relationship with each story (Archibald, 2008). In qualitative
interviewing, the listener “enters vicariously into the life of participants, feel what they are
experiencing and listen to what they are saying through their words or actions” (Corbin &
Strauss, 2015, p. 86). The next paragraphs further explain the analysis process and the steps
taken to protect the words of each storyteller.
Analytic process
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Unlike western approaches that break down qualitative data analysis into smaller chunks,
this study honored that all things are related. In Indigenous methodology, the relationships
throughout the stories are honored through a holistic analysis so the stories were viewed as a
collective bunch (Smith, 2012; Wilson, 2008). This study incorporated thematic coding which
identified words and themes that repeatedly appeared in the individual and collective
transcriptions to develop a sense of the data (Creswell, 2014). Once collective themes are
identified, all the stories are brought back together to see what is the comprehensive and
inclusive meaning of the stories. Utilizing the open coding method and constant comparisons,
themes were compared within and across stories to examine similarities and differences (Corbin
& Strauss, 2015). To protect the anonymity of the students, pseudonyms are assigned to tribes
and town locations. Tribal clans, ceremony names, and the name of staff members were redacted
from students’ direct quote as well. Since Tri-State University has a large representation of the
Tribe A, part of the analysis process included a comparison of Tribe A and non-Tribe A
experiences. To avoid jeopardizing the data analysis and personal relationship with the
participant’s words, an online coding software was not used. Similar to the transcription process,
using online software lacked the Native American perspective. In Indigenous methodology,
stories should be treated in a sacred way, and doing the analysis by hand allowed for each story
to have the attention it deserved.
This study is read through the interpretation of one individual, whether a Native and nonNative, could be viewed through different lenses. When Elders tell stories and share teachings,
the interpretation is left up to the listener (Treuer, 2012; Wilson, 2008). Corbin and Strauss
(2015) articulate, “when analysts interpret the data, they are translators in the form of concepts of
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other persons’ words and actions. They made the voices of other persons heard and are the gobetweens for participants and the audiences they want to reach” (p. 67). This study presents only
one person’s interpretations and thoughts of the data.
Telling the story
By using the words of the storytellers, the presentation of the data reflects their voice.
The stories are not restated in the researcher’s own words because “it is not up to us to restate
what has been shared, as we need to remain faithful that it was shared as it was supposed to have
been” (Windchief & San Pedro, 2019, p. 132). There is intentionality behind decisions regarding
the presentation of students’ stories because the researcher recognizes their power to tell the
story. As a form of member checking, each student was sent a draft of the findings to ensure
accuracy in the interpretations and presentation of their story. To avoid repetition or filler words
such as “like” and “ums,” direct quotes used in this study include ellipsis points. Each student
approved the findings and was emailed a copy.
Thinking about how to present the findings, the researcher recognized that not everyone
reads academic journals or dissertations (Brown & Strega, 2015). Brown and Strega (2015)
elaborate that
the common practice is for research to be “written up” in a formal report, or perhaps
turned into a journal article. This practice is inherently classist, exclusionary, and
appropriative in that it requires translating marginal knowledge into the language of the
elite (p. 33).
Considering the accessibility of the study, the researcher asked herself, would my grandparents
be able to read and understand the study? It is the researcher’s responsibility to not be a
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gatekeeper of this new knowledge and ensure the study was accessible to a diverse audience and
had a greater impact for the tribal community and beyond the academy. The next piece
introduces the student participants before highlighting the findings of the study.
Introduction to the Storytellers
This study welcomed all tribal voices to avoid generalizing the Native American student
experiences. This qualitative study included nine storytellers who were enrolled in Tri-State
University with the exception of one graduating senior. The storytellers self-identified as Native
American, out of which two students identified as Native American and white. To protect the
anonymity of the students, pseudonyms are assigned to tribes and town locations. The
participants represented the following six tribal nations: Tribe A, Tribe B, Tribe C, Tribe D,
Tribe E, and Tribe F. Pseudonyms are also given to other tribes mentioned by the students (e.g.,
Tribe G). The storytellers participated in various Native American student organizations and
NASSS on campus (Table 3.4). One individual participated in mainly non-Native honorary
student organizations. The researcher assigned pseudonyms to student organizations to protect
the storytellers and are the following: Indigenous Advocates Unite (IAU), the Campus
Leadership Honorary, Tribal Nations Student Representatives (TNSR), Native American Women
Greek Club, Intertribal Environmental Advocates (IEA), and First Year Student Council. The
researcher also assigned pseudonyms to NASSS and they are Native Alumni Alliance (NAA)
club, Multigenerational Student Mentoring Program (MSMP) (course available to Native
American students), Native STEM program, and the Early Native College Extension (ENCE)
program. The students were from rural, Bordertown, and urban areas and eight identified as
women and one student identified as male.
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The lack of Native American men in this study is reflective of the larger society problem
(Yellow Bird, 2020). Since there is a low percentage of male identified students at the university,
it was challenging to recruit Native American men for this study. The one male who participated
had a friendship with the researcher’s sibling and had previously met the researcher during his
first year of college. The other male student only completed one interview and was not included
in this study due to not completing the second interview required for participation.
Before diving into the findings chapter, a short introduction of each storyteller is
provided. Gender neutral pseudonyms were assigned but a few students choose their own names.
Students also confirmed their gender identity and pronouns to help the researcher write their
narrative. First, the student overview begins with the students who are members of the dominant
in-state tribe represented at Tri-State University. The overview set continues with Tribe C and
Tribe E that are not as represented on campus. The last overview set concludes with a student
from multiple tribes and biracial students.
Table 3.4
Participants’ Demographics

Storyteller

Tribe(s)

Reservation/
Bordertown/
Urban

1st year housing

Native American
Native American
Student Organizations Student Support
Services (NASSS)

Alex

Tribe A

Urban

Off campus

Not Involved

MSMP

Autumn

Tribe A

Reservation

Native American
dorm

Native American
Women Greek Club;
TNSR; Native Cats
Student club

Not Involved

Dakota

Tribe A

Reservation

non-Native
American wing

TNSR; IAU

MSMP
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Jordan

Tribe A,
Tribe B,
white

Urban

non-Native
American wing

Not Involved

Not Involved

Micah

Tribe C;
Tribe D

Reservation

Off campus

Not Involved

NAA Club

Nadira

Tribe A,
white

Urban

non-Native
American wing

IEA

MSMP; Native
STEM Program

Rani

Tribe E

Reservation

non-Native
American wing

IAU

MSMP

Ruby

Tribe B;
Tribe F

Reservation

Native American
dorm

IAU

Not Involved

Xavier

Tribe A

Bordertown

non-Native
American wing

Not Involved

Not Involved

Note. Each student indicated whether they were involved in Native American student
organizations and/or NASSS, which has an influence on their involvement in the Native
American student community and intertribal engagement.

Dakota
Dakota is an enrolled member of the Tribe A. She was 20 years old and grew up on the
reservation. In the interview, she introduced herself in her tribal language, shared her clans,
parents’ names, and hometown as part of her identity. She was a third-year university student.
She was a resident in a non-Native American dorm on campus and expressed challenges living
with non-Native peers. It was not until her second semester of her first-year that her older sibling
informed her about the Intertribal Student Center. The center introduced her to the two Native
student organizations she was involved in. The first one was TNSR where she served in a
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leadership role representing the Native American community on and off campus. In this capacity
as a student leader, whenever she experienced hostile racial interactions, she had to deal with
these racial events with professionalism and diplomacy due to her high-level visibility
representing tribal communities and the university. The second one was her membership in the
Native American student advocacy group on campus that addresses Native American student
issues called IAU. This student club created an environment for her to find and relate to other
Native American students who hope and fight for institutional change and self/community
healing. Through student advocacy efforts driving the push for institutional change, she
alongside her Native American peers, shared her story as a Native American student. As a
student, she enrolled in a course, which is the MSMP Program (a NASSS).
Alex
Alex is a member of the Tribe A and identified as an urban Native American. In the
interview, she shared that her parents were full-blooded Natives and where she was from as part
of her identity. She recognized the cultural norms for the Tribe A people to introduce your clans,
however was not sure if she should in the interview. She shared that whenever she introduces
herself, thoughts are in the back of her head about whether or not to formally introduce herself in
her language, especially when asked to introduce herself to a Native audience. This uncertainty is
because she moved away from the reservation at a young age and the transition from the
reservation to the city impacted her connection to her culture and language. She continued to
practice her traditional customs and speaks her language in her household. She often took trips
back home to the reservation to visit relatives. The reservation environment was a space to
reground herself in her culture. She was in the Nursing program and served as a mentor to other
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Native American students in her career field. Her mother, sisters, extended family, and Native
American mentors were her support systems. The two most prevalent hardships that she grappled
with as a Native American student were being misracialized as another race and identity
challenges due to her light skin complexion. In high school, she was surrounded by mainly nonNative people. The urban environment created barriers to express her Native American identity.
She enrolled in the MSMP course. The course provided an environment that positively
reinforced her cultural identity despite her external physical features and immersion with her
culture. She was around a community with other Native American women and Native American
students. Her involvement and her new intertribal friendships helped her learn more about the
Native American community as well as empowered her self-confidence as a Native American
woman.
Xavier
Xavier was the only male storyteller in this study. He identified as a man from the Tribe
A who grew up off the reservation on a nearby Bordertown. In the interview, he introduced
himself in his tribal language, shared his clans, parents’ names, and hometown as a way to
establish his relations. He has strong traditional beliefs instilled by his grandparents and parents.
He also has a physical disability that does not define him. He viewed the disability as a source of
motivation to complete his higher education for a better life. The Intertribal Student Center on
campus shared with him resources such as the Disability Resource Center and disability-related
student services. During his time at the university, he was a student in the Business College. He
lived in the same residential hall where the Native American living learning community was,
which is an all-Native floor in one of the residential dorms. He was not a resident of the Native
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wing. However, his friends, who were residents, introduced him to the Intertribal Student Center
and the Native American student community. He had a strong connection to the Intertribal
Student Center on campus and was a frequent user of the center’s services and resources. Due to
academic struggles and financial hardships, he first transitioned to an online program and later
left the university completely. During the time of the interviews, he was an online student at a
community college and shared how he missed the Native American student community and the
Intertribal Student Center. He hoped to return to the university once he pays off his student debt.
Autumn
Autumn is a woman from Tribe A. She referred to herself using her Native language
rather than Tribe A to show respect to her ancestors. In the interview, she shared her clans and
hometown as part of her identity. The formal introduction of Tribe A is a way for her to share her
kinship system to establish familial relationships outside her immediate family. She viewed
herself as a strong, independent woman that was fighting to get her higher education. She was
raised on the reservation and considered herself strongly connected to her culture, language, and
traditional beliefs. She was a first-generation student meaning she was the first in her family to
go to college. Her parents supported her on her college journey. She was involved in two main
Native centered student organizations. First, she was a member of group called Native American
Women Greek Club. Second, she served in a leadership role for the Native American community
through her involvement with TNSR. Third, she was a part of the Native Cats Student club as
well. She valued the opportunity to educate both Native and non-Native people about her culture
and her identity as Native American. She lived in the Native American living learning
community. She was a strong advocate for the Intertribal Student Center and developed many
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friendships within both the Native American student community and larger Native American
campus community.
Micah
Micah was the only recent college graduate in the study. She is from two tribes: Tribe C
and Tribe D. Her mother, who is from Tribe D, married her father, who is from Tribe C, and her
family relocated to her father’s tribal lands on the Tribe C reservation. The Tribe C reservation is
surrounded by the Tribe A Nation. She shared issues growing up of where to call home. The
Tribe D tribe is matrilineal and often Native Americans reside on the homelands of their
mother’s tribe. Members of the Tribe C community felt her family did not belong and should
move home to the Tribe D reservation. However, she identified more with Tribe C because she
was raised primarily on the Tribe C reservation and had stronger cultural ties to the language,
traditions, and customs. She actively learned about her Tribe D side as well. It has been a journey
for her to feel prideful as a woman of the Tribe C regardless of other people’s perceptions. She
also strongly identified with her roles as a Native American mother and grandmother. Her
children motivated her to pursue a higher education. She is a first-generation student as well.
College provided the opportunity to build relationships with other Native Americans and offered
Native centered courses, which deepened her cultural identity as a Native American. She referred
to herself as an older student and in academic terminology she is considered a post-traditional
student. 1 Her post-traditional and commuter status living off campus with no reliable
transportation limited the opportunity for social and community engagement. She was not
1

A post-traditional student as an individual who is older than 18 – 24 years old or who did not
attend college straight from high school. This is a more welcoming term as opposed to “nontraditional” (Fain, 2013).
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involved in any Native American student organizations. Her main involvement was with a
Native American student support service called NAA club where she related with the executive
board, made up of older individuals, graduate professional students, and parents. Obtaining a
higher education required her to leave home and her family. Micah appreciated the knowledge
and relationships that she developed in college, but her family took precedence over pursuing
Law School. She returned home to the Tribe C reservation to be with her children and
grandchild.
Rani
Rani was a 22-year-old from the Tribe E. She grew up on the Tribe E reservation and had
strong ties to the language, ceremonies, and traditional practices of Tribe E. In her interview, she
introduced her clans in her Native tongue as a way to identify her family structures and how the
people of Tribe E are socially and culturally structured. She was a first-generation student and
considered herself as a “super senior” meaning she has been at the university for more than four
years. While her sibling attended the university for one year, this did not affect Rani’s college
transition process and experience. As a first-year student she did not know about the Intertribal
Student Center. She lived in a non-Native dorm on campus and spent most of her first-year
interacting with non-Native friends. It was not until her second semester that she found the
Intertribal Student Center and felt part of the Native American student community. She was
mainly involved in two Native student organizations. She is the co-founder of IAU and a student
in the MSMP. She mentored and shared her experiences with younger Native American students
to provide guidance. She delayed her graduation for one more semester so she could take the
MSMP course a second time to help other Native American students who had similar struggles
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with academics and navigating a hostile campus climate. She was a strong advocate for positive
mental health and self-care and continued to find ways to prioritize healing for Native students.
Aside from her Native and Tribe E identity, she is also a dog mom, an auntie, big sister, and
therapist to her Native American peers.
Ruby
Ruby is a Native American woman that was raised four different ways, including the
Tribe A, Tribe B, Tribe C, and Tribe F way, because this is a representation of both sides of her
family. In the interview, she shared that most people on campus and in the Native American
community already know about the Tribe A and Tribe C tribes. So for the study, she chose to
speak to her tribal affiliations with the Tribe B and Tribe F. She felt by focusing on these two
tribes, she could speak more to her experiences and upbringings. Both of her parents attended
college and she was the first grandchild to pursue a higher education. She had a younger sibling
who was also a student at the university. Her experiences with negative microaggressions from
non-Natives created fears for her siblings so she got involved in IAU to address institutional
barriers and racism. She had a strong connection to the Intertribal Student Center as a student
employee and frequent user of its services and resources. She lived in the Native wing as well. In
addition to her Native American identity, she acknowledged outside factors that not only
influenced her identity, but also impacted her college experience and how she navigated a
predominantly white campus. The Missing and Murdering of Indigenous Women (MMIW) 2
epidemic affected her family. Ruby requested that this dissertation include her family’s personal
2

According to the Coalition to Stop Violence Against Native Women (2020), four out of five
Native women are affected by violence today and the U.S Department of Justice found that
“American Indian women face murder rates that are more than 10 times the national average.”
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matters so educators are aware there are national issues affecting college students that are often
not discussed. She shared that if educators are going to look at Native American students as a
whole, this issue needs to be included and not ignored. Ruby is also a video gamer and found a
gaming community at the Intertribal Student Center.
Jordan
Jordan identified as Tribe A, Tribe B, and white. She was a third-year student majoring in
Public Health and minoring in French. She had two older siblings who encouraged her to get
involved in the Native American community and empowered her Native American identity. She
grew up in the city and took trips back home to the reservation during the summer and holiday
breaks to be with her grandmother and family. She identified as an urban Native and
acknowledged the privileges that she held living in the city. As a high school student, she
participated in the ENCE which is a pre-college enrichment program for Native American
students hosted at another university in the state. As a participant, she grappled with her Native
identity and being white. In the interview, she shared how her being called “the white girl”
continued to impact her today as a college student. In college, she was mainly involved in nonNative student organizations on campus called the Campus Leadership Honorary and First Year
Student Council. She enjoyed getting to know other students and sharing her Native American
background. At the same time, she wanted friends with other Native Americans who have similar
experiences as her. She expressed that her Native American identity made up who she was and
did not want her skin complexion and ethnic background to continue to be a barrier to building
community with her people. She recognized the value in having Native American friends and
had a strong desire to be more active in the Native American student community on campus.
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After graduation, she hoped to one day work on the Tribe A Nation in the public health field to
help her people.
Nadira
Nadira is a member of Tribe A. She identified as an urban Native American woman.
Although she is also white, she stated she mainly identifies as Tribe A because her upbringing
and family teachings instilled her cultural connection and pride in understanding the power of
representing the Native American community. She recognized the privileges of being racially
ambiguous and white-passing, meaning others perceived her more as white, due her skin
complexion, rather than Native American. She was raised in the city as an only child with her
parents and their family dog. She spent holiday breaks visiting her grandmother and family on
the reservation. One of her parents, an employee at the university, instilled motivation, support,
and a sense of legacy to Nadira. As young as a newborn infant, Nadira was exposed to the
college environment and other Native American faculty and staff on campus. She was the only
student in this study who participated in two pre-college Native American student support
service programs for Native American high school students with Tri-State University. She was a
mentee in the MSMP and a participant in the Native STEM Program. She was one of the
founding members of a Native American student organization called IEA that focused on
reducing environmental injustices in Indigenous communities and lands. She was a first-year
student living in the residential hall for individuals enrolled in the Honors College, where she
was the only Native American in her dorm and academic courses.
After hearing all the student narratives, it is important to remember, these storytellers are
not only students but they are tribal citizens of sovereign nations. These knowledge holders, who
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are future leaders and changemakers, bring to this study unique and powerful perspectives. Their
stories are tools to help transform higher education spaces that imbed, value, and celebrate
Native American voices and perspectives. The next chapter focuses on the findings of the study.
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS
To understand the students’ experiences from this study, this chapter first ties the
collective themes (findings) back to the notion of modern broken promises from the education
system. Since the early 1800s, the federal government promised they would take care of Native
American children, who pursue education, but their policies and agreements still do not support
Native American students in higher education. In modern days, Native American students and
their families continue to be misled about the education system as the campus culture,
curriculum, and Native cultural validation are not reflected in learning and engagement spaces.
Native American students combat having to assimilate into the dominant culture and continue to
be blindsided by culture shock and institutional racism.
From the collective narratives of the Native American storytellers, multiple themes
emerged. The collective themes brought forth five common experiences: 1) the population that
Native American students are coming from influenced their awareness and introduction to the
different forms of Indigeneity; 2) feelings of belonging to the Native American student
community is dependent on their involvement in the following: Native American student center
also called the Intertribal Student Center, NASSS, and Native student organizations; 3) feelings
of belonging and not belonging are determined by level and frequency of intertribal student
engagement; 4) Native American student activism was a form of solidarity through pan-Indian
identity resistance; and 5) the Intertribal Student Center’s mental health support are critical
retention services. All of the collective themes are interconnected with Native American
students’ relationships and connections established with the help of the Intertribal Student Center
and Native American student support services.
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Modern Broken Promises
...I realized that my experience within just my first year was totally different and it needed to be
out there, that how I felt was not living up to what the university was showing and what I
experienced was not what they were telling everyone else that was happening. - Ruby
The premise of boarding schools was to oppress Native American identity resulting in the
mistreatment of Native American people. The federal government and the school system
promised a better life for Native American families and students. This systemic issue continues
today in modern education where Native American students pursue an education in hopes of
gaining the knowledge and skills to better their communities. Native American students make the
sacrifice of leaving behind their families and communities. The promise and hope for a better life
push students to work towards Native nation-building, which involves equipping tribal members
with the tools and resources to partake in community and economic development (Native
Nations Institute, n.d.). The storytellers in this study shared their purpose and hope to bring the
knowledge gained back to their tribe(s). However, their stories bring light to the challenges and
institutional shortcomings that do not have the necessary resources to fully support and validate
Native American students. The storytellers speak to having to navigate a campus environment
that reflects the dominant culture.
With the support, validation, and empowerment of Native American students on campus,
these storytellers articulated the value of having and seeing Native American peers in a PWI. In
this chapter, the Intertribal Student Center is also referred to by students as the Native center,
Native cultural center, or Native American student center. The Intertribal Student Center holds
space for Native American students to meet others like them. These affinity-based spaces allow
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for Native American students to develop friendships and relationships with other Native
students. Through these friendships, the Native American students can resist assimilation, and
their peers provide identity validation. These Native American students do not feel they need to
give up their Native identity. Without these groups, a piece of themselves may be lost to the
institution. Nadira shared that, unfortunately, Native American students as a marginalized group,
may sometimes change who they are to fit in. She talked about the possibility of a Native
American person becoming assimilated. She thought to herself, “...why are you changing a part
of yourself to make white people feel more comfortable about you? Sometimes I will just think
that about certain people who I think are…acting a certain way to…make white friends or try to
fit in or whatever.” Given she attends a predominately white campus, she sees some individuals
may feel the need to shift their behaviors or persona so they can fit in with the majority. She
understood that everyone wants to fit in. From her perspective, Native American friendships are
important because if a Native American student does not have Native friends, the individual may
assimilate or act white.
Similar to the boarding school days, Native American students are developing and
engaging with other Native students from similar and different tribal backgrounds. In these
relationships, Native Americans share their upbringings and college experiences. The storytellers
in this study varied in the way they understood solidarity and spoke to the power of Native
American students coming together in unity similar to the pan-Indian movement during the
boarding school era. This does not mean that the students do not honor or respect tribal
backgrounds. They recognized the low number of Native American students on campus. Though
their tribes differed, they unified as Native Americans. There is power in coming together as a
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community to advocate for institutional change, not only for themselves but for future
generations of Native American students who decide to come to the university.
Based on the students’ stories, systemic barriers such as 1) institutional representation; 2)
finances; 3) health and wellness; 4) limited institutional support for the Intertribal Student Center
affected their retention and persistence at Tri-State University. A majority of these barriers
shared by the students are not new to this student population. These challenges have existed
before this generation with previous university students. The student stories and the work of
those before them continue to show that the institution is failing Native American students and
tribal communities the same way boarding schools did.
The past, present, and future play a significant role in Native American students’ college
experiences. Each storyteller brought a unique perspective that carried and built on the strength
and advocacy of their ancestors and previous university students. Their stories speak to the
negative impacts of the federal government’s blood quantum policy, intergenerational trauma,
and systemic colonialism that harm tribal communities. The themes shared are complex and
cannot be generalized for all Native American students. Each person came into college with
different mindsets and lived experiences. The following section goes into more detail about the
five findings (population and Indigeneity, feelings of belonging to the Native American student
community, intertribal student engagement, student activism and solidarity, and mental health
support) and will lead into the discussions chapter to further apply the themes to inform Native
American higher education theory and practice.
Finding 1: Population & Indigeneity
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The levels of awareness and exposure to diverse tribal communities vary among Native
American students who are from reservations, a Bordertown, and urban areas. Based on the
population where a Native American student was raised, there are varying levels of engagement
with Natives, who are either from the same tribe, reservation Natives, or urban Natives. The
environment they grew up in is a factor in how they enter college thinking about the broad scope
of tribal communities. The way Native American students came into college with perceptions of
the larger Native American community was dependent on whether their upbringing introduced
them to tribal diversity. This section first covers the population of Native American students
from reservations, including the multitribal student. Second, it introduces how salient identities
beyond race and ethnicity, such as age, impact the college experience for one student. Third, it
highlights the bordertown student and urban students’ experiences. Fourth, this section expands
on how college is the place where Native American students are introduced to the different forms
of Indigeneity.
Reservation Students. There are five Native American women (Autumn, Dakota,
Micah, Rani, and Ruby) who are from four different reservations that are covered in this section.
They all were raised on the reservation 3 and moved to the city to pursue higher education. A
reservation environment is a secluded place where tribal members often are surrounded by
individuals who look and talk like them. The change in location and community may be a culture
shock for some reservation students. For many Native American students, the university campus
is often larger than their tribal communities whether on or off the reservation. The size of the

3

Reservations were created by the federal government for the resettling of Native people
forcibly relocated from their homelands (Indian Affairs, n.d.).
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campus itself is overwhelming as well as trying to get involved on campus. The university
currently only has 3% (1,556) Native students, and it is not easy to find and meet other Native
American students on campus. Leaving the reservation to attend college created opportunities to
meet other Native American students from similar and different tribes. Based on the environment
they grew up in, reservation students expressed a sense of comfort around other Native
Americans who were from the same tribe.
Coming from the reservation to the university, Native American students enter with a
different mindset and want to meet others like them. Dakota shared, “...I think it is just trying to
find other Native Americans to interact with (chuckles) because you are comfortable around that
and you do not want to step out of your comfort zone and make other connections with
other...students.” As members of the dominant tribe in the region, Autumn and Dakota found
other students from Tribe A on campus, unlike students not from that particular group. They
found a sense of belonging and comfort with others from Tribe A because that is the community
they knew going into college. Their friendships allowed them to relate to people from Tribe A
through their cultural upbringings, hometowns on the reservation, tribal clans, and traditional
practices. They exchanged conversations in the Tribe A language and enhanced their speaking
skills. Autumn commented, “we all have a different language, by what we understand it by…so
say if a [Tribe A] understands another [Tribe A] then that would be…a humorous bonding
between the two individuals inside the Native American community.” She acknowledged that
there are different tribal languages. She connected with folks from her tribe through a shared
language. The ability to connect with others from the same group allowed for space to
communicate humorously. She mentioned that the Native American student center reinforced the
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cultural values of language and humor, which was beneficial for finding community and social
engagements. Interacting with members from Tribe A provided a sense of home for Autumn and
Dakota.
As a member of a tribe that was least represented on campus, Rani encountered
difficulties finding other people from Tribe E at the university. Similar to Autumn and Dakota,
Rani grew up deeply rooted in her culture and language. She was raised mainly around people
from Tribe E and was exposed only to tribes in that region and not Northern Arizona tribes. She
entered college with one pre-existing friendship with another male friend who is part of the
Tribe E group as well. She sought other Native American students from Tribe E on campus but
did not meet any until her last year of college. When describing her Tribe E identity to the
researcher, Rani shared with happiness in her voice, “…I get excited because being at the [TriState University]…I know there was a handful of us [Tribe E] people…so getting to share my
story down there was definitely something because a lot of individuals down there have never
really met a person from [Tribe E].” Although she was from a tribe less represented, she still felt
prideful and saw each interaction as an opportunity to tell people about her community.
When Rani did meet other Native American students, she expressed the difference
between educating others about Tribe E if the person did not know versus having a conversation
with another person who did know her culture. She shared a time when she met another Native
woman who was from a tribe near her tribal lands. This woman had a mutual friend who was
from the same place as Rani. It was important for Rani to connect with others who had some
knowledge about her tribe. When talking about her interaction with this Native woman, she said
“it just became so natural...because most of the time if I am talking to another person...I am
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educating them about [Tribe E], with her what knowledge she had about it...we were able to have
a conversation that went back and forth.” For those with some type of knowledge of Tribe E, she
conversed about things such as traditional outfits, matriarch systems, Tribe E mothers, and
running. On the other hand, with individuals who had minimal knowledge, she had to “teach
them” because “they did not know anything about [Tribe E]” and “they never had interacted with
another [Tribe E] person before.” It was a positive thing for Rani to take on the educator role
because she enjoyed the space to share her story with others since her tribe was least represented
on campus.
Compared to the reservation students, Ruby, a multitribal Native American student,
entered college feeling comfortable around people from similar and different tribal backgrounds.
Growing up, Ruby was exposed to the lifestyles, teachings, and languages of four different
tribes. As early as seventh grade and from her visits to her extended family, she became aware of
the different dialects. She entered college with prior engagement with Northern and Southern
tribes in the Southwest region. She shared,
I think because I grew up in those four ways, it was easy for me to adapt to seeing
different cultures coming into the...university because everyone thought it was a cultural
shock that there’s so many tribes here just on campus and in [Desert Town]. It’s crazy.
They never thought there was that many and I am just like, yeah, it's cool, there is more
that way (chuckles) if you go either direction.
Ruby’s experience was similar to the reservation students where tribal affiliation mattered. Being
from multiple tribes, Ruby had a unique and different experience from the other Native
American students. She shared,
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...this is an experience that I had in the [Intertribal Student Center] is that even with... the
two different tribes that are majority tribes that are there...this one...stuck with me for a
long time because I did not know that...I was kind of shifting between. So with the [Tribe
A] students, there was like a different way that we talked to each other and it was fine... I
did not see any problem with it. But when I... found [Tribe B] friends, it was like a whole
different thing and we connected more strongly than anyone else and it was like suddenly
we were back at home, just in that little bubble, just the three of us and...that felt cool
because... I thought it was cool...interacting with other...Natives because we could
connect to a certain level but having someone, even if they were not from the same [Tribe
B] tribe, but we still had... the traditions that were the same, that we could joke around
about, that one was like, aw that’s cool, I am back at home and I could say...slang and
that they would understand. So, but yeah, there’s a lot of switching on and off now that I
realized it.
With the other students from Tribe B, Ruby reminisced about their childhood playing outside
and making mud pies and related to one another about the Tribe B lifestyle. When comparing her
friendships with other Natives versus Natives from her specific tribe, she expressed, “...oh my
god, this one felt more home than...the other one.” At the same time, she interacted and
socialized with other Native American students regardless of tribal affiliation.
Not all Native American students enter college thinking only about their race, ethnicity,
and tribal affiliations. Students’ college experiences are impacted differently depending on the
nature of one’s salient identities. On one hand, the reservation students spoke to their most
salient identity being tribal citizens of their respective tribes. On the other hand, there was one
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student, Micah, who thought frequently about her status as a post traditional Native American
student.
Here is Micah’s experience being an older-aged Native American student. Students
typically attend college right after high school and are younger in age. Micah was eager to meet
any Native American student on campus but her status as an older student was a barrier to
engagement. Compared to the experiences of the other reservation students, she tried to cultivate
community with others from the same ethnic group and tribe. Micah considered herself a
friendly person but as she said,
...I think (chuckles)...they probably perceived me as someone older... and I do not know
if they felt they could approach me maybe just because of my age. But I think they knew,
I mean...you see me, you could tell I am Native American (chuckles).
She gave the analogy of living in a bubble when sharing her experience growing up on the Tribe
C reservation. Her main priority and concern were her children. In this bubble, she grew up
unaware and not knowledgeable of Native American issues and tribal communities. For example,
she did not know why Native Americans were on reservations. She also knew about treaties but
did not pay much attention to the reasons for them. College integrated her into the Native
American community and she met students from different tribal backgrounds. College was a
time for her to put into practice the cultural teachings of being nice, welcoming, and happy to see
and meet other Native American people because that is her community. Unfortunately, she
struggled to connect with hopes of finding a community with Native American students because
of her discomfort being an older Native American student. When asked how she thought other
Native American students perceived her, she said, “...I think it was just that...I am older...
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(chuckles)...maybe to them, I am more of a parent figure and not a student...so I think a lot of
time they were kind of surprised to hear that I was a student.” She continued sharing “...I guess I
felt...the community at [Tri-State University]...especially the ones that were...full time there on
campus all the time, most of them were younger than my kids and so I think a lot of times I felt
like I did not belong...but I push through it, you know, I kept going, so I think it did...bother me a
lot that I was so much older than a lot of my peers.” She did not have much engagement with
Native American students on campus unless it was a requirement for the Native Alumni Alliance
club scholarship.
A Bordertown Student. Unlike the reservation students, Xavier, who grew up in a
Bordertown, expressed a level of comfort and openness to meeting and interacting with people
from different tribes. He shared,
...I lived in...the border towns of [Water Valley], [Canyon Town], [Hoop City]. I lived in
those border towns and...being surrounded by non-Native and Native students within
those border towns really kind of helped me get a taste of what it feels like to live in two
worlds.
Compared to the reservation students, he interacted with both non-Natives and Natives, who
were from the reservations, urban areas, and multicultural backgrounds. Going to college, Xavier
sought friendships with any Native American student by first connecting through their identity as
Native American and then through tribal affiliation. He connected with other Native American
students by sharing stories and finding common ground on topics, such as upbringings, religion,
and spirituality.
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Urban Students. The urban women, Alex, Jordan, and Nadira, spoke about trying to fit in
with their non-Native peers because there was not a large presence of Native people at their high
schools. They tried to not lose their Native American identity and avoided conforming to the
non-Native culture. Before college, Alex struggled with her self-perception being an individual
of lighter complexion. She shared that in high school,
In class I was one of about two students that had different skin color and I just wanted to
blend in, fit in, and not stand out. I guess I wanted to conform. Like when I introduce
myself to others, it is not the first thing I say but comfortable bringing it up and say I am
Native American, I am [Tribe A].
Alex, Jordan, and Nadira were the only Native Americans in their classes. Unlike their peers
from the reservations, they were not fortunate to meet and cultivate friendships with other Native
Americans in high school. High school did not have a culture for these women to express their
Nativeness. Since the Native American student population was low at their high school, they did
not have peers who shared similar backgrounds and experiences.
The urban women lacked a Native American community in high school and going into
college, they wanted to meet other Native American college students and maintain a connection
to their Native culture and the community. Through their participation in pre-college high school
programs and trips home to the reservation, the students were aware of reservation Natives and
urban Natives. Unlike the reservation students, the urban women had early exposure to diverse
populations ranging from race and ethnicity, socioeconomic status, and the privileges of being
urban Natives. Depending on where the urban women were coming from and their pre-college
environment, they expanded their perceptions and awareness of tribal diversity while in college.
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The urban women came from different upbringings and college exposed them to a culture that
broadened their understanding of what it means to be Native American and the diverse ways that
Nativeness can be expressed.
College Exposure to Indigeneity
While in college, students were introduced to the different forms of Indigeneity within
the Native American community. Indigeneity is the way a Native American person demonstrates
and expresses their Nativeness to others. It is important to note that there is no right or wrong
way for a person to show cultural pride. The students lived on campus, took Native-focused
elective courses, and participated in Native American student organizations, which played a part
in the way they thought of Indigeneity. Their journeys varied as some students met other Native
American students outside their tribe. Such as Dakota, a reservation student, who vocalized, “I
think I always knew there were other tribes but I never had the opportunity to...actually...hang
out with other tribes, you know, so I think college kind of gave that opportunity to expand
beyond your own tribe.” Some students deepen their cultural connection if it did not exist before
college. For example, Micah raised two children on the reservation and did not pay attention to
the world around her because she rarely watched the news or read books. Here is how she
explained her experience going to college.
...it just opened my eyes to the world, to everything, even a lot of things that the history
of the Native Americans, a lot of that was new to me, and...at that point, I kind of felt
foolish, like, why you should know this, but I am like, how am I supposed to know
if...you are not taught it or you are not researching or you are not in school.
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When asked to talk more about her identity, Micah said she is proud to be Native American.
Micah talked about how her schooling helped her understand more about her people and her
background. She said “the schooling that I have received...made me understand a lot more and
appreciate a lot more where we have come from, what we have gone through.” Her experience
demonstrates that not all Native American students come into college with an understanding of
their history, culture, and identity. As a student she learned about her people’s past and why
succeeding in college was important for her and her community.
Others also expanded their knowledge about Native American people and issues
impacting the community. For example, Rani shared that she experienced “a type of culture
shock within the other Native communities” during her first year of college. She learned about
different cultural items and practices. She elaborated
...learning that we do not all wear moccasins…frybread...universally...is called popovers
down there...shells are something so special to certain tribes...beadwork is a big thing as
well... kind of being exposed to moccasins, or...being...kind of embedded with the idea
that a Native is...moccasins, feathers, turquoise, monta down there. Learning that it also
includes sandals, shells...beaded earrings...ribbon skirts especially...I never knew that
was...just small things that mean so much to different individuals and families and tribes
was something really...interesting for me.
This quote highlights how a Native American student who becomes a part of an intertribal
community on campus gains a new cultural lens regarding how she views Native identity and
culture. She expressed appreciation for Native American focused courses because she learned
things that she did not often think about before college. She laughed, explaining she was “just
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living life in a (chuckles) shell in a sense...the only mindset I knew was...[Tribe E] ways...so
expanding my perspective was definitely something that I at least appreciate the most.” She
became aware of how others conceptualize being Native American and how different aspects of
Native culture held cultural significance to individuals and groups.
In this study, students thought more critically about their identity and what it means to be
a Native American person. Here is what Alex shared about her Native identity.
I am part of the people. I do not know...it is pretty great to be a part of a family, a
culture...welcomed into the culture, supported by people, culture, family. I have felt and
noticed it more...and I have become more grateful. Years ago, I was the only Native
American student in my class/grade, first grade to college. It was something I was aware
of and hid that part of myself a little. But I now know it is something to be proud of. I
like that. I can go home with family and can be myself. I like being Native.
To expand on what she meant by being more grateful, Alex explained,
Grateful for what I have, my ancestors, people. Family hardships were better faced as we
were raised to better prepare and face them. Built upon what they were taught. Greater
appreciation for cultural practices like smudging, ceremonies. All add to diversity of the
world. I can be a part of society and be who I am as Native. I have become more
welcoming to that part of me. Do not have to be fighting it.
There was a difference between Alex’s high school environment compared to the college setting.
The Native campus community provided communal spaces where Alex reflected on her race and
ethnicity, which deepened her connection and understanding of her tribal background. She
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became comfortable in her own skin as a Native American woman because her Native friends
and mentor built her confidence.
Going to college helped students like Micah, Rani, and Alex to be more appreciative of
their culture. Their stories highlight that not all Native American students come into college with
a solid understanding of their race and ethnicity. Their experiences speak to this notion that
identity can shift and transform with different experiences. Students’ understanding and
conceptualization of their identity is constantly evolving.
The stereotypical image of a Native American was created by non-Natives and
unfortunately, carried onto these students. When the students were asked, how can you tell
someone is Native American and what makes someone Native American, their responses varied.
When Micah shared her experiences, she commented, “you can tell I am Native American.” She
stated,
...I do not want to be stereotypical, I am just saying...I am really dark skin...the color of
my hair...probably my accent. (laughs)... I guess to me, it just seemed to me, I guess
personally, I guess that is why I say that for me, when I see a Native, I can just tell, I do
not know what it is, but there’s something about Native people that you can tell that they
are Native...even if they do not have this, maybe real slight features or real, you can just,
you can tell.
In her interview, Jordan mentioned that students at the Intertribal Student Center were “fully
Native.” When asked to further clarify, she responded, “...they just look a little darker...I can, I
feel...after growing up on the reservation, I can tell...if a person is more full Native or...yeah, just
the way they may look, just makes them look a little more Native than me...darker colored.” A
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majority of the students shared that being Native American meant being of dark-skin
complexion, having black hair, and a Rez accent.
The experiences afforded in Native-centered elective courses contributed to their
awareness of systemic issues, such as blood quantum and learning from their Native American
classmates. For example, Xavier and Rani overcame the idea that being Native American was
tied to blood quantum. When asked about his thoughts on blood quantum, Xavier shared that he
used to think that being Native American meant having a Certificate of Indian Blood (CIB) and
continued to say, “that is a mindset that was brought on to us by colonization.” After learning the
harm that blood quantum caused to Native American tribes, he changed his perspective. He now
believes being Native American is that a person learns their traditions, culture, takes care of
elders, and knows the language.
Before going to college, Rani used to think that being Native American meant someone
had to wear jewelry, regalia, and knew the language. When asked what does it mean to be a
Native American, she responded,
...it means...belonging to something greater than you are...belonging to a structure of
society that is guided by...prayer...language...family...your connection to your land and
your environment and just the importance of teaching and learning...what it’s like to be
Native American. It means that... you have something strong within you that sometimes
you don’t even know how to explain that to anybody, you know...no matter what you
have a connection to something...that doesn’t have a name to it...I belong to my
family...my mom and my dad...the [clan 1]...the [clan 2]...our...mother earth...our son
Father, I belong to everything...the animals, the birds, the environment...that is exactly
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how I see it...I am your ancestors’...greatest dream (chuckles) just kidding. Yeah, but in
that sense, it’s knowing that...I am not just a person.
Rani’s perspective speaks to the multifaceted relationship between identity and belonging. For
her, being Native American is having a spiritual and cultural connection to a variety of elements
that are interconnected to place, language, ceremonial cycle, and sacred history. Being Native
American is more than just race and ethnicity. As Rani shared, being Native is having a deeper
connection to all things. There can be multiple ways a Native American student can explain who
they are and how they came to know who they are.
Xavier and Rani learned about their community through the courses they took. Xavier
learned about the blood quantum policy. He also shared that the classes he took in the Business
College were great. The knowledge he learned in his major was a way for him to give back to his
community. He said, “I am really helping out my people because in the future, we are the ones
that are going to lead our nation.” Rani mentioned she enjoyed her American Indian Studies
(AIS) courses. She liked the small course size because she built a connection with her
instructors. Xavier and Rani’s access to certain educational environments shaped who they were
and how they conceptualized being Native American through the course content and the
relationships they developed with other Native American students and instructors.
The Native American students responded differently when asked what makes someone
Native American and how they expressed their cultural identity. They each had their approach to
signify to other Natives that they are Native American. They shared pieces of who they are,
including where they are from, cultural experiences growing up, and speaking or showing some
proficiency in their Native tongue. Ruby expressed her Nativeness by sharing with others that
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her upbringing consisted of her family selling wood as a source of income, butchering, and
participating in traditional ceremonies. Dakota shared that there is diversity within the Tribe A
community where some individuals are from the reservation, some children grow up with their
grandparents, and some individuals may have different teachings. Autumn had the same response
where individuals from Tribe A are different and they all come from distinct hometowns, but
their parents instill similar teachings and values. Jordan said,
I always go out of my way to tell others...I am Native American, I talk about my
godmother who is a huge part of my life...I try and wear the jewelry or...a ring or
something like a turquoise...because sometimes it just makes me feel...more at
home...and...advocating for Native American rights, I would say also try and represent
myself by that, speaking up about different issues that are happening on the reservations
right now.
Jordan is proud of who she is as a Native American. She has never been shy to tell others about
her background. She mentioned, “I love to...try different ways to represent my culture.” Her
cultural expression speaks to how identity can be conveyed using external elements to showcase
one’s ethnic heritage. Her family, jewelry, and advocacy provided a sense of connection to her
Native identity. Likewise, Rani also sometimes wore turquoise jewelry to feel a sense of home,
and advocated for Native American rights. Rani shared that she often wore regalia of Tribe E,
but this has not always been the case. At the beginning of college, she felt ashamed and feared
wearing her traditional clothing because she was not surrounded by people who understood her
attire and language and did not see other Native American students dressed like her. She felt like
a complete outsider and a fool. She expressed, “...it was a struggle and it did create a barrier in
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wanting to participate in anything else...knowing that I did not have much Native friends to...
stand by my side and dress with me...so it was difficult.” Xavier also shared,
...to me, to be Native American, you have to, to be fully Native, is you have to relate to
the community in which you come from...if you are [Tribe A] then you have to relate to,
you know, at least knowing some part of the language, knowing who your parents are,
knowing your clans, even if you do not know your clans, you actively researching and
finding out who you are, validates me, validates that you are Native American.
Based on the students’ perspectives, the definition of being Native American is complex and is
individually based.
When asked if their Native American identity has ever been questioned by other Native
Americans, students mentioned a common practice of introductions when a Native student meets
another Native person, which is the exchange of the questions, “what tribe are you?” and “where
are you from?” This introduction is a cultural norm to establish relations with other Native
Americans. When an individual is on the receiving end of the two questions, they perceive the
approach as questioning their identity either as a moment to educate or prove their Nativeness.
Some students viewed the initial interactions with another Native American person as a
time to educate about tribes. Autumn’s experience is an example of how Native-to-Native
interactions opened doors to share tribal knowledge with others. She explained that during
university programs such as the Native American College Day and campus tours specific to
Native American populations, Native American students asked questions about the tribal
community and were curious what tribes were at the university. At these events, Autumn came
into contact with Native American students who asked the following questions, “where are you
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from?” “how far is your reservation?” “what language do you speak and is that your first
language?” She continued, “...I know probably, some Natives might know that tribe and some
backgrounds about certain tribe areas or has the acknowledgment to recognize tribe, but they
probably do not know the full cultural [sic] of it.” In particular, these encounters reiterate that not
all Native Americans have the opportunity to interact with other tribal citizens (students) beyond
their respective homelands.
Here is another example from a Native American student who viewed these questions as
a chance to educate others. Jordan, an urban Native who is white, recognized her privilege and
understood that her friend from the reservation who made the “white girl” comment maybe did
not know that urban Native experiences can be similar to those from the reservation. Here is the
story that Jordan shared when her identity was questioned by another Native American student.
...I became friends with this Native American student and...he was...we were just talking
and he was kind of...joking around with me saying, I am kind of just...a white girl...
nothing, nothing bad, but just...little jokes and I was like, you know, I have had a
[ceremony] before, which is a traditional event for my culture and he was also [Tribe B]
so he was like, what...you had a dance? and I was like, yeah, he was like, oh my gosh...I
had no idea and...at that point, I was like, okay...maybe he understands that I am not just
...a white girl that is going off saying I am Native American...I am actually involved in
my culture and I have taken part in some of the activities.
Jordan views telling people more about herself in a positive way. She said, “I feel fine about...I
like explaining to people what my culture is and...I do not mind letting them know...where I grew
up...I might explain about my grandparents and what they are...what I am, so I do not really take
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it, I like to explain it.” Alex shared a similar experience to Jordan and provided an example
where a Native American person questioned her identity. Alex was often mistaken as Asian,
Hawaiian, and Hispanic, but she laughed off the comment. She further explained,
I usually, I have gotten it so much that I usually (chuckles) kind of maybe just laugh a
little to myself...because I do not really...I do not know, I think, I do not think it, I do not
see it as something bad or that it harms me in anyway, but...or it affects...greatly affects
me...but it’s just an opportunity for me to be like, oh no, I am actually Native American
and...for an opportunity to just kind of educate them on who I actually am and just kind
of correct them and maybe, I do not know, what that would do to the person...when they
just assume that I am Asian when I am really not...so...I think it is just an educational
opportunity and just kind of hanging out on their part maybe just... kind of like a...I do
not know...yeah, I don’t, I don’t see it as something bad.
Both Jordan and Alex did not perceive these comments about their identity in a negative way.
On the contrary, some students considered the introduction questions as a means to prove
one’s Nativeness to another Native American person. For instance, Xavier considered these
inquiries as a way for Native American students to ask additional details about where and how
someone was raised. When asked, “what tribe are you?” and “where are you from?” he shared
his upbringing on the reservation and his knowledge about the language and culture of Tribe A.
When asked how he felt about having to share different cultural markers with other Native
American students, he said
It’s kind of hard because when people question who you are, it feels...that you are being
interrogated to prove who you really are. But when people ask that, they are like, oh, are
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you [Tribe A] and I say, yeah, I am [Tribe A], I am from [Rush Town,] which is near
[Moon City]. They are like, oh, yeah, I know where [Moon City] is at, it is on the
reservation, so you are from the reservation? Yeah, I am from the reservation, my
grandparents, maternal grandparents live in [White Rock] and my paternal grandparents
lived in [Rush Town]. But deep down, it does kind of hurt a little. But knowing that that’s
where I am from, and even if they deny, oh, you are not [Tribe A], you are not all this. At
least I know where I come from, I do not need somebody else’s validation in order to
prove that I am [Tribe A] because deep down, I know I am.
His comments tie back to how Native American identity is being defined by a non-Native
perspective and adds to the controversy about authenticity (Weaver, 2001). His selfidentification may not align with his peers and may be contested by other Native American
students. This is only one portion of Xavier’s story and should not be generalized for all Native
students. Also, all of his initial interactions with other Native American students are not all
negative. This chapter later highlights how he developed bonds with other Native American
students by sharing the very aspects about who he is to build a community with similar-minded
people.
Four participants’ experiences were impacted by their physical appearance while
interacting with other Native Americans. As students began talking about their college
experiences, some individuals mentioned the realization of skin color. For instance, Dakota
brought up that going to a predominately white institution made her recognize skin color. She
said, “...90% of other students are white, and you are...at least 5% have brown skin.” Whereas,
Alex, Rani, Nadira, and Jordan, who are light-complexioned Native Americans, had the opposite
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outlook. It did not matter if the individual was bi/multiracial Native American. They were
misracialized by both Native and non-Native people. They were hyper-aware of their physical
features whenever they entered spaces specific for Native American people. They felt self-doubt
when it came to their cultural identity and often had to provide cultural markers (e.g., trips home
to visit grandparents) to prove their Nativeness to others.
To start the discussion about skin color and the Native American student experience, here
are the stories of two students from the reservation. The first student is Alex, who claimed she
does not look Native American, which caused others to think she is a member of a different
ethnic group. She explained,
I think the first thing that comes to mind is maybe...I do not feel...maybe, I don’t know,
maybe sometimes I look Native American and sometimes I don’t, so I don’t know...skin
color wise, I think I am lighter (chuckles) and sometimes I am mistaken for being Asian,
so I don’t know if I immediately come across as Native American unless I say so or I am
in an environment that’s more...Native American, if that makes sense so I would be
there...but when I do...make known that I am Native American...again there’s...a barrier.
Alex mentioned the term “barrier” which refers to the limitations she faces due to her skin
complexion. She shared that since she moved away from the reservation at an early age, her
parent 4 reminded her of her clans and encouraged her to recite her clans in the car and say
proudly “I am [Tribe A].” She had an understanding of who she is. However, it seems Alex may
think to herself that maybe other people only see her lighter skin complexion. The internal
struggles of having a fair skin tone limits her ability to truly present who she is as a Native
4

The term “parent” is used rather than mom or dad to protect the identity of participant.
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American woman. She often shares with her Native peers her hometown, her parents being
Native Americans/Tribe A, and the area her family is from. When there is the sharing of
information, “it’s just easier to connect and kind of have that commonality.” She communicated
it was fortunate that this “barrier” was removed whenever she was around other Native American
students and the Native American community. In these interactions, her physical appearance was
not the main focus because she found commonality using cultural aspects.
The Intertribal Student Center programming helped Alex establish a community. She
shared,
I attended an event where we were making pouches and writing messages…it was nice to
be around others who look like me, shared cultural practices, nice to be around them, be
part of a community, I was welcomed, did not stand out, skin color did not make me feel
unwelcomed, I felt at home.
In addition, in the MSMP course, she was surrounded by Native American people who became
her life-long friends. Her peers boosted her self-confidence as a Native American and woman of
the Tribe A. With other Native American students she felt a sense of commonality where she and
other Native American students connected. They shared common cultural practices and
Indigenous knowledge, raised the same way with traditions, and shared the value of joking and
humor in Native American families. When asked to describe the Native American community,
she shared,
one word: strong. Working hard to make a difference. There are new groups so as to
allow Natives to have more presence and be recognized. I like seeing [MSMP] growing
and having an impact and them being advocates for students. So Native students can be
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seen, be heard, shown they matter. I like knowing I was part of the difference. I liked
getting to know everyone involved and then seeing how they are continuing to make
changes and continuing to grow. I like what they were trying to change.
The MSMP became an “instant family” to Alex. Overall Alex’s sense of pride in her Native
American identity and who she is as a Native American person has deepened. She expressed,
...it's just developed over time...as I have grown up to be become an adult and raised in a
way to know who I am and...where I’m not saying, oh yeah...or not correct them and just
take it...I have grown up not questioning who I am as how I was raised and...so I think
that just made it easier to be able to speak out and say, do I really am, and then through
college and my experiences through college, that’s helped really build that confidence
and then I just, I feel...it’s continually growing on me, built upon...many years.
Alex’s story is an example of how one’s Native American identity can deepen and strengthen
through relationships with other Native Americans who give identity validation and
empowerment.
The second student is Rani, who shared how her looks caused curiosity from others. Here
is what she recalled about the first time walking into the Intertribal Student Center, “this is
before I knew things about...skin color and stuff, but I am a pretty light-skinned Native, so
walking up in there, it’s just...everyone’s kind of...wondering who you are and where you are
from.” She had no relationships with the students who did go to the center. She had to find a way
to prove she was Native American on top of trying to make connections.
Also, here are the experiences of two other students, who are Native and white from
urban areas. First impressions are based on physical appearance, which causes others to make
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judgments. Nadira and Jordan were cognizant of their mannerisms “as a white person.” Jordan
shared, “...I think whenever I go into situations with kids, who are fully Native, I just, I think I
just get a little worried because I do not want them to think I am just trying to be like a white girl
that is like, oh I am Native (valley girl accent).” Both Nadira and Jordan did not want other
Native American students to think of them as “pretend Indians.”
Here is a brief explanation to the rising issue with pretend Indians (also referred to as
pretendians [sic]). Pretend Indians are people who claim Indigenous heritage and identity
because they either want financial or personal gains from this form of cultural appropriation and
exploitation (Brayboy, 2006; Weaver, 2001). The claiming of a Native American identity is also
referred to as ethnic fraud.
To further explain the pretend Indian label, here is Xavier’s perspective of people
claiming to be Native American and not care about the community. When asked the question
about self-identifying as Native American for the study, he expressed “it’s kind of hard when
you say self-identify when the government has a piece of paper saying that you are Native
American.” He continued,
...when you are in a community like the Native American community...validation is just, I
do not know, if you are Native, you do identify as Native American... however, if you are
one of those people that says, oh, I am Native American and you do disrespectful things,
or there’s a long history of you not being Native American, then it is questionable. But if
you are Native American, you have gone through the same struggles that everybody has
gone through and...you kind of...have knowledge of the lifestyle, how it is being Native
American then you are Native American.
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Xavier’s perspective highlights that an individual can self-identify as Native American. However
there is more than just claiming an identity. A person claiming to be Native American should
have an understanding of the culture, history, and respect for the people. Should they lack a
relationship with the people, others may question their intent behind saying they are part of this
group. His perspective highlights the on-going issue of authenticity and how folks without any
relations to the people/culture cause individuals who are deeply connected to their
culture/identity to be suspicious of others. He believed a person can self-identify as Native
American, but what matters most is how that person connects to the culture and community.
Both Nadira and Jordan were afraid of giving the impression that Xavier mentioned.
When asked how it made her feel when people made comments such as “oh you are just a white
girl,” Jordan responded,
...when I would hear that I just...would not really care a whole lot and I did not really
realize...what they were really saying...but...when I think back to it, it's like, I know I’m
more than that and...sometimes I hear those things and...I just don’t really care at the
time...when I think about it, I just am like, am I a white...am I more of a white girl than I
am more of a Native girl...I don’t know, It just makes me...think about who I am more. It
can be overwhelming sometimes.
Jordan was self-conscious and did not want to give the idea that “I am just this white girl doing it
for clout.” Nadira, who is “half-[Tribe A]” 5, had a similar response where she did not want other
Native students to perceive her as a pretend Indian. She said,

Nadira referred to herself as half-Tribe A, which some individuals use the terminology of “half”
when they describe their bi/multiracial background.
5
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...not all biracial…[Tribe A]s are...passionate or...educated on their culture and so I don’t
want people to...think that I’m one...those people who...don’t really care about...their
culture...and so...I feel a lot of people…just perceive…stuff just from the way I look and
I want to...make sure that I am doing my best to...make it known that I am a hard worker
and that I want to do good in school. I mean, I am always nervous on how, ugh, gosh I
look so white or I do not want people to think I am...just taking up space and stuff and
…sometimes...I use [my parent] as a crutch in a sense to make connections and to be like,
oh, yeah...I am real, you know what I mean.
Nadira’s self-perception was very salient when she interacted with other Native American
students. Her parent who works at the university was a source of identity validation for her peers.
With Nadira being “more white passing,” as she stated, and being an urban Native, she had
certain privileges that she was well aware of. She was cognizant of the possibility that she was
taking resources that could otherwise go to another Native student who might need the help more
than her. Nadira identifies more being Tribe A rather than white so she does not necessarily “out
[her]self” as half-white. Also since her younger years, her parent constantly reminded her that
she is Native American rather than white. Being Native/white and white-passing resulted in her
having a hard time making herself and her culture known without having to tell people that she is
from Tribe A.
There is a different perspective when it comes to a Native American having to prove their
Nativeness when they are from multiple tribes. Considering that being white and Native
American was burdensome in terms of proving one’s Nativeness, the stakes are even heightened
for an individual who is multitribal. Colonization caused conflict between tribes. Therefore, in
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between Native American tribes, a multitribal person may have to choose either one or the other
when it comes to tribal affiliation. Being of a multitribal background, an individual may be
perceived as not being Native enough to multiple tribal groups. This individual has an added
layer of proving themselves while trying to meet multiple cultural markers of several groups.
Compared to the Native/white students, Ruby had to be selective of which tribes she
represented when disclosing her self-identification to others. She shared,
There are times where I have to pick and choose because...my whole life I grew up on the
[Tribe B] Reservation. So not a lot of people knew who [Tribe F] were, they knew [Tribe
A]s were and [Tribe C]s but [Tribe F], they related it to...the Mexicans, and (chuckles)
my mom would hear that, she would get so upset. So I would have to explain, like, no,
they are totally different. [Tribe F] are Native American and kind of going through that
whole line of explaining who I was and then also...trying to tell the tribe who I was
because they only identify me as one-fourth of Native American when I am full-blooded
and supposedly...my mom is...an alien from outer space (chuckles) so they do not know
what to identify me as.
Based on Ruby’s circumstances, a multitribal Native American person had various factors to
consider when choosing a dominant tribe to represent.
Blood quantum is engrained in the Native American community causing Native identity
to be complicated. Ruby mentioned the challenges of blood quantum and its ability to dictate
how much knowledge she possessed as a Native American person. She presumed that fullblooded Native Americans were considered to have more knowledge than bi/multiracial and
multitribal Natives. She described her thoughts as the following,
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It’s like I do not have enough say....one-fourth of my knowledge...has value than...the
half. So...when I introduce myself as half-[Tribe F], people think that...I know more
about [Tribe F] because I am half, but since I did not grow up as much here, but I had the
teachings from my mom, that’s how much I know...it’s a weird dynamic because I am
fourth-[Tribe B] so people are like, okay, she probably does not know that much about
what the [Tribe B]s do and what their livelihood are like and I am like no, I lived there
my whole life and I could tell you where the mountains are and where the deer and bears
come from (chuckles) from which side of the mountain we are on.
She worked harder to show Natives and non-Natives her cultural identity despite being called
“mixed blood” and “mixed breed.” She shared a negative experience where a Native American
person questioned her identity and told the following story.
Okay, so I have one example...I was not in the whole conversation, but...I heard the
term...mixed breed and then I turned around and said, what? and then they were quiet
for...two seconds and I was like, I am a mixed breed and that is when they are like, see,
that’s why you just shut up and don’t say anything and they are like, I am sorry [Ruby] I
am sorry. So I did not hear the whole conversation but I knew it was bad. (chuckles) and I
was like, okay, so that’s still a thing and I know...my dad used to get that a lot in high
school because he is half-[Tribe A] and I thought it was over with. But that would be the
one that I can remember the most. (chuckles) because I was like, oh, okay. I did not know
you thought like that and it was just kind of quiet…I think it did not...bother me at the
time because they are...my friends and I did not hear the whole conversation and they
said, sorry, so I was like, okay, well, that is the end of it. But then realizing that they
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are...probably...secretly judging me because of it. It’s just like, what stereotypes
(chuckles) do I live by then? and what do they think of me? and if I do something wrong,
are they gonna judge it based off of that?
Ruby was hyper-aware of what Natives and non-Natives thought about her. She shared that most
of the time, people only talk about the one tribe they are enrolled in. It was challenging to find
other students like her on campus. She was hopeful that in the future, Native American students
will learn to be open about all their tribal affiliations and see that it is not a bad thing to be
multitribal. The next section covers the second finding, focused on students’ feelings of
belonging and involvement in the Native American student community.
Finding 2: Feelings of Belonging: Involvement in Native American Student Community
The second theme that emerged is the process in which Native American students were
introduced and integrated into the Native American student community. Students were
introduced to the Native American student community at different points in their college career
with the help of either family members, current and upper-level friends, or through their
involvement in NASSS. This section first explains how Native American students feel they
belong to the Native American student community because of their cultural identity and status as
a university student. Second, it explains how retention services such as the Intertribal Student
Center, NASSS, and Native American student organizations serve as the introductory point in
creating a sense of connection and community for Native American students. Those students
who did not participate in either three entities at the early stages of their college career had a
delayed introduction to the Native American student and campus community. Third, it explains
why students who were not involved, had feelings of intimidation to the Native American
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student community. The following paragraphs explain the reasoning as to why certain students
felt a part of the Native American student community.
The Native American Student Community.
When asked about their thoughts on the culture of the Native American student
community, all of the students mentioned the diversity and openness of Native American
students. Alex said,
I feel...it is inclusive and not just to Natives. They are open and it is not like you need to
be solely from one tribe and you do not have to be Native or just be a little Native and
just anyone who wants to learn about the Native American community can partake and
join people. It is a welcoming space to all the students and tribes. It creates its own
culture and family as well.
Xavier added his experience and recalled the following,
Because when I went there, there were a bunch of (chuckles), there were a bunch of
Native Americans there. I was surprised. I was like, I have friends, I met people there that
are Yaqui, that are Apaches, that are Navajo, that are Hopi, that are Pueblo, that are
Akimel Tohono O'odham, that are Tohono O'odham...Sioux, Lakota...all these different
Native communities and they all come from different backgrounds.
Dakota addressed the intertribal aspect of the student community and shared,
I feel...for that, it’s very different and unique because they remind the students that it’s
just not one tribe, there’s multiple tribes that you have to know and respect and
understand and just knowing that there’s just more than one...there’s not just you, there’s
more than one.
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For Jordan, she shared
...my experience at [Tri-State University] has been almost completely positive. I really
loved it there. I found a lot of friends that I really enjoy but I do have...I am really kind of
sad because I wish I became more involved. I wish I had been more involved with the
Native American community and...I am really hoping that I can be a lot more involved
with it this year and I will say sometimes I am really shy and I just...get nervous.
When asked to elaborate on where her nervousness stem from, she replied,
I don't really know. I guess it just comes from probably...stress. Honestly, with
everything going on, I am constantly worried about school, with...finances, with maybe
my bad roommate situation that I had my freshman year....so I think that those worries
and things that, or my classes, my freshman year, I was not doing as good as I wanted to.
So I just feel...all those things stacked on top of each other just kind of created an
environment where I was a little bit nervous to reach out and...I just did not want
something else to go wrong.
Although she was not as involved in the Native American student community, she saw how the
Native American students were resilient and overcame a lot of hardships. Their personal
experiences shaped their perceptions of the Native American student community. All of the
students felt they were members of the subgroup on campus. There were various reasons why
they felt part of the Native American student population.
To begin, Autumn felt she belonged to the Native American student community due to
several factors such as tribal affiliation, identity foundation as a Native American, upbringing on
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the reservation, and knowing English and her tribal language. When asked to describe the Native
American community, she shared,
I would say with open arms and warmth. They really give you the kind of loving and the
sharing about their personal experiences or how they decide to continue on their higher
education that you want to share to the people. So I would definitely describe that as an
open community where they will accept you for who you are, I highly recommend saying
to the young generation of joining a Native community. Also I think it probably made
some similarities and differences that you don’t have to be Native to go into a Native
community, It’s always about being diverse and inclusive with others. I think everyone
has the same values and traditions to keep on growing and succeeding towards our
degrees…like I said, the same common things that we all have...when we are growing up
and how our parents taught us to prepare for life and responsibilities while going to
school, how to live your life. I see some the Asian Pacific Center come inside and we all
exchange each other’s ...games, stories, background of our family maybe, if we are
comfortable of sharing. So I see it as a very big family...community that will support you
through education and self-care.
When asked what it felt like to be around a group of Native American students, Autumn
responded,
I feel myself more of being around others that could be Native or non-Native because as
we learn to grow, we hear from others about what they are going through and what makes
it unique about it is that you are not alone of the struggle of being a college student or
trying to build on your life and how we all experienced the same thing. It’s like having
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another brother and sister that you would look up to. So in a way, I see them as a working
hard, independent students that are trying to make a change in their community and for
themselves.
Another student, Ruby, alluded that her feelings of belonging were because of her long-time
commitment to the Intertribal Student Center. Also, Micah, Nadira, and Xavier connected to the
Native American student community because it was the group they most identified with. They
not only associated with their tribal community (e.g., Tribe A and Tribe C) but the larger campus
community as well.
Even though some Native students related to the Native American student community,
they shared challenges that made them feel less connected at times. There were periods when
individuals felt they did not belong to the Native American student community. For instance,
Alex sometimes felt disconnected from her Native American peers because she was not raised on
the reservation. She expressed,
...so I just felt...I do not share a lot of those other experiences that other Native students
had growing up on the reservation or what my parents had, but I will hear stories of their
experiences. So...and then I feel...I just was not raised...because I was not raised on the
reservation, I kind of lacked some of those traditions or cultural knowledge that maybe,
kind of, I would have gotten being around Native people all the time or around my family
all the time.
Jordan also had the same attitude because she was not as persistent in getting involved. The
institution did not market retention programs (e.g., Intertribal Student Center and NASSS) well
enough for Native American students to comprehend the importance of getting involved. It was
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only until later in college when students understood the benefits of retention programs. The
institution failed the students, and now the students blame themselves for not knowing how to
get involved. Jordan confessed, “...I just wish, I just need to put myself out there more. So I
would say it’s been more difficult than I had hoped for. But that’s not really anybody’s fault, but
mine.” She loved seeing people become friends at the Intertribal Student Center. At the same
time, she wished she was a part of the student groups. Looking at Rani’s journey, she did not
have any interactions with Native Americans or student organizations in the earlier stages of
college. Without friends or any connection to the Native American community, she did not go to
the Intertribal Student Center or attend their events. It was not until her last year of college when
she felt included because she got more involved. Lastly, Dakota specified that her feelings of
belonging depended on the environment. She shared,
I think at times, it’s kind of neutral to where I do feel...I am part of the Native community
and then I am not part of the Native community...I said before, I think the reason why I
do not feel a part of it sometimes is because...people make jokes about...oh, there are
more [Tribe A]s here and that’s what has been stated before and it’s not the first time that
I heard it and...then there’s times where I do feel a part of it and those times are...when
we are all gathered together and it’s different tribes and not just one tribe that is being
focused on. So...it’s kind of in-between at some moments.
Her statement alludes to two aspects that are discussed later in this chapter, which are the
benefits of intertribal events and the negative impacts of joking. There were positive and
negative outcomes of humor. Teasing can either be an avenue to build relationships, a coping
mechanism, or a way to exclude others.
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Various factors played into why and/or why not an individual felt a part of the Native
American student community. Three ways that Native American students created a sense of
community through direct involvement with retention programs were the Intertribal Student
Center, participation in NASSS, and membership in Native American student organizations. All
of these resources are cohesive and play a part in student retention services and opportunities
offered on campus. Summer programs influenced students’ decision-making process as well
(Sorrell, 2020). The next portion further explains the Intertribal Student Center and its
relationship to sense of belonging.
The Intertribal Student Center
So, I am 100% supporting the Native American center on campus because it’s what they call a
home away from home and I relate to that because there are other tribes that are going through
the same thing, for example, getting our higher education finish, and pursuing our goal by
helping our family in a need and helping our community to reach that goal and to prove all of
the non-Natives or prove all of the people that though Natives are low, poor people that they
probably did not think they would go across their higher education. So, coming to the Native
American community, I just see it as a way of equally with the rest of the other communities as
going beyond our goals...being able to be in the community has helped me and other college
students be able to help each other and we all have a lot of things in common that we are coming
from and a lot of background that we see that involves the understanding of each other. - Autumn
The Intertribal Student Center was the connecting point of Native American students to
the two retention programs: NASSS and Native American student organizations. The Native
American students had different levels of engagement in the center. Their sense of belonging
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was dependent on when they were first introduced to the center and whether or not they were
involved in NASSS and/or Native American student organizations.
To begin, here are the students’ perspectives of the Intertribal Student Center. The center
provided student support services ranging from academics, mental health, and wellness (e.g.,
campus health referrals and food pantry), culturally-relevant programming, and finances (e.g.,
scholarships and student emergency funds). Xavier shared that without the help of the center’s
scholarship, “I would have taken out another loan.” By seeing the hard work ethics of the older
classmates, younger students such as Ruby were motivated to complete their homework and do
well in school. The center was a place to do homework, study, and hang out with friends. Xavier
commented that the center was “laid back with a common goal.” Native American faculty and
upper-level classmates served as mentors as well. The center’s newsletter and campus-wide
programming increased the visibility of Native American student clubs. Native American staff
from different tribal backgrounds developed close familial relationships with students. They
welcomed newcomers such as Jordan into the space. The center brought Native American
students together in a safe area away from the larger campus community.
The physical space and atmosphere of the Intertribal Student Center created a community
for Native American students. The student lounge decorated with Native artwork offered
beanbags and blankets for students to use. The interior design created an atmosphere of laughter,
happiness, and comfort for students. Students played card games such as [Tribe A card game]
with one another. Autumn shared,
...for example, [Tribe A card game]...it’s a regular card game that is open to everyone but
it has a different name that maybe some tribes know about, but personally, I know it’s
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called [Tribe A card game], which I’m assuming it has affect toward the [Tribe A]
people. But if other Natives that do know the [Tribe A card game], then maybe they can
be enjoying it, or if they know other games that people would like to enjoy, then it is
open to all. Everyone that plays really enjoy together and bring in the best that they can
be, which is being more themselves and having some humorous conversations. There is
always someone that likes to bring in jokes and laughs and not talk about school or work.
So as far as being in the community, it’s a really good start to have by socializing and
getting to know your peers or someone that you may want to hear their interesting stories.
The center was a home away from home, especially for the reservation students. Nadira, an
urban Native, pointed out that the center made students feel they had a piece of home while
being away from home. She stated,
I think...especially for...Natives students, who...you know, grew up on the Rez...this
is...their first time...college is their first time where they are around people who are
different than them and where they are...the minority...I feel...the [Intertribal Student
Center]...helps, sort of...have a home vibe. It sorts of reminds you of...you know, back
home.
It was a safe space for students to be themselves. To further explain, Rani elaborated on what
made a place “safe.” She shared,
Somewhere where you do not feel like you have to be in a shell and by that shell, I
mean...you do not have to hide that you are Native or...that you come from a tribe that’s
small or that you cannot externalize your happiness about eating...potatoes and spam
when no one else is going to get it. It’s just...where you won't run into those weird
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questions and where this positivity is constantly being...established and recognized
and...promoted in a sense. So ideally, this place would be somewhere where people can
reflect and relax...somewhere where there’s trust.
Rani gravitated to the Intertribal Student Center because different parts of her identity were
validated in the space. She said “the [Intertribal Student Center] is still a good place...as small as
it is, that’s probably one of the benefits to it.” The tight space made students interact closely with
one another. Students embraced their culture because the lounge had Native artworks hung up on
the wall, and a variety of workshops were offered. She said the center was “a comfortable
environment that promotes...your well-being and your positive self-identity.” The center was an
environment where Native students like Rani could just be a college student without the fear of
non-Native people’s ignorance. At the center, students see one another as “a student” as opposed
to being seen as “the Native student” in non-Native spaces.
In their interviews, some Native American students mentioned the positive and negative
aspects to having “a small room” for a Native student center. They spoke to the intimacy of
having a tight space to connect with other Native students. At the same time, Rani and other
peers referenced how the confined space limited the center’s capacity to serve a large population
of Native American students. The students advocated for the need to expand the square footage
of the center to allow for more students to utilize the space and broaden student programming.
Nadira claimed that a Native American person would not have many opportunities at the
university to socialize with other Native Americans unless they were visiting the Intertribal
Student Center. She recognized students not only did homework and hosted club meetings, but
they also used the student lounge as “party central” for social purposes.
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The social aspects of the Intertribal Student Center helped students meet other Native
Americans on campus. The center and Native American student organizations have a reciprocal
relationship where students involved in one are introduced to the other and vice versa, creating
continuous relationship building. Native American students not only met in the student lounge,
but they congregated at the recreational center to play basketball and volleyball. Intramural
sports and exercising were avenues for students to get to know one another and make themselves
known to other Native American students. For example, the center introduced Autumn to other
Native American students who she worked out with or mingled with in student clubs. She
described her interactions and engagement with other Native American students as “happiness
and cheerful” and a loving caring family “because I know friends would make me happy a lot
and make me laugh a lot.” Autumn’s social engagement opportunities were a way to develop her
“socialness” and communication skills with people outside Tribe A.
The center’s programming was provided mainly in-person rather than online. Xavier was
very involved in the center until he became an online student. He recalled a time when his
friends talked about somebody bringing their Xbox console into the center. He uttered in a low
voice, “damn, I wish I was there.” Since he was no longer on campus, he felt left out and missed
his Native American friends and the events. The limited platform to host events prohibits
participation of an online student.
The next segment covers how NASSS introduced Native American students to the
Intertribal Student Center and vice versa.
NASSS
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The students who are directly involved in NASSS have an early introduction to the
Native American student community if they participate in a pre-college program at the institution
they will attend as college students. These Native retention programs helped students develop
community through their relationships and friendships with other participants. The student
experiences varied in terms of whether they were able/unable to establish and dis/connect to the
Intertribal Student Center.
Pre-College High School Native Student Programs. As high school students, two
urban students, Nadira and Jordan, participated in Native American pre-college programs and
had different experiences going into college. If the program was directly associated with the
university, the individual had a pre-existing connection to the Intertribal Student Center and the
Native American student community. For instance, when asked about her involvement in the
Native American community, Nadira shared,
So I feel...because my [parent] 6 works at the [Tri-State University]...I already
know...some people and so...also I did [Native STEM Program] in my sophomore year in
high school and so I feel I made so many connections just from that, a lot of those
students go to the [Tri-State University] and go to the [Tri-State University] now. So I
feel...when I entered college...last year...I felt...I already knew people and...so I feel...it
did not really feel like I was making...I did not have to make new friends if that makes
any sense...I already feel like I had a sort of...security blanket if that makes any sense and
so, I also was a mentee in the [MSMP].

6

This study uses the verbiage of “parent” rather than mom and dad to protect a student's identity.
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Nadira’s high school lacked visibility and a space for Native American students to congregate.
She expressed gratitude for the MSMP for hosting a potluck for all the high school mentees
where she met other Native Americans at her school. She carried those friendships into college.
As a high school student, she made friends in the Native STEM Program as well before going to
college. Her pre-existing friendships made the college transition easier. She was first introduced
to the Intertribal Student Center and the Native American student community by her friend who
was an upper-level student. As a college student, she did not feel the need to put herself out there
to meet other Native American students because of her high school friendships that she formed
in the MSMP and Native STEM Program. She already had a social network compared to Jordan
who did not have one.
On the contrary, Jordan participated in the ENCE Program at another university and did
not have Native American friends at Tri-State University so she struggled making connections.
As mentioned earlier, she dealt with issues of being called “the white girl.” When asked why she
was not involved in the Native American community at Tri-State University, she shared,
I just honestly feel...sometimes, because...when I was in high school over summer, I was
involved in these Native American programs over summer. It was called the [ENCE
program] at [another state university] and through that, I loved it and I met so many
amazing people, but I was always...the white girl because I am lighter toned and skin
color and...I obviously have a whiter...my accent is more like a valley girl....I talk like a
white girl and so...they would always say that and then they would always kind of...poke
at me, nothing. It was just...stupid fun...I was never offended by it, but... I just
feel...sometimes they do not see me as an actual Native American and that is nothing
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against them...I completely understand it, sometimes I do not seem...I am Native
American just because I know how, why I can look white, maybe I can dress or talk and
act and stuff. So I do not blame anybody...it's just how I may seem, so with that
sometimes I just get nervous because I do not want them to think...oh...who is this white
girl (chuckles) coming here...and doing all these things with us...I just feel...I am gonna
stand out from them.
During the interview process, Jordan had an epiphany and realized why she loved her time in the
ENCE program. In the program, she was around other Native American students, who were
similar-minded, understood her Native American background, and related to her experiences.
As a current university student she was mainly involved in non-Native student
organizations; however, these groups did not allow Jordan to connect with others who had
similar cultural experiences being Native American. When asked how the non-Native student
organizations that she was involved in created a sense of belonging and community for her,
Jordan replied,
...we would just do multiple events together a week and...some in school, some out of
school camping or going up north to a retreat...just really getting to know each other...I
would say that that definitely, I have met really great people through that, and I am really
thankful for that. So I just think a lot of bonding experiences and getting to know each
other.
She struggled to find her place in the Native student community, so she participated in other
student organizations not associated with the Intertribal Student Center. Her involvement helped
her grow as a student at the institution regardless if the environment was Native or not. Jordan’s
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experience heightens the need for direct student support services to have a role in helping
students find diverse avenues for student engagement, both tribal and non-tribal.
Jordan loved her current friendships made within non-Native student organizations, but
there was something missing from her college experience. She said, “...sometimes, I have a hard
time identifying with the people that I am friends with. So I would say that that has kind of been,
now that you are mentioning it and now that we are talking about it, that kind of...is something I
wish I had more because I have great friends and everything, but they are not, they do not have
any of the same experiences that I do.” She longed for a community with her people (Native
Americans) and was determined to get more involved with Native American student
organizations in the upcoming academic school year.
Whether the Native American student support service program is directly associated with
the university is important to the college transition process, which is why Nadira and Jordan had
very distinct experiences going into college. When the program is connected to the university
that the student attends, there is a smoother college transition. On the contrary, if the program is
associated at another institution, the transition is harder. When an individual attends a program
from the campus they attend, they enter college with pre-existing friendships, which increases
the likelihood that the person will be introduced to the Intertribal Student Center and the Native
American student community.
The next segment covers the stories of students involved in other retention services such
as the on-campus living community and student programs. The discussion begins with the oncampus living community (also referred to as the Native wing/ Native dorm), then moves to the
NAA club, and the MSMP course.
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On-campus Living Community (Native American wing). There was a difference
regarding access to the Native American community between residents and non-residents of the
Native wing. Occupants connected with the Intertribal Student Center for educational and social
programming. They acquired resources (e.g., academic, personal, finances, personnel, and
student community) that supported their transition, adjustment, retention, and persistence. For
example, Ruby recalled a moment that set the expectations high for the type of support she
would receive from the Intertribal Student Center. Prior to the start of the academic school year,
the center staff welcomed Native American students to the campus housing and assisted them
with move-in. Here is the positive experience Ruby shared,
...the first day that I moved in on campus. I was scared (chuckles)...I remember seeing
[staff member 1], [staff member 2], and then one other person standing with them and...
they are like, hi, we are from the [Intertribal Student Center] welcome to [Native wing]...
that part was really cool because they actually walked me to my room and then
introduced themselves.
During a time when Ruby was nervous as an incoming first year student, she was surprised to be
welcomed by Native-identified staff members. Her fear was lessened because she was around
people who looked like her, given the larger campus community was predominately white. The
staff members’ introduction was a sense of comfort for Ruby because she had others there to
help her in this new transition. From the very start of moving in before classes started, she
familiarized herself with the center personnel. The staff played a critical role in her and other
residents’ sense of belonging to the Intertribal Student Center and Native American student
community on campus.
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Residential halls are hyper-charged environments where students deal with issues ranging
from lack of support in religious practices, roommate conflict, sexual assault and abuse, and
other emotional experiences that college students face. An example of a benefit to living in the
Native wing was having access to spiritual and religious support and resources. Autumn said,
...I know the [Intertribal Student Center] staff would have a medicine man who would
come in and bless the room and the inside of the Native American community and also to
students that are going to school and students that are living inside the Native American
community dorm living, would give a blessing and during the blessing the medicine man
would encounter by having to talk with each other and hearing our stories of what going
on, including by being there for each other like your brother and sister, that you do have
support no matter what.
The blessing that Autumn speaks about is critical to some Native American students.
At Tri-State University, blessings (e.g., smudging ceremony) need to be cleared by
campus offices to ensure safety protocols are in place and plans communicated to university
administrators. Tobacco can be used for ceremonial purposes on campus as an exemption
allowable and stated in the university’s policy. However, it is still hard for Native American
students to practice traditional ceremonies and prayers due to the transition of moving away from
their home and elders, while integrating into a predominately white campus.
Blessings and other religious rituals are vital to the identity of Native American students.
These sacred practices offer a sense of healing, protection, and recentering for individuals and
groups. Performing a blessing on campus brings the Native community together in a very
spiritual way. Traditional prayers cannot be readily conducted on campus because elders, sacred
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items, and private ceremonial spaces are not easily accessible. Blessings conducted on campus
are critical because they help this group of peers stay connected to the traditional part of their
culture and way of life. Although these blessings are important, students still need permission to
practice their religious and spiritual beliefs on campus.
The blessings offered to students in the Native American living-learning community are
unique compared to other campus residence halls. Before students move into their dorms, a
healer blesses their rooms. Parents and families get a sense of reassurance that their children will
be taken care of while away from home. The Native student center also hosts events and
workshops throughout the year for residents in the Native dorm. This group of peers have access
to a healer and avenues to stay connected to their religious and spiritual beliefs. Blessings are the
norm in the Native living-learning community, which may not be the case for other dorms on
campus.
There was a difference in the type of living and learning environment that the Native
wing students received as opposed to the individuals who lived in other residential halls. The
Native American students who did not reside in the Native wing did not have access to resources
and staff to help them cope and process any negative experiences they had in a non-Native wing.
First, the students, who lived in the standard campus housing, expressed negative aspects of their
living arrangements. All the students in a non-Native wing, except Xavier, had roommate
conflicts with their non-Native cohabitants resulting in an unpleasant living environment. They
dealt with stereotypes, prejudice, and racism from non-Native students in the residential halls as
well. Second, individuals not living in the Native wing and off-campus housing did not know
about the Intertribal Student Center. Their lack of awareness prevented their engagement with
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the center, and students became involved at a later point in their college career. For example, as a
first-year student, Rani lived in a non-Native dorm and was not involved in any Native-related
retention programs, services, or student organizations. She did not know where to find Native
American people on campus. Dakota also did not learn about the Intertribal Student Center until
her second semester during her first-year. Third, there were missed opportunities for community
engagement with tribal communities. A perk of living in the Native wing was the opportunity to
engage in the local Native American community. For instance, Ruby traveled to a nearby
reservation and met tribal leaders and toured their chambers. Fourth, even though non-residents
of the Native wing were invited to workshops and events, they felt discomfort attending the
activities. For example, Xavier was not a resident of the Native wing but he lived in the same
building. His friends, who were part of the Native wing, informed him about the Intertribal
Student Center. They invited him to different functions but he did not attend. Here is his
reasoning as to why he did not participate,
It was mainly because I did not know because I thought I applied to the [Native wing],
but I really just applied to just live in the [same residential hall building] and I thought
that you needed to be in the Native dorm in order to do these events and also (chuckles) I
was kinda busy with things in my personal life, so it is kind of conflicted and I really did
not make time for it. In reality, I probably should have.
Rani had a similar mindset that the events were exclusive to the Native wing residents.
There is a differentiation in campus experiences between students who opt into living in
the Native wing versus those who did not or lived off campus. Students need to have an
acquaintance with someone who lived in the Native wing to be informed about the Intertribal
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Student Center or have any type of connection to the Native American student community. There
are many benefits to the on-campus living learning community but the challenge is encouraging
more students beyond the residents to get involved.
NAA Club. The NAA club, which is a NASSS, impacted one student by providing a
scholarship with requirements that encouraged her to get involved with the Intertribal Student
Center and other engagement opportunities. Scholarship recipient, Micah, found a sense of
belonging in the NAA club. The club offered workshops and events to help Micah and other
Native American scholars to connect and support their common goal of getting a college degree.
She received support through mentoring and was offered engagement opportunities on campus
and in the local community. She shared,
...I guess one thing that, maybe another thing that kind of brought me into the community
because I probably would not have at all is getting the [NAA club scholarship]. If I did
not get that, then I probably would have no connection to the Native American
community...I think I would just have been trying to get through it on my own.
Without the support of this specific NASSS and the Native American community connected to
the scholars, Micah would have taken on the demands of college independently.
Micah was most comfortable with this organization for various reasons. The younger
students in this study had other peers to talk to and confide in, whereas for Micah she shared, “I
was older and so I did not feel...I had, especially there...everyday, someone that I could talk to,
you know, I did, like I said, mentioned before...[NAA club] was there and I knew if I needed to
talk, I could reach out to them.” Micah’s support system was mainly older adults and alumni,
which looked completely different from other students in this study. The tight-knit community
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included the scholars, the board, the Native American campus community, and alumni. She got
to know other students and staff of the Intertribal Student Center by attending networking and
community workshops. She became acquainted with the center staff because they attended club
meetings as well. When asked how the scholarship connected her to the community, she shared,
I guess because when we were in our meetings, we were all able to share...and I do not
think anybody ever, I do not think anybody was ever mean to each other. I mean, we are
all accepting of each other and I guess for me...I know a couple of times, I spoke up at the
meetings just to kind of give my opinion and...so I think, for me, it felt like a place where
people felt okay to speak, you know, felt okay to say what they needed to say and it just
seemed welcoming. The [NAA club] meeting seemed very welcoming to me.
Micah valued the NAA club meetings because it was a place where she was heard and included.
Even though her status as a post traditional student made her self-conscious, she still felt positive
about the group. She expressed, “...even though...I did not talk to a lot of the younger kids or the
younger students...I still felt...we were...all one big family.” The club created a family-like
environment where she received consistent support to progress toward graduation.
Outside the NAA club, Micah did not have any interaction with the Native American
community and spoke to the negative impact of Native American students not saying hello to
one another on campus. She shared,
...it was kind of weird because I am always telling my kids, I said, it's so funny
because...you hear people talk about it all the time...we should be together. We should all
be happy to see each other. We should greet each other but it’s so funny because the
people you see that are Native Americans, once you see them, it seems...they always turn
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their head and walk by and it’s kind of funny because I am always...looking at them
ready to say hi. But they just walked by and I am like, wow, you know...but it’s so
typical...it’s like, we cannot break this barrier...if we do not know who you are, then we
are not gonna say hi.
As she expressed some of her concerns, she highlighted the appropriate cultural greeting of the
Native American community, which is not done by the current students. She said,
...we are always talk about we need to come together, you know, we need to all be
one...because we are all from the same family...all Native American, but so I guess what
really bothers me is...it makes you feel bad, you know, it kind of makes you feel as a
Native person because...you wonder, why, you know, why, why would you want to treat
somebody in your own race or culture, whatever like that, you know, I guess that’s
something that really bothers me. I think...we should be more open and we should be
more, just more humble and happy to see each other.
Micah highlights the barrier where Native American students may not approach their peers
because of a lack of preexisting friendship or familiarity. Native Americans are communal
people who value community, kinship, and relationships. Her quote above, Micah said, “we are
all from the same family, all Native American.” Despite the different tribal affiliations on
campus, she sees her Native peers as part of her community and family, which speaks to the
importance of Native American students coming together to be welcoming and supportive to one
another.
The Native to Native relationship building may be more difficult in a college setting.
Some first-year students may be used to their high school friends. Therefore, they need to make
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new friends in college, which can be a scary process. The campus has 50,000 students and only
1,556 Native Americans. It is rare to see and meet another Native American person on campus
regularly. Therefore, when Micah sees another Native peer on campus, she wants the other
person to say hello and engage with her. It seems some students might be uncomfortable or lack
the social skills to approach someone they do not know. This lack of interaction causes Micah to
think other Native peers do not want to engage. University staff can help students build their
social skills across tribes and with other individuals they may not know, which will help alleviate
feelings similar to what Micah expressed. In order to help engage Native American students who
do not know each other, student recommendations tied to Native American cultural values are
listed in chapter five.
MSMP. Another NASSS was the MSMP course that provided enrolled students with
identity development, a sense of community, leadership skills, and student activism. The goal of
the course was to serve the Native American community. The students who participated in the
MSMP course were Dakota, Alex, and Rani. As part of the course, they mentored Native
American students at the local high schools. They also received mentorship from graduate
students and professionals from the local and university community.
In this course, the students received identity validation and community, which they did
not get from the larger campus community. Dakota shared,
...I feel...other Native students join that class to have interactions with other tribal
backgrounds because I know some students...said that they have not seen a Native on
campus, that it was really hard to find those...support systems for Native Americans. So...
I think others were kind of just wanting to find that sense of home being away...I think
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that feeling a sense of home was...what I felt...and also just understanding...how this
whole system works within Native students and all these...different boundaries that we
have to...handle within our colleges and stuff.
The organization helped Dakota, Alex, and Rani better understand the university structure and
how to navigate the institution.
Alex shared her perspective on how the course was a positive experience for her. Alex’s
friends from the course empowered her to visit the Intertribal Student Center. Her social friend
groups concentrated on their cultural identity as Native Americans, which helped her associate
with other Native American students. The nature of her friendships and her environment where
her physical looks were not a point of reference was critical for her belonging. Her experiences
with other Native American students were, as she said,
easy to talk with, and get along with. There is a certain connection among them like I
already know them. Connection with Native American identity, there is a commonality.
It’s helped ease any stress and anxiety with the place. I won’t feel rejected, or feel any
unwanted feeling.
In the class, the focus was more on Alex’s cultural identity rather than skin color. Considering
she struggled internally with her physical appearance and feelings of disconnection as a
reservation-Native, she shared,
Being a part of and among those students and instructors, and just feeling like I belonged
and we had stories to share and we kind of understood their experiences and maybe knew
where they were coming from and really getting to relate to one another and just be more
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open and honest about our experiences and where we come from, our backgrounds and I
think that it felt...that was a great place to just feel like I was accepted.
She, along with Dakota and Rani, described the classroom as having “a Native environment.”
The class had students, instructors, and guest speakers who were Native Americans. Alex
explained why classroom dynamics were important.
...I feel...maybe in other areas...other areas that if it were not maybe solely, or a majority
of the audience being Native Americans or Natives, you might feel a little...might be
more inclined to hold back more certain information or if it’s not...a group of women like
it was for my group, may not...feel that comfortable to, to be, to say everything or...share
everything you may be feeling, but I just feel...in this group that since we were all
women, feel like we were able to...confide in one another and to be honest and maybe
share our stories.
The MSMP course was a safe space for Native American students to be themselves surrounded
by peers who understood their experiences and reason for pursuing college.
The make-up of the MSMP course was unique compared to other college courses. The
learning environment was more than a classroom and created a close-knit family. In large college
classrooms, the instructors may not know a student’s name limiting their understanding of one’s
story or background. On the contrary, the MSMP students created a home-like gathering area
where the classroom did not feel like an academic space because the enrollment size was limited
and intimate. The MSMP instructors expressed care to each student. They created a space for
Native American students to process, share, and heal from past and present experiences. The
classroom incorporated storytelling as a way for students to build community with people from
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the same background. Individuals shared their encounters (sometimes for the first time publicly),
which lessen the feeling of “being the only one” because their peers related to them. There was a
reciprocal relationship of sharing, growing, and supporting between the instructors and the
students.
The students in the MSMP course received cultural affirmation and a sense of
empowerment in being Native American. Alex and Rani developed a greater appreciation for
their culture and grew confident in their Native American identity. When asked how she related
to her peers, Alex shared,
...I think...maybe just the hardships we have gone through to get to where we were...to be
where we were at college or get to achieve our educational goals, to finish... high school,
and then maybe some of the barriers we went through to get through our educational
journeys. So I feel...maybe we had struggles in high school...and then also struggles in
college where you may not...we’re away from family...or if you are not, either you are in
a greater place and you are in a greater student population that you may have lost touch
with the Native community if you were surrounded by one growing up or if you did not
have a Native community, that strong of a Native community growing up, and then you
were brought to college and then we all just kind of reconnected and...were able to draw
strength from one another.
Rani had similar sentiments, sharing “I found a true connection at least to my Native self on
campus.” After she took the MSMP course, she got more involved in the Native American
student community and the Intertribal Student Center. It was not until she got involved with
Native American student organizations, she made friends that she connected with. Her
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involvement expanded her perspective and surrounded her with like-minded individuals,
especially within the Intertribal Student Center. She now feels part of the Native American
student community and gave credit to two groups, MSMP and IAU. Her friendships from both
organizations helped her feel comfortable to visit the Intertribal Student Center.
Native American Student Organizations
The IAU and other Native American student organizations affirmed students’ cultural
identity and enhanced their awareness of issues impacting tribal communities. These groups
provided a welcoming and supportive social environment that helped individuals escape the
reality of college and familial responsibilities. These Native American student associations
positively affected retention, academic, and social success. The overview of Native American
student clubs begins with the IAU student organization.
In October of 2019, the Native American students in the MSMP course experienced a
macro aggression directly from the university president. When speaking to the students, the
senior leader claimed he took a DNA test to prove his Cherokee ancestry, and when the results
returned negative, he planned to take another test to re-confirm because of his “very high
cheekbones.” Eight individuals from the MSMP course formed the student advocacy group
called IAU to share the narratives and lived experiences of Indigenous people on campus to
create change. This study included the perspectives of three of its members, who are Rani,
Dakota, and Ruby.
The incident with the senior leader was mentioned by both IAU students (Ruby, Dakota,
and Rani) and individuals not directly involved (Nadira and Alex). Students’ responses to what
happened with the university president showed a lack of racial sensitivity to Native Americans.
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Dakota said that Native American students stood together for the same reason and shared,
one of those reasons is microaggression against the higher up people, meaning...the
president and the provost...not having enough...Native American recognition and being
treated fairly and instead we are being treated like we are a burden.
This situation reflected a larger systemic issue where Native American students’ voices,
experiences, and concerns were overlooked and disrespected.
Since October of 2019, Native American students in the MSMP, IAU, and other areas on
campus spoke up about how they experience the campus. This group of students does not meet
regularly with the university president and the senior leadership team. There is no ongoing
meeting space where administrators ask Native American students how they are experiencing the
university. Meetings with students do not occur unless a negative situation happens, such as the
incident with the president. Therefore, the interaction with the president was another indication
that Native American students have not been considered valuable contributors to the campus
community. Some of the storytellers spoke to the governing body of the state’s public university
system. It took these students having to speak out publicly for the president to address students'
concerns.
While in the IAU group, Dakota, Rani, and Ruby learned strategies to navigate university
politics. They mobilized and used their student voices to hold the university and senior
leadership accountable for the lack of institutional representation and marginalization that they
felt on campus. Their sense of purpose to push for institutional change was for current and future
Native American students. Rani stated, “...I want to make the conditions better so none of them
have to go through the things that I did...and then also last semester...was the first time that I
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wanted to increase...more visibility for [Tribe E] people, but especially for my tribe.” The
students felt empowered to share their stories and represent their tribal communities.
The comments made by the university president are just some of the many experiences
Native American students faced every day at the institution. These experiences are so common
that, unfortunately, they become normalized to students. Ruby elaborated on two perspectives
that Native American students had:
1) Some individuals choose to not speak up because “that’s just how things are, things
won’t change.” Ruby once had this mindset but it was not until she considered her siblings and
future Native American students. She thought to herself, “would I want them to feel the same
way that I did during that moment?” She did not necessarily want the activism responsibility but
felt it was vital to help her community. When asked how IAU shaped her identity, Ruby
expressed,
With that one too...I never expected to be...I guess...an advocate for what was going on
here at [Tri-State University]. I thought...I was always just gonna come home and...say
people do not understand me and...I am so happy to have the [Intertribal Student Center]
so I can vent about it, but then, and also, I did not really believe...people were...not as
knowledgeable when they are so high up. That is one of the things that got me the most.
It’s not...so much the person...if you as a random person walking besides, just like a
passer and said something like that. I think...I would have been like, okay, well, he is just
somebody but since he was the president and he said it and he is a doctor. It was just like,
what happened? where did the system fail? and it’s not that the system failed, it’s just that
they did not have those things in the first place. So for me, it was upsetting and realizing
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that even the higher up the chain you go, you could still be very unknowledgeable of the
place that you live in.
Once she committed to this new activism role, she held herself to a higher standard. She
represented the larger community and her people. Her campus life changed and she adjusted how
she navigated the campus. She felt empowered to speak up but still felt the role was not
something she wanted and “not so much for the reasons it happened.”
2) Some Native American students are tired of having these experiences and want to
speak out because they believe student voices can create a culture shift at the university. For
example, Dakota endured constant insensitive questions and stereotypes from students and
campus staff in her role as a university ambassador to the various tribal nations as the TNSR. She
said
...even when you attend [Tri-State University] events and there’s these faculty and staff
who you interact with and they asked...the most ridiculous questions that you are like,
how are you working here? and you are not even?...how would you say, you are not even
professional on conversating [sic] with another person with a different skin color...like
you are really asking these questions...do you not know how ridiculous you sound at this
point?
She was frustrated that people thought her royalty crown was a traditional headpiece that chiefs
wore. She explained,
(deep breath) it makes me feel frustrated. I, well, I, okay, so the first couple of times, it’s
like, okay, I was like, alright, it’s fine...I will explain it to them and we will just make
clarification, but it happens so often that you kind of get frustrated and annoyed at times,
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because it’s like, it’s not a headpiece, you know? (chuckles) So I think...kinda, I don’t
know...I kind of have to control how I handle some situations because if it happens more
than once, it’s kind of like, okay, come on (chuckles).
Serving as royalty, she experienced the engrained ignorance of Native livelihood by faculty and
staff, which was similar to the lack of awareness by the president. Yet, it came at a price. With
the help of IAU, she learned to trust her leadership abilities and gained the skills to either deal
with negative interactions in a professional manner or not use the emotional labor to educate
ignorant people.
Unfortunately, these types of incidents are so frequent that they become a part of the
Native American student life at Tri-State University. Another student, Rani, was encouraged by
two of her friends in IAU to speak out because they all wanted the campus to change. One friend
encouraged her to speak out as a way of healing and processing trauma. He helped her see the
value in her perspective as a Native American person, Tribe E woman, and the importance of
being the Tribe E voice on campus. He said the following words to her, “you are resilient, you
are strong.” Another friend gave her positive affirmations such as “unapologetically Indigenous,
[Tribe E] excellence, [Tribe E] beauty, and positive [Tribe E] visibility.” The IAU student group
guided Ruby, Dakota, and Rani to mobilize with other Native American students to fight against
the system that did not value or respect Native American people.
In addition to the IAU student group, there were other student organizations that
individuals got involved in. Nadira was a member of the IEA club. She felt validated when her
peers utilized her knowledge and expertise about environmental issues on the Tribe A Nation.
She had similar sentiments when she was asked by other members to hang out. From her
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perspective, this intentional outreach is a form of validation because anyone can be friends but if
someone wants to hang out/talk/text with her, that meant a lot to her. Also, Autumn was a
member of the Native American Women Greek Club. She believed Native American student
organizations brought in a sense of “familyness” and played a big part in assuring students that
they belonged in the Native American community. Another organization was the TNSR student
organization, in which Autumn and Dakota were student ambassadors. Their involvement
expanded their engagement in the local and campus community. Autumn said she solidified her
identity foundation and applied the peoplehood matrix (Holm et al., 2003) to her life. The TNSR
club offered mentorship and Dakota watched the way Native American campus leaders spoke
out and used their voices. She shared, “...that really allowed me to be okay of speaking out and
being confident as who I am as a person.” The Native American student organizations provided
identity validation, family, and community empowerment.
The need for more diversity in Native American student organizations is exemplified
because one student could not find her place. The Native American student organizations
provided a space for Native American students to find their niche and community. However,
Ruby, who is a multitribal student, tried many times to get involved with five different groups.
She could not relate to clubs created for one particular tribe. She felt misplaced and could not
identify with only one tribe. She attempted to join the Tribe F student club but did not feel part of
the group. She had Tribe F friends, who were already involved, and felt uneasy when they did
not invite her to join. It did not help that she did not know the other Tribe F members that well.
She also tried to associate herself with the academic-based clubs such as the Law Association.
She did not participate for long because she lacked knowledge about the field. Ruby’s experience
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is an example of the different avenues Native American students explore with hopes of
engagement but issues arise.
Feelings of Intimidation to the Intertribal Student Center and its Events
...I also know that there is...Native students on campus who do not go to the [Intertribal Student
Center]...at all...and who...never really been in there because...I have made a couple of friends
and they have been like, oh...I do not really go to the [Intertribal Student Center] and they
are...sort of intimidated by that just because they have never really gone in there...and so I feel
there are...people who are not...they do not feel as close to...other Native students on campus. Nadira
The Native American campus community is tight-knit, and students who are not involved
or connected have challenges overcoming social barriers. Students have difficulties when they
have a lack of connection and inconsistent involvement over time. They feel intimidated when
they try to participate in the Intertribal Student Center and Native American campus events.
Native American students felt intimidated to visit or participate in the Intertribal Student
Center for several reasons. Here is the story of Rani’s first time visiting the center.
...so I guess I just was not familiar with a (chuckles) Native environment other than being
home...so going into [Intertribal Student Center] was intimidating for me...that just
constantly knowing...will I be accepted or am I Native enough to be here? (chuckles)...I
think it’s like I was going in there like I am Native, but I do not feel like it, you know...
what other people identify themselves as Native in their other tribes was not similar to
mine. So it’s like if I cannot relate to them in that sense, am I Native? something as your
hair bun, you know...we have our own but...mostly...[Tribe A]s that I met have their own,
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and I cannot even remember the word for it, but the bun and that’s like me trying to
explain how ours works...they were not able to comprehend unless I showed pictures and
things like that. So something like that, so it’s like if, am I Native if I do not, if I cannot
wear it the same way, or like I said, not knowing what a first-gen students so...me going
in there and feeling...ugh am I the only one that is struggling on my first year because
I...do not know what I am doing? But knowing that there’s probably a ton of others
there...probably one other thing being like, am I not Native if I am not living in the
Native dorm. (chuckles) you know...not even knowing there’s a Native dorm on
campus... (chuckles) am I not Native if I am not wearing my jewelry? or if I am not
wearing beaded earrings or turquoise or my moccasins or sandals on campus. Am I not
Native if I am like that.
As a first-year student, Rani did not have any Native American friends that were familiar with
the Intertribal Student Center.
Rani had culture shock to the Native American community beyond her tribe going into
college. She also did not have a strong sense of her Tribe E identity. She was used to interacting
with other Tribe E people back on the reservation. She had the lens of her Tribe E perspective,
which shaped her self-perception and understanding of her race and ethnicity. Being in a new
tribal environment made her think about who she was and how she fit into the Native American
student community. She tried to connect with other Native peers through clothing, jewelry, and
affinity groups. She felt different and struggled to relate with her peers because she was from a
smaller out-of-state tribe. She compared herself to others as she got more exposed to other tribal
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students. While she tried to identify with peers, she educated others about her tribe to help
increase awareness of her own Tribe E community.
Aside from Rani’s tribal affiliation, other factors contributed to her college experience.
The non-tribal grouping of being first-generation can often be a new identity for some Native
students. Afraid there were not many first-generation students like her, she cautioned to show her
academic struggles. She also expressed not feeling Native enough because she was not part of
the Native American living-learning community. It seems for Rani being Native meant
participating in programs geared for Native students. The students involved with the Native dorm
formed a tight-knit group. Therefore, people may not know who Rani is as an individual or her
tribe, which led her to think to herself, “am I not Native enough to be part of this community?”
Micah had a similar background as Rani in terms of not having any friends when she
visited the center. Here is what Micah shared,
...you can sense when you walk in a room and everybody looks at you like, what are you
doing here? you know...kinda like you are invading their space and... a lot of times
what’s really uncomfortable is when you walk into a place, then they start talking their
Native language and you are like, okay (chuckles), are they talking about me? or you
know, am I not supposed to be here? and so I guess it was just that...it might not have
been them. It might have been me, my own personal, the way I was feeling, but that was
kind of the feeling I got...it just did not seem like a place where I belong.
New students such as Rani and Micah entered the center space with thoughts about how other
Native Americans perceived them. Rani and Micah’s thoughts of belonging to this community
stem from seeing groups of Native students congregate and enjoying the company of each other.
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From the perspective of someone who is not as involved, this person may wonder why they have
not established friendships yet. Disengaged students enter these well-connected areas where their
lack of familiarity causes them to think negatively and point fingers at themselves regarding why
they are not participating. They ponder and ask themselves: “Why am I not involved?”; “How do
I fit in here?”; and “What do others think about me?” Being the new Native person in the group,
walking into Native-dominated communal spaces is uncomfortable. Certain well-acquainted
groups can be uninviting to outsiders.
In regards to the common area of the center, student engagement was impacted by the
atmosphere created by its users. Three possible scenarios at the center were; 1) The lounge was a
place to mingle where some students took advantage of the social engagement opportunities that
later developed student relationships and friendships. 2) The space was used as a study area
where some students kept to themselves rather than socialize. 3) The common area was utilized
by students who frequently went to the center, also referred to as the “usual suspects.”
Sometimes these students were not welcoming and nice to new students. The center was where
“everyone knows of each other” and the “usual suspects have a strong camaraderie with each
other.” Dakota further elaborated on the climate of the student lounge,
...it’s either like a fun time, a good time. People are laughing and stuff and then there’s
other times where it’s just really quiet and people are studying and people are kind of
keeping to themselves and then there’s the third one, where...I guess you could say in a
way people kind of...sometimes it comes in a way where the center is a gossip center and
people tell everyone’s business and stuff and that’s kind of where you are just like, okay,
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I do not really want to be in this area right now because this is the phase that they are in
right now.
Only two students claimed cliques existed at the center. Autumn briefly mentioned a negative
impact on Native American students, which was, “I think it’s where we do have some
disagreements by sharing personal opinions but also keeping open-minded, there would be some
dislikes where there would be gossips.” These disagreements happened at student club meetings.
The exclusive social networks isolated student groups and intimidated new students.
Compared to the “usual suspects,” newcomers had a harder time engaging at the Intertribal
Student Center. Micah mentioned the barriers to student engagement, which did not align with
Native American cultural values of coming together as a community. She believed if these
barriers were removed, the Native American community “would have a lot more support and
power.” She further elaborated,
Yeah...as a student, you know, as a student, because it is hard being away from home. I
know that, I know that’s a case for a lot of Native Americans because we are different,
you know, we are different than the Anglo Americans, you know...we are a close-knit
kind of people. So we are real close to our families and so I think, you know, if these
barriers weren’t there, if we did not...spend so much time on, or you are older, or oh you
are [Tribe A] or you are [Tribe C] or you’re, you know, whatever...and just be accepting,
I think, I think there would be a bigger support system, I think people would be able to
rely on people to turn to if they needed help instead of...being timid and not wanting to
participate, because I guess the way I see it, only a few, the same people, I guess that they
form their little cliques, I guess, they are the ones that will participate and all be together.
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But then there’s these outliers, there’s these people that probably do not feel that...that do
not, that tend not to participate or seek help or, you know, but I think that, you know, in
that way...there would be a lot more support, a lot more people would be willing to come
and participate and talk.
To demonstrate how cliques affected individuals, here is Micah’s perception of the center.
...honestly, I feel like it is a place where only certain people can go, you know...if they
have already been there and they have already made their little routines, I feel...that when
you go there then you are intruding on their little space. So I guess that’s probably why I
never really went and like I said, I am older, so I did not feel like I fit in there.
Nadira was aware that individuals who used the center may have had a clique mindset and not
recognize that they excluded others. She recommended that new and returning Native American
students be reminded to be welcoming to everyone.
Looking at the events hosted by the Intertribal Student Center and other community
gatherings, the less involved students felt discomfort and intimidation to socialize or attend
functions. During her second semester, Dakota attended the center’s Feast Friday’s event where
the Native American campus community came together to share a meal. Since she had no
connections to Native American students her first semester, this event was a great opportunity to
introduce herself to other Native American students. She enjoyed the gathering because she felt a
sense of family. This is not to discount that her first visit to the center was scary because
...I did not want to sound...I do not know, lost, which I really was lost but I did not want
to look like I was lost...because I think I wanted to seem like I had it together but I really
did not. I think it was more of just playing it off to see if that was something that I wanted
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to do...because I was trying it out...what if I did not like it, you know, and here I am like,
okay, I am lost (chuckles) I kind of wanted to play it off cool and say okay...I do not
regret it because I would not have found that support system. Not only...mentally but
also...financially with the scholarships and stuff and just meeting other students and
hearing about clubs and stuff like [TNSR] I heard from...I saw it on [Intertribal Student
Center]. So I think without that I probably would not have known about [TNSR] or other
student clubs.
During Jordan’s first-year of college, she was shy and struggled to talk to others at the Intertribal
Student Center and at the events. Here is what she said about her experience interacting with
other Native American students and people from the Asian Pacific cultural center at the cookout.
It’s been good, I just, like I said before, I just do not really (deep breathe) I just have a
hard time sometimes...becoming, making friendships with people I do not really know
too well and I just feel...a lot of the people in the Native American Students Association
are already really close with each other and they have made a lot of friendships and
sometimes I am just...a little bit of an outsider.
Jordan said her occasional visits to the Intertribal Student Center were good,
It was good...I would just become a little nervous. I just because I was kind of, they did
not really know, they did not know me...and I did not drop in...often enough. Well, I
think they recognize my face because I would come in sometimes, but it was not enough
for them to actually...really, really get to know me. So I think sometimes it was just a bit
awkward for me...I just felt a little out of place because I did not know them too well.
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As another attempt to get to know students, she attended a video game tournament and said, “I
would not say this is...super negative.” However, she did not make a deeper connection with
students. She continued, “...I felt a little weird, so I wanted to go home after a little bit, because I
did not know anybody and I was not really engaging with any of the students.” Although she had
unsuccessful engagements, she still had a strong desire to get more involved because,
I just feel...if I don’t do that, I just feel...I am almost rejecting my identity in a way and I
am not becoming involved in something that’s a huge part of my life. I just feel...a part of
that college experience is missing if I am not truly involving myself in something with
my culture.
Jordan concluded, “that center honestly just seems like a really great area to get to know other
students that have been through or that, are kind of like me...and I really do not have anything
but positive...things to think about that place. I have never really had a negative thought...it’s
more just been...me just being introverted.” Although students had infrequent visits to the center,
students enjoyed the space. However, there is a larger issue with lack of connections.
Similar to Jordan trying different times to get involved, Micah also tried and had negative
outcomes because she had no prior relationships. To illustrate, Micah attended a Native
American gathering on campus and left early because no one said hello to her. She reiterated,
“...I think as Natives, we need to really practice what we talk about, you know, just really
welcome people and really mean it.” She believed the unwelcoming hospitality was not only
from students but staff as well. She volunteered at the TNSR annual pageant, which is an oncampus intertribal community event. Here is the story of her experience.
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...it was really an uncomfortable feeling because I was early, nobody, you know, our
communication was off as to what time we were supposed to be there. But when I
showed up, you know, the welcome, my god, it was just like, what are you doing here?
You know...it was not even like, oh...thanks for coming to help, you know...maybe, you
know, you are early so maybe you can do this, do that, but it was not like that. It was
just...like who are you? What are you doing here? You know, that’s the kind of
atmosphere it was and I think being in a situation like that on a college campus where a
lot of kids, a lot of students are away from home...I think we need to kind of remind
ourselves even as...maybe employees, students, whatever, that, you know, we all do need
to show respect and be happy when we do see another but I do not know how we could
get that across because I know it’s talked about a lot, you know, it’s mentioned in a lot of
meetings like, no, be happy to see one another and greet one another.
Micah’s age and physical appearance prevented others from seeing her as a student. The pageant
organizers assumed she was either a community member, a by-passer, or an attendee who arrived
early. In their eyes, she was not a student because she did not look young. Given they did not
know her, she experienced unwelcoming hospitality. Micah emphasized the need for others to be
more welcoming to everyone. She did not have friends and campus connections, which caused
difficultly navigating events. Staff and event organizers can help ease this process by introducing
students to others in the group.
When a person does not have pre-existing relationships with the Intertribal Student
Center or the Native American campus community, it is less likely the individual will get
connected. Nadira explained, “...it’s hard to...get Native American students involved...if they are
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not already...if they do not already know people and if they are not in the scene.” When the
initial barrier of student engagement is broken down, Native American students feel comfortable
socializing and establishing ways to get to know each other. Involved peers implied this
engagement results in students developing a family-like sentiment. Xavier shared
It’s fun, it’s very fun because...you learn about them and then as soon as you get into that
spot where you know everybody...they start inviting you to...cookouts and all these other
off-campus activities that are very fun. You get to learn more people. Everybody is very
outgoing. Nobody really judges anybody...once you get to know people, once you break
out of your shell, and once you, you know, start talking to people then, you know, you
create a foundation to have friends, not only for the four years but maybe for the rest of
your life.
From the Native American students’ perspective, it was a challenge getting Native American
students to be involved and participate in the center’s events. Micah explained,
...I guess, the little activities that [Intertribal Student Center] does for the students, I think
is helping to bring people together, helping to bring the tribes together, but...I do not see a
whole lot of...diversity as far as tribes that get involved and I do not know why that is... I
think from being there a couple of times, I think the only tribes I have seen maybe are
[Tribe B], [Tribe A]...but then I do not know, like I said, I do not know what tribes are
there. So, but I think [Intertribal Student Center] is trying to do activities that include
everybody, but it’s just getting Natives to go participate and I think that’s just the issue
with Natives in general, you know, we do not participate a lot, unless it directly affects
us, you know, I think if it’s something that we really need to be there for, I think it's, you
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know, not all Natives just go participate...I do not know what it would take to get them to
participate.
Dakota also expressed, “...I think it’s a cultural and an initiative thing. Some people probably
don’t mean it intentionally. I think it's just more the idea of overthinking it, like okay, well, this
person’s new and I would not know how to approach them in a way where it’s not gonna scare
them away or them thinking that...I am rude (chuckles).” Student involvement is easier when
students know other individuals at the center or events.
Sense of belonging was different between Native American students who were and were
not involved in the Intertribal Student Center. For example, Dakota expressed
my interaction with Native students on campus is, was very...frequent. So...meaning that I
would go to [Intertribal Student Center] a lot to...just kind of hang out or do my
homework there in between classes...I think my interaction was basically based on a daily
basis because I was a part of [MSMP] and I am [TNSR].
On the contrary, Jordan had not surpassed the barrier in establishing relationships with Native
American students and the center staff. However, she strongly believed the center was a space
for her but “...I have not felt that it’s my place yet, but I do believe that it absolutely can be.”
Once Native American students establish a connection to the center and other Native
American students either in NASSS and/or Native American student organizations, they gain
access to services and the community. Should a Native American student not be involved in the
Intertribal Student Center, the person loses out on all the center’s benefits. In chapter five
students’ recommendations are provided on ways to increase student engagement and strengthen
the Native American student community.
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Finding 3: Intertribal Student Engagement
Different tribal dynamics within the Native American student community affected
student engagement and belonging in positive and negative ways. In college, Native American
students are introduced to diverse intertribal relations. This section first explains what factors
create a sense of belonging (e.g., a community of similar-minded people, educating and learning
across tribal groups, intertribal events hosted by the Native student center, and humorous joking).
Second, it elaborates on the negative factors that limit student engagement and sense of
belonging (e.g., intertribal power dynamics exemplified through joking and inclusion limitations
due to the lack of center resources).
Belonging: A Community of Similar-minded People
Surrounded by like-minded people (chuckles) and surrounded by people that are always there,
surrounded by people who are able to give you a little taste of home even if it is just, you know,
saying “Ayyyeee” as soon as you walk in or just joking around or...talking about what is going
on back home or... you know, just, you know, talking about, hey, let's all get together tonight,
let's all have a cookout, let's all play basketball, let's all go to the weight room. you know….it
kind of helps you escape...the Culture Center is a little taste of home when you are not home...it
gives you an opportunity to study, it gives you an opportunity to do all these things and that’s
really helpful because when you are surrounded by...people that you have not, you know, grown
accustomed to, it can get a little intimidating. But the Native American Culture Center… it’s kind
of...a sanctuary away from all the hard troubles. - Xavier
Native American students used cultural markers to connect and relate with their peers
through tribal affiliations, the Native American identity, and cultural values. Xavier explained
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that because the institution had a small Native American student population, the group of
students gravitated to others like them as long as they are Native American. He shared
...when I am talking to a [Tribe A]...I can kind of speak my language to them and you
know, speak to them and kind of joke around with them in my language and...have that
special connection, especially if they are related to me and it’s kind of like, hey, you are
my brother. Hey, you are my sister. You are my uncle. You are my aunt. You are my
grandma. But...in hindsight, if you are Native American, then I am already comfortable
around you. It does not matter what tribal affiliation you have.
The relationship building process varies by individual where students connect sometimes
through tribe and other times through race and ethnicity. Students connect on different levels,
therefore, tribal affiliations can matter to an extent when Native American students establish
relationships with others.
Native American students created a bond between themselves that non-Native students
cannot relate to. First, they associated with individuals who had the same mindset as theirs.
Autumn shared that Native Americans unified from different nations when they connected
through their tribes, educational goals, purpose for being in college, and being first generation
students. Although Micah was not actively involved in the Native American student community,
hearing stories about other Native Americans was a positive experience. Micah mentioned in her
interview
I guess for me...hearing their stories of success. I guess it kind of made me...I do not
know, I am gonna say it had a positive impact. I mean, I guess it did because I was really
happy. But just to hear the stories of... you [researcher] going for your PhD...[another
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student’s name], you know, I think for me and, like I said, you guys are all younger than
me. So to me, I think I really admire that and I guess that was one thing that really made
me happy was to see that, you know, we have a lot of young Native Americans pursuing
their goals, getting their, you know, masters, doctorates, even their bachelor's...I think
that’s something that just kind of really made me happy.
Another example, Xavier cultivated unique relationships with peers, who were Native American
or from Tribe A and traditional. To deepen his connections, he often asked traditional Tribe A
students the following question: “Did you go to a [Ceremony 1] or a [Ceremony 2]?” Second,
they identified with their upbringings, overcoming hardships, family teachings, and traditional
religious practices. Autumn shared, she felt validated by other Native American students through
language stating,
Oh, I feel...how I am hearing this is through language, I would say, how they present
themselves and maybe I can share that bond too. So if I hear another Native language,
introducing themselves in their own language, I will probably encourage myself to talk in
my Native tongue about who I am. People that have the same similar experience would
come across by thinking “I am that person” or “I have been through it.” So being
identified as Native American is through how people share their journey or how they
share their...situation of how they handle it.
Autumn continued, “...we all help each other and we all have a lot of things in common that we
are coming from and a lot of background that we see and the understanding of each other.” She
found commonalities with her peers around things such as the foundation one was raised with in
their household, the practice of cooking for others as a form of hospitality, cleaning, and being
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respectful to others. Third, students built bonds in different ways. Foods such as frybread, Hot
Cheetos, spam, and potatoes made students reminisce about home life. They also got involved
with others based on their hobbies such as video gaming, singing, and basketball. Fourth, they
helped one another stay focused on course work to persist in their academics. Native American
students supported one another academically, personally, and socially to retain, persist, and
graduate college.
Belonging: Intertribal Educating and Intertribal Learning
...different hangouts we had, I was often talking about...where I come from...what type of dances
or language or just different customs...exchanging that information with...individuals, especially
the...Southern Arizona tribes that I had no idea of until I got to [Desert Town] and just realizing
that there are still some similarities within tribes that I had no idea of and...just learning about
different ways they carry themselves, you know, their family values that revolve around
culture...and exchanging mine as well...just knowing what I did...just knowing what I know from
growing up and experiencing different things, different life here...within my community. - Rani
There was a reciprocal relationship between students where they learned about one
another’s tribes while continuing to strengthen the knowledge of their own. There was a stronger
connection when students were of the same tribe because they could be themselves. In contrast,
when around someone from a different tribe, there was a level of education on the individual’s
part to teach. The cultural intertribal exchanges occurred in places such as Native American
courses, student clubs, and the Intertribal Student Center.
Native American students learned about tribal communities from Native-identified
professors and classmates in language courses, American Indian Studies (AIS) classes, and the
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MSMP curriculum. For example, in an AIS class, Xavier learned about the residential schools in
the United States and Canada and the Standing Rock protest. Rani gained an understanding of
the importance of a land acknowledgment to show respect to the local tribes. She also took the
advantage of using her class projects to educate her peers about the Tribe E. In the MSMP
course, Rani, Dakota, and Alex created presentations of their educational journey that included
information about who they were, where they were raised, as well as their tribe, family, and
community. In the class, they talked openly about their experiences, which brought up the
dialogue about issues impacting tribal communities.
Native American student organizations offered a community where students shared tribal
perspectives and learned about one another’s culture. Nadira emphasized the value of having a
diverse group of Native Americans in a student organization. She expressed, “...there’s a lot of...
opportunity to...you know, having more perspectives because most of us are [Tribe A], but...I
feel...there’s a lot of opportunity to...integrate perspectives that are...not only [Tribe A].” For
example, a Native American student organization called, the Native Cats Student club,
implemented an educational social media campaign with facts about the local tribes in the state.
Autumn felt encouraged to share with her peers her cultural values of taking care of the home
and singing traditional songs. She exchanged conversations with members of Tribe G about [the
visual representation of Tribe G’s emergence story], the sacred mountains of the Tribe A people,
and the sacredness of the [Dessert People Cliff 7], which is the most sacred site to the Tribe G
people. When asked what creates a community for Native American students, Autumn said,

7

pseudo name for the mountain
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The students...they bring in their own skills, talents, anything that they identify
themselves that they can share. So for me I bring in my skills or my talent which is
singing in my own language...and by showing that is by participating in their activities.
So say if some Native club is doing a talent show, then I will probably participate and
show off my skills and talent of what I learned back home on my reservation.
Autumn also asked her friends how they greeted others in their language. Another student,
Dakota, was curious about other tribes and got involved in Native American student
organizations to learn more about tribal relations. Here is an example she shared,
So [Tohono O'odham Nation Group,] majority of their members was Tohono O'odham.
So I talked with them and...they kind of gave me the background of...where they come
from and...understanding they do not have...I would not say...see, I kind of know
for...[Tribe A]s, they call them [an administrative, communal meeting place], or...each
sections, there are different locations across [Tribe A] Nation. So for them, it was not
called...[an administrative, communal meeting place]. It was more called...districts. So
that was really interesting and...kind of understanding that they do have clans like us...I
mean not four, but one or two. So that was really interesting to learn from them.
Both Autumn and Dakota were part of the student club, TNSR, where they each had their
platforms to educate the community through tribal engagement and workshops to educate others
about who they were. Students offered a piece of themselves, including their families and
community in their stories and cultural practices. Xavier commented, “...every time I
hear...another student’s background where they came from, and it’s like, hey, you are like me,
only you do not go to [ceremony 1] dances, you go to [ceremony 2] dances or you are like
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me...while you have your traditional clothing, I have my traditional clothing.” Rani compared
traditional ceremonial practices of Tribe E with other students from Tribe A. She understood
certain information was to be kept sacred to the tribe. She learned about different Native
American religious/spiritual practices such as smudging and praying. Student organizations
provided on-going opportunities for intertribal educating and learning as individuals and tribal
groups.
Belonging: Intertribal Student Center’s Intertribal Events
The programming encouraged intertribal student engagement and networking with other
Native American students on campus. The community at the Intertribal Student Center was a
second family to the Native American students. Autumn said the center reinforced
kinship/family. Ruby described the center as a place where you get together with all your
cousins.
Film screenings, university-wide initiatives, and events cultivated community for
students by sharing food with other Native Americans. Here are examples of film screenings that
helped students build community, a sense of belonging, and family. Ruby made frybread and
watched the movie “More than a Frybread” with other Native American students. They made
puns through Native humor and talked about memories with their family. Since being away from
family, they have not had much frybread to eat so together they appreciated the dish. Autumn
mentioned the film, “Smokes Signal,” where students connected through humor and laughter.
She shared about the film, “...you have that type of person who does this, or you have this type of
person who is always really humor, humor in every way and that is how that makes that person
unique about this person, or the situation where their problems comes in, or other Natives are
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experiencing that type of problem.” Native American students teased one another by comparing
individual students to the characters in the film.
The center encouraged Native American students to participate in campus-wide events as
an opportunity to meet and come together with other Native American students to educate the
campus community. The first event mentioned was the student-run carnival. The occurrence of
this event was the first time Rani saw other Native American students on campus. Since she was
not as involved with the Native American student community, she did not know Native
Americans were on campus. At the carnival, she learned about the Native Cats Student club.
Autumn was a member of this club and she enjoyed this event because it was a collective
decision of the students to select frybread as the main food to make and offer at the carnival.
“Well we all had that same experience where people enjoy making the...cultural food” she
commented. This food choice gave Autumn a taste of home by enjoying her cooking and Rani
the excited to eat the food dish, which she had not had in a while.
The second event was the sunrise ceremony hosted by the Intertribal Student Center. The
event was empowering to Dakota. She stated, “...you have a whole bunch of people who come
from different tribes and you guys are in a circle and you just have that time to yourself to pray
with others and just...have that nice...connection with others.” Here is what Autumn said about
the event.
So all the student, Native students will probably, I know, they probably experienced this
before in their life once...it’s where they get up in the morning before the sunrise, and
they do a ceremony to bless themselves, that they can make it through their education,
whatever they need, or to get through what is troubling them and, you know, it shows that
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they are not alone...they can make it through it together and also shows them that they
know where to find their solidarity.
Students who attended the sunrise ceremony event found solidarity with others like them.
The last event was Indigenous Peoples Day. Dakota gave a compelling response that
highlighted students’ issue with the current place and visibility of the Intertribal Student Center.
She said, “...when we are allowed to showcase our different heritage and our languages and our
own dances and what we believe in on campus, and it’s not in a small lounge, it's not somewhere
hidden on campus. It’s right in the open at the [Tri-State University] mall.” All the students
mentioned this event was a place of solidarity and Dakota elaborated, “...we are in this together
even though we are in this institution, we are in this together as one.” The gathering was a time
for the Native American campus community to celebrate their existence and resilience. The
event was also a place for non-Native people to attend and show support to the Native American
community. At the celebratory occasion, they can visit the Native American student
organizations tabling to learn about tribes, listen to the guest speakers address tribal issues, and
watch cultural performances. This community gathering is open to anyone.
Events that included food created community and unity for Native American people. The
university and the local area do not have restaurants or cafeterias that serve or sell cultural foods
(e.g., frybread and mutton). These traditional dishes are not easily accessible to Native American
college students. The center’s Feast Fridays offered cultural foods to students and the Native
American campus community. People from different tribal groups and the student resource
centers gathered in the student lounge. Dakota compared this community gathering to her family.
She shared,
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Because it was kind of, it was...a sense of...a family because you guys are all surrounded
in different circles, different tables and you guys are just eating and conversating and
joking around and...and then having...guest speakers speak and stuff and give
you...advice and kind of motivating you to keep pushing forward and offering their sense
of support and...any challenges that you do come across.
From her perspective, the event was similar to a typical day with family because “that is what
family does...you eat in the morning, you joke around, and (chuckles) you give that sense of
support and then you go about your day.” Alex shared,
...I feel...there is laughter in there [Intertribal Student Center] especially at events that go
on there, there is laughter and jokes being said and...just to lighten the mood and kind of,
I think it’s also pulled in because the audience or the speaker may know that the audience
does welcome the laughter and they do...yeah it’s welcome and also it’s just welcome
in...the space, you grew up with it and it’s just kind of feels, I think it’s more a part
of...what we grew up with and that is just part of who we are.
From the researcher’s perspective intertribal events that offered food and laughter helped Native
American students overcome any feelings of intimidation if they were less involved in the Native
American student community. These gatherings were physical places where students could laugh
and be themselves and it demonstrated to Native American students that they had a community
on campus. The engaging, fun, family-like space was beneficial for newcomers. The reason is
because when newcomers see positive student interactions, they want to be part of the
community and get more involved.
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However, it is important to note that not all events from the center were perceived in the
same way. Micah spoke passionately about the impact of the exclusiveness of the Intertribal
Student Center and its students. She expressed concerns about the limited outreach and support
given to the larger Native American student community, which impacts student events. She
shared her perspective about the annual awards banquet that the center hosts every year. She
said,
...to me, it seemed...[Intertribal Student Center] do a pretty good job. But...I said, it is
only a few because I know there's a lot more Native Americans at [Tri-State University]
than that were at the little ceremony...but I was not surprised at the people that were
getting their little awards because like I said, it's all this one little group that all work
together. So but I think the people that are there...they do support them. I know they do a
lot of things to include them in what, I guess, just trying to get them to have some place
to go like their little Friday lunches that they have...their prayer ceremonies. So I think
they do. I think they are reaching out to these kids supporting them. But like I said, I
think...there's a way to probably reach more people, but I do not know how
(chuckles)....it is hard to say how to get involved or...how [Intertribal Student Center] or a
program can pull people in to feel welcome...that maybe do not on their own, you know
what I mean?...because there's some people that will just gravitate and they will be okay,
you know...but there's some people that are not that outgoing. There's some people that
have problems fitting in.
Micah uses the term “little” frequently in her statements. She referred to the awards banquet as a
“little ceremony” where this “one little group” receives recognition. She critiques the small
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number of engaged Native American students. Her recommendation is to expand outreach efforts
targeted at the disengaged students to increase participation. She also mentioned that some
Native American students are shy (e.g., Jordan). Student engagement initiatives should include
various socializing options to accommodate the different levels of comfortability.
There are varying levels of social maturity of the Native American students. Some of the
students are more outgoing and social, whereas others are shy and not comfortable interacting
with new people they do not know. Jordan shared “sometimes when I go there [the Intertribal
Student Center], I just feel a little shy...a little introverted because...I don’t really know what to
expect because...I have not really talked to these kids.” The way student events are structured
and facilitated by center staff and student leaders can break the ice for new Native American
students. Chapter five includes student recommendations on the Intertribal Student Center’s
outreach and student engagement initiatives.
Belonging: Humor
I feel...especially...growing up...not around a lot of Natives...in school. I feel...you know, just
being around other Natives in college. I do not know, it just feels...people understand you, you
know what I mean, when it comes to...culture because obviously...we share cultural beliefs
and...you do not necessarily, you do not feel you have to explain yourself to people...so I feel
definitely the aspect of not having to...explain yourself to other Indigenous kids and also there's
just a sort of camaraderie that comes with...certain jokes, because they make jokes a lot. You
know what I mean? and obviously, there's a lot of...slang terms and... jokes and stuff that I could
not necessarily say to my non-Native friends without having to explain it and you can’t really
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explain if they do not really know how stuff is on the Rez, you know what I mean? I feel the
camaraderie and also...just the history and because we all come from...the same struggle, even if
we do not struggle, you do not have the same individual struggles. We know...about what
Indigenous people and...[Tribe A] people struggle with.- Nadira
Various ways of joking existed within the Native American student community. This
segment of the paper addresses the positive aspects of humor and later explains the negative
impacts of teasing. Humor was an avenue to build relationships, a way to exclude others, and a
coping mechanism (discussed later in the fifth finding). Joking was a form of communication to
build relationships with other tribal members. Dakota explained,
Humor and laughter, I think it comes up a lot because...people, some people come from
the same tribe, from the same district, and they know these inside jokes. That’s why it’s
funny and its laughter because people get it...that's an inside joke within their own
community. So I think that's where a sense of humor and laughter come from. I know,
just sitting in [Intertribal Student Center] and just observing from other people's
perspective is that, a lot of people joke in their own language. They have those inside
jokes and some people even tell jokes in their own language and I think that's where it's a
sense of humor because when you are talking it really and you are using your language, it
really gives off the definition of humor and laughter because of the way it sounds and the
way, you know, how it will sound because your parents may have told that joke or you
heard it...from your grandparents or parents.
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To determine whether students feel they could joke around together, some students expressed
that they need to know more about the person. Micah elaborated,
...Native students have to know somebody before they are able to laugh and have a good
time. But that’s kind of how I see it...they won’t just open up and have fun with anybody
that’s there. They have to actually know who they are.
In Native to Native interactions, students talked humorously with one another to determine
whether they continued talking and developed a friendship. Autumn shared, “it depends on how
the conversation opens or sometimes I will put in a humor joke and part of that conversation
where they are probably comfortable and they can be open to our conversation.” She gave an
example,
if some students say...“so how are the sand over on the reservation?” or...“did you come
in with some sand on your truck or some hay.” There would sometimes be a slang word
on how to say “vehicle” or something because I know on the reservation (laughs), you
will get collectible sands on your car or your truck and someone would put it into a joke
by saying “so you came off the dirt road” or “did you grated your grandma’s place.”
To Autumn humor is an indication of a good friendship.
Oftentimes, Native American students told one another comical puns to see if the person
was comfortable around them, which later led to the possibility of engaging about other topics
creating friendships. Micah shared, “...I think laughing is really good...I don’t like situations
where it’s real serious, but I do, you know, I guess I have to be really comfortable...in order for
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me to laugh and be happy.” She believed that if people knew each other, they instantly got along
with one another, and engaged in the joking that happened among students. However, Micah also
added,
...personally...I think we need to kind of find a way...where those barriers are broken
down, you know...it should not matter the age or what tribe you are or what gender you
are...I think there should kind of be a way, I do not know if there is, but I think, because
it’s like that everywhere...I think if we could just break those barriers and everybody just
be truly happy...humble, you know, just, it would be a really good community. I think we
would have a lot more power a lot more...maybe a lot more support. But...it's not there.
You know, I do not like to say that because I do not like to sound negative. But...I think
it's just a feeling, you know, if everybody was welcoming and, you know, like, oh, come
do this...you know, but... you know, you do not get that when you go to certain things.
Ruby explained in her interview that once an individual opened themselves up to the community,
they became a family, and students gave each other a nickname, such as grandpa or my little one
in their tribal language. Whereas if a person was a newcomer to the Intertribal Student Center, it
was more difficult for that person to engage with the comical aspect of socializing because the
students did not know the individual.
Inside jokes that created humorous relationships between Native American students were
the ones about the Native American lifestyle and culture. They were considered in-group humor
because a majority of non-Native people cannot understand them. After all, non-Natives lacked
knowledge about Native American people and tribal communities. Students emphasized that
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non-Native people could not comprehend the puns made by Native American students. They did
not have the same perspective as Native American people. They could not understand the
reservation lifestyle because either they were not raised on one or have never been to a
reservation. A non-Native person needed more time to catch onto the teasing because they did
not know the dialect or the common words used to describe Native American culture. Students
openly vocalized about non-Natives that “they just do not get it.” Dakota explained,
...if you try telling...a non-Native person and kind of explaining it, they are kind of like,
what do you mean...that does not make sense. you know, and I feel...they do not really
understand...the background of... where some Native American students come
from...some grew up on the reservation, and some grew up in the city. So I feel... it is
really hard to find that connection. But when going to the [Intertribal Student Center], it
is a lot easier because there are people...who are an hour away from where you live
or...30 minutes away from where you live and just kind of building, it is kind of already
having that connection already, because you guys both come from the same place rather
than someone who came from...the East Coast or... somewhere up at the states and stuff.
So I think it’s just that it’s easier.
Dakota’s comments reaffirm the notion that there is a lack of understanding on the part of nonNatives about Native American people, which prohibits a connection between Native students
and non-Natives. Outside the confines of the Native American student center, this student
population takes on the role of educators to non-Natives. They often have to teach and inform
others about their background. On the contrary, at the Intertribal Student Center, Native
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Americans can remove the burden of informing others on top of their academic responsibilities.
In this space, they can enjoy the student lounge and enjoy the social aspects of college. As
students, they tease and joke with one another because they are around others who understand
their cultures and upbringings.
Students emphasized that Native American people had a unique perspective that was
different from non-Natives. The Native American student community revolved around laughter.
Native American students used their Native accent to poke fun at reservation life, Native
lifestyles, and white people. Students laughed about pow wow snags, auntie and uncle humor,
losing the sheep while sheepherding, squaw dances, fairground time, and Rez kids with silver
teeth. The popular meme mentioned was the picture of Kermit the Frog looking outside the
window when it was raining with the text “when you lose grandma’s sheep.” The students
laughed because they knew the feeling when they lost grandma’s sheep. Nadira shared a time
when she and her friends tried to fit eight people into one small vehicle and one person fell out.
He ran after the car with a herd of Rez dogs chasing him when he tried to get back into the car.
Language created a unique bond where students joked in their Native tongue and used
tribal slang to connect with others. In particular, Autumn, Dakota, Ruby, and Xavier felt
validated and empowered when they heard another person speak in the Tribe A language or their
tribal language. Dakota shared that at the Intertribal Student Center, “...you can joke with other
students, and even the staff as well and they get your jokes, you know, because... it’s kind of...an
inside joke in regards to...Native Americans... I think it’s more of an easier connection too.”
Students used a Rez accent because it made them feel at home. Students mocked one another in
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the Native accent and slang were Ayyyeee, skoden, and grandpa in the Native language. Here is
an example Autumn provided about people from Tribe A communicating with other Tribe A
people where people not from Tribe A may not understand,
...to others, they will probably...not get it. But we would tell them...Hey, you know,
[Tribe A]...they will always say Nay a lot or “[the word what in Native language]...they
would just joke around of how [Tribe A]s are living sometimes or maybe sometimes of
how they will make jokes within themselves too and we will always give that language
tongue out.
Rani said it was great to hear someone say “Ayyyeee” because students instantly built a
connection because they were with people who understood the joke. Ruby shared an example of
Native American students using their Native tongue as a form of communication.
In the [Intertribal Student Center] lounge, I hear it more often when someone falls asleep,
and (chuckles) I remember one time...someone was sleeping straight up and their laptop
was on their legs and they are just so tired and this was...during when finals was coming.
So then we are like, hey [grandpa], do not drop your laptop, wake up [grandpa in Native
language], [grandpa in Native language], you should lay down and then somebody walks
in, like, dang. someone get [grandpa in Native language] a blanket, [grandpa in Native
language] is gonna get cold over there and then it just continues on...they say [grandma in
Native language] is gonna get mad at you for sleeping up again. (chuckles)...why are you
staying up again? Grandma is gonna be mad at you. So...that is one example that I can
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remember because it was so funny (chuckles) and he was like, ah stop guys, thank you
for the blanket (chuckles) and just lays back down (chuckles).
Ruby’s example provided a glimpse of how Native American students show and express care to
one another through joking. She continued to share,
I feel...it’s not so much an inside joke for us. But...in that same area, because if someone
that was white... heard us talking like that, they are like, why are you guys talking like
that and what does [grandpa in Native language] mean? and then...why would their
grandma be mad at them? So it is really different and that kind of thing and for me...just
kind of hearing that accent kind of feels like back at home. Because my cousins talk like
that. My uncle and my grandpa talk like that. So it’s kind of like, yeah, we are back at
home again (chuckles) and I feel we revert to that accent...just to show, to express
emotions...if we were in a different setting, we would be like, hey, are you okay? Let me
put your laptop over here. You do not want a blanket? but then... it’s a whole different
meaning if we say [grandpa in Native language] because...there is that respect there and
that little bit of love...we are worried about him, but we do not want to say we are worried
about him (chuckles).
Talking humorously was a way for students to care for one another even if non-Native people did
not get it. However, the comical aspect of communication depended on whether Native
American students already had an existing relationship. Dakota said, “...those who do not really
go to the Native American Center that often or who just or who’s...brand new and they barely
found the place... I think it's sometimes it's hard...for other students to talk to students that they
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do not know.” Chapter five includes students’ recommendations to enhance opportunities for the
Native American students to get to know one another.
Lack of Belonging
Intertribal Power Dynamics Exemplified Through Teasing
Unfortunately, joking can turn into verbal insults that are rude and insensitive. Puns were
a way for Native American students who are not part of the majority group on campus (white
students) and the dominant tribe to have a voice in the Native American student community.
Joking was one way to express and verbalize how they felt as the minority group on campus and
in the tribal community. Teasing was a method of communication for these students to have a
voice and speak up against the majority. Individuals who are in the dominant groups got
ridiculed by their peers. Different categories were laughed about, which included ridicule about
1) white people, 2) a Native American who is white, 3) Native Americans who act white, and 4)
Tribe A people.
Remarks about white people. Society and the college campus are rooted in white
supremacy where tribal communities and their cultures are dehumanized, devalued, and
disrespected. Too often Native American people face issues of cultural assimilation. The students
talked about the systemic racism that privileges white people. To be considered one of the Native
American students, Nadira, who is white and Native American, had to make fun of part of who
she was. She made fun of white people as a way to show loyalty to her Native American peers.
She shared,
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...I like making...jokes about white people and stuff so I feel...that’s sort of funny or
breaks the ice or whatever or not, yeah...like jokes and also just being exasperated by
white people and stuff... and, you know, just sort of breaking the ice and know that...you
know, that by me...you know, making those jokes or making those statements that I want
the people I am hanging out with...to know that...it is okay, that they do not have to
feel...I will get upset if they, you know, talk about white people in a certain way.
Nadira mentioned earlier that other people might perceive her as being only white because of her
physical appearance. The assumption about her background may lead other Native students to
think she is more connected to her white background than her Native American side. Therefore,
she engages in joking as a method of authenticating her race and ethnicity. Her jokes signal to
her peers that they can be themselves around her. She understands that students like her often
have to regulate their behaviors and comments around white people. She did not want her
background to affect how Native American students interacted with her. The humor was a way to
show her Native American friends that “I am one of you guys.”
Ridicule about being a Native American who is white. Also, with white people being the
dominant group, a Native American who is white was automatically placed in the white
category. Therefore, a Native/white person got made fun of because she is part of the dominant
race. Since joking focused on whatever was dominant, the white part of her identity rather than
the Native American side was focused on. In the eyes of other Native Americans, being white
erased the Native identity side.
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The mocking about a Native American person being white disregarded Jordan’s sense of
Nativeness and sense of belonging. Jordan got made fun of because she is white. She shared a
time when she interacted with a friend from Tribe B who made comments about her being the
“white girl.” She considered her friend’s remarks as a form of joking. For the majority of her life,
she was called the “white girl.” Unfortunately, she internalized these negative messages. She
shared,
I mean, when people tell you those things, sometimes it’s like, I guess I do look and talk
like a white girl...maybe I am not as Native American as, you know, my friends that are
full. So sometimes I feel...maybe I am not as Native American as they are. So...yeah,
and...I grew up around white kids...I am friends with more white kids than I am with
Native American kids, so sometimes I just feel...I become more unvoluntarily [sic]
disassociated with Native American students.
It was an interesting dynamic with Jordan because, at first, she claimed the white girl statements
did not come off as offensive so she laughed them off. She felt it was not a bad thing for other
Natives to say these comments to her. She stated,
Because I just knew the type of person they were and... they were not the type of person
to...go out of their way to hurt...to be mean to me or be rude to me and...I just feel... being
a white person is something you cannot really be racist about, in my opinion. So I just
take it more as a joke.
But at the same time, she said,
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I would not say it's frustrating, but I just maybe wish that it was not such a thing that
people have to question me that much. But I also guess I would understand if someone I
did not really know that lives in [city, state] and this kid grew up on the reservation, so
maybe he just really did not know so he was just questioning me. So I would say in one
point, it can be seen as a little bit frustrating, but I understand maybe where he was
coming from. So I do not think I have a place to be angry about it.
As a white person, she understood her position of privilege. She understood other Native
Americans making her empathetic with the Native American struggle. In other words, she felt
the need to self-regulate in terms of what made her uncomfortable when it came to speaking up.
However, later in her interview, she realized that these remarks stayed on her mind, and perhaps
the statements affected her in some way.
Comments about Native American individuals acting white. From the researcher’s
perspective, Native American students recognized how whiteness was embedded throughout
society and the university. They distinguished the privileges that white people benefited from
which include English as the primary language and campus cultural norms of the dominant
group. On-campus, the Native American culture was negatively perceived and invisible.
Therefore, to be accepted by white people, some Native American students conformed. The
commentary made about white people turned into mockery directed at Native American students
who “act white.” The notion of “acting white” is understood as an individual having to change
the way they talk, dress, behave, and obtain material items as tangible ways to show other people
their privilege. For example, the Rez accent is a significant cultural marker in being Native
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American. Unfortunately, English as the accepted language caused some Native American
students to suppress their Rez accent and change their verbal communication to avoid ridicule
and further marginalization. Individuals shifting their communication was perceived as “talking
like a white person.”
The various forms of assimilation tactics are so embedded in society that they infiltrate
Native American communities affecting the way Native American students communicate and
tease with one another. As mentioned before, joking created a friendly environment among
students, but at the same time, humor created a sense of exclusion and bullying within the Native
American student community. Rani recalled utterances about LGBTQ+ issues, Native Americans
growing up in the Navajo Housing Authority on the reservation, not owning a vehicle, having a
PC laptop versus a MacBook, or wired headphones versus Apple Air Pods, or Walmart brand
shoes versus Jordans. She continued in frustration,
And that is what I did not get...that is what I do not understand the most. It is like, why
would you make fun of someone that has a different computer when you guys are going
to be doing the same work, or you can still access D2L on both sites and I think that just
becomes...that is just an influence from the outside, you know, if individuals that are not
Native and maybe non-Native people that have all these things, if we can have it, then
that means we are just like them.
Rani believed these types of thoughts existed because students did not want to become the target
of bullying. In her opinion, some Native American students try to avoid being the target by
buying into the mindset of material items because “so you are able to...say you are Native, you
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are able to afford all the things that...a white person can, why does it give you that mindset that
you are...privilege, you know...then maybe develops the attitude that...I have all this so...now I
can’t be made fun of from them.” She believed students might not know these remarks
negatively impacted others at the center. When asked to elaborate, she shared,
I do not get, that is one thing that I wish would be called out because...if we are all here at
the [Tri-State University]...we all got here somehow...we should at least admire the
process because as Native students...being a Native student and going to college is an
accomplishment in general. Whether you are first-gen, whether your...parents went, you
are continuing a tradition...that is an accomplishment in itself and you do not, I guess in
these situations, individuals do not consider the backgrounds of others...you know...I am
here but, you know... I am only here on all scholarships because...you know, my parents
are nurses and I cannot afford...Pell Grant, you know, or... making fun of someone else's
misfortune is just, I do not understand what the point is in that and that is what confused
me the most because it is, you know, they do not see (chuckles) that we are all here in a
sense. We are all here for the same purpose and it seems...every Native person I have met
has the...drive to return back to wherever they came from and help their people.
Internalized oppression is deeply ingrained in some individuals and social circles. Rani believed
some people may not be conscious of how white culture and oppression affected their way of
thinking.
Jokes about being from Tribe A. The Tribe A people are the largest tribe among the
federally recognized and state-recognized tribes in the United States. From the perspective of
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members from smaller tribes, there are too many people from Tribe A. Individuals from Tribe A
are the dominant group similar to white people. In other words, white people run everything and
people from Tribe A are seen in the same way when it comes to the Intertribal Student Center.
The smaller tribes do not feel represented on campus because there are not enough of them
compared to Tribe A. Students from these tribes made fun of individuals from Tribe A because
they may not know other ways to talk about the way they are being misrepresented. Two
students in this study shared their perspectives of how humor can transform into tribe shaming.
Individuals from two different tribes shared their concerns about this issue. Both Rani
(Tribe E) and Dakota (Tribe A) claimed humorous comments can be passive-aggressive and
mean. As a fifth-year senior, Rani acknowledged that joking takes a level of maturity to ensure
that this type of communication style does not disturb the peace at the Intertribal Student Center.
Dakota urged the Native American students and community to be conscious that humor can be
good up to a point until the comment offends another person.
Dakota was impacted by jokes about Tribe A. It was interesting when asked to provide an
example of another student validating her identity as a Native American person, she responded
with the opposite answer. She said, “I think one of them would probably have to be...oh, you are
[Tribe A] and then I think it's more of...kind of tribe shaming in a way...like oh, you are [Tribe
A]...there’s a whole bunch of you right?...I run into a whole bunch of [Tribe A]s than any other
tribe and you are just like, okay, well, what is that exactly supposed to mean?” She explained the
difference between joking: 1) if two people from Tribe A are joking, there was a level of
consensus and understanding about the discussion, and 2) if two people from different tribes joke
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around and the non-Tribe A person made the comment, “oh those are just how [Tribe A]s are,”
the Tribe A person wonders what the underlying meaning was behind the comment. She believed
that some people may think they are joking around and it is okay to tease, but “at the same time,
it is kind of like, are you really joking? Or do you actually mean what you are saying?” When
asked if she felt a part of the Native American student community, she responded,
I think at times it is kind of neutral to where I do feel...I am part of the Native community
and then I am not part of the Native community...like I said before, I think the reason
why I do not feel a part of it sometimes is... because people make jokes about...oh, there
are more [Tribe A]s here and that is what has been stated before and it is not the first time
that I heard it and... then there are times where I do feel a part of it and those times are...
when we are all gathered together and it is different tribes and not just one tribe that is
being focused on.
Dakota referred to this issue as tribe shaming and expressed,
it kind of makes me feel frustrated at times because...people emphasize and lecture about
oh, we as Native Americans, we are a community as one...we are supposed to stick
together and help one another out. But how exactly is that supposed to happen when
another Native American shaming another Native American...that is just not right.
She continued, “I think that is one that really downsizes and kind of just really makes you not
feel...prideful to say that, oh, I am [Tribe A] and I come from the [Tribe A Nation] more of like, I
do not know if I should be saying that because I do not know what you will be saying to me.”
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The remarks about Tribe A disregarded her sense of Nativeness and sense of belonging in similar
ways such as being called the “white girl,” which Jordan, who is Native/white, faced.
Despite the comments about Tribe A, intertribal events hosted by the Intertribal Student
Center (e.g., Feast Fridays and the scholarship banquet) helped Dakota feel positive about her
identity and community. The events that focused on multiple tribes rather than one were
positively perceived by students not from Tribe A. Tribe shaming pushed Dakota to develop
stronger friendships with other Tribe A students who validated her Tribe A identity. As a
frequent user of the Intertribal Student Center, she acknowledged that some students do not
engage with the center because of the perception that students from Tribe A dominate the student
lounge. Whenever Dakota heard this specific comment, “there are too many [Tribe A]s,” she
commented back by highlighting the diversity of the Native American student community at the
center and the events. When asked why there was a connection between tribe-specific events and
the “too many [Tribe A]s” comment, she responded, “one could be because of a bad experience
with a [Tribe A] (chuckles). Another one could be because they do not see enough recognition
from their tribe maybe.” Dakota hoped other Native American students do not generalize people
from Tribe A because Tribe A are not all the same and come from different backgrounds. She
mentioned for the Native American student community to reflect on Native American teachings
to pull one another up as a community and overcome the impact of tribe shaming.
One student accepted the statements made about Tribe A because she empathized with
the lack of diverse tribal representation. As a member of the dominant tribe, Nadira felt it was
important for Tribe A people to do their part in uplifting the non-Tribe A perspective. She stated,
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I mean so…(chuckles) my non-[Tribe A] friends will...sometimes just joke but it is
always about the [Tribe A], you know what I mean? so...[Tribe G] friends and...[Tribe B]
friends will always be like, oh my gosh, it is always about the [Tribe A], or whatever
(changes voice)...I do not think it is always negative. It is obviously jokingly, but there is
obviously some truth behind it...that is just from what I have heard, I am not really sure. I
would not say it is negative but it is...one of those wake-up calls where, like, oh yeah, it is
not always about us...I always think about...I do not know, just being [Tribe A], I feel you
are always thinking about [Tribe A] people or not necessarily...whenever you come into
contact with...somebody who is a [Tribe A], or someone who is not from your tribe, it
can be sort of...different in the sense where you do not necessarily have that [Tribe A]
connection.
Nadira recognized her privilege after attending student events. At the different functions, she
found other students from Tribe A there, which was not the case for non-Tribe A students who
sometimes may be the only representative from their tribe. She understood why non-Tribe A
students felt intimidated going to the Intertribal Student Center or the events. When asked to
elaborate, she shared,
Yeah, so obviously, (chuckles) because...we have...the highest population in, you know,
the state of [state]. I feel that sort of...makes us a dominant culture if that makes any
sense and so I feel...we have a responsibility as [Tribe A] people to...make sure that other
Indigenous people besides [Tribe A] people get to...share their perspective and so I feel
just because we have a high amount of numbers...we have to make sure the narrative is
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not just always [Tribe A], we have a...responsibility to make sure that...other tribes’
voices are being heard, especially because...you know, [Tri-State University] is on the
lands of the [Tribe 1] and also [Tribe 2] in [Desert Town] and so we definitely have to...
make sure that we are not...we have to make sure that...those voices or voices of the lands
that we are on are being heard.
Both Dakota and Nadira had different perspectives when it came to talking humorously about
Tribe A people.
The poking fun at people from Tribe A is not okay and stems from smaller tribes not
feeling represented. Tribe shaming divides the unity and sense of belonging of Native American
students. This type of humor implies that only non-Tribe A students should/can be in the
Intertribal Student Center. If the Intertribal Student Center and its space allowed for more tribal
diversity and representation then students from different tribes would not enact tribe shaming. To
help address this issue, Native American students reverted to Native American cultural values
and provided recommendations on ways to bring Native Americans together to ensure all tribes
are included and represented, which is discussed in chapter five.
Lack of Belonging: inclusion limitations due to lack of center resources
The effect of limited resources from the Intertribal Student Center inhibited the range of
services and student spaces to meet the needs of Native American students. There are student
subcommunities such as post traditional populations and religious/traditional individuals, who
struggled to find their place at the Intertribal Student Center.
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The demographic of the center consisted of younger-aged students, who have different
mindsets and needs, compared to older-aged students. Micah struggled to meet other students in
her age range and expressed a lack of gathering space and institutional representation of post
traditional students. As an older student, she could not fit in with her younger peers. She shared,
“...I guess for me, the Native community at [Tri-State University] the students particularly
were...too young for me and I guess I got a feeling...they looked at me like (chuckles) what are
you doing here?” Compared to the rest of the students in this study, she did not make many
Native friends or build a community with her peers. She did not have anyone to confide in and
had a strong desire for friendships with other Native Americans. She shared a time when another
Native student approached her in her big lecture class and said to her “...I knew you were Native.
So I thought I would come sit by you and...get to know you.” This moment meant a lot to
Micah’s identity validation and inclusion. Unfortunately, Micah expressed,
I guess for me it kind of felt good because like I said, I felt...I did not belong because a lot
of the Natives like I told you...you see Native students and they walk by you...(laughs)
like you are not there and you are waiting to see hi and they kind of go the other way.
And I guess, I guess for me because she's so much younger ...she's a lot younger than I
am, it kind of made me feel good because it kind of made me feel not...that maybe it
made me feel...I did belong and that it was okay, you know, it was okay (chuckles) it was
okay to get to know younger kids and...but in a way, I guess I kind of, I do not know if
maybe she portrayed me as...an older sister kind of model to her mom because and then I
became somebody that she could talk to and confide in.
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Micah tried multiple times to get involved with the Intertribal Student Center. She shared,
...one time I actually went there just because I wanted to just see how it would be just to
have...you know, honestly...I really wanted to be a part of that place...I really wanted
to...go there and have someplace to go because I have a lot...a big gap between my class
period and I just thought it would be cool to go hang out there and be a part of [Intertribal
Student Center]. So one time I did try to go just to hang out but I was ehhh (chuckles) it
just was really uneasy for me. So I left and then the next couple of times I just went to
meet with staff...and a couple times I had to wait in the little area and it was just really
awkward.
Sometimes she felt she belonged because she was a Native American student and other times she
did not because of her age.
Another area for the Intertribal Student Center to consider are the needs of traditional and
religious individuals. The traditional individuals are Native Americans who follow the traditional
Native American ceremonies and practices. The religious people are associated with the
Christian faith. The colonizers introduced the Christian religion to Native American people as a
way to convert them into the white man’s way and strip Native Americans of their identity and
land through forced assimilation (Reyhner & Eder, 2006; Szasz, 1999). Christianity is rooted in
conversion and does not recognize the culture and traditions of Native American people
(Reyhner & Eder, 2006; Szasz, 1999). As a result of the present research, unfortunately, the
researcher believes that having a Christian belief is associated with being white. Similar to how
individuals are made fun of because they are white or from Tribe A, the Christian Native
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Americans get outcast because Christianity is the dominant religion in western society. Christian
Natives get disregarded because they are not traditional.
Strongly held beliefs in either of these two practices can result in disagreements between
students. For example, Xavier, who is traditional, acknowledged other Natives/Tribe As are
Christians and all religious beliefs should be respected. Due to the notion of traditionalism versus
Christianity, Xavier’s religious identity was overlooked by some Native peers. When asked how
other Native American students perceived him, he shared
I mean, it is cool. You are Native American? Yeah, I am Native American too. But then
there are some students who like, oh, you are Native American and then they ask about,
then there is [sic] certain layers, they start asking about your religion, start asking about
all these other things and that is when it gets into the sensitive topics because I had
friends, I would tell them I am Native, and then they will be like oh, I am Native too and
then I tell them, I am traditional and then, after that, they are like, oh, I do not know,
it’s...with the identity, it is mostly if you are Native than I am Native and that is cool. But
it really depends on the person and on their personal experiences on how they view me. If
they view me as Native American traditional, okay, that is his stuff, I do not have to deal
with it, but at least I know he is Native and at least he identifies as that.
Xavier shared an argument with a Native friend who did not believe in his religion. This
religious incident affected his mental health and well-being.
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Before the start of the academic year, Xavier’s family had a traditional ceremony done
for his education. His family blessed corn pollen to give him confidence in his academics. When
he returned to campus that semester, he had a disagreement with one of his Native friends over
schoolwork. The individual picked up Xavier’s corn pollen and told him his religion was not
right and threatened to throw the corn pollen on the floor if he did not leave the room. After this
incident, Xavier could not focus on his academics. He failed three courses, had frequent panic
attacks, and struggled with his mental health and well-being. He had a difficult time because the
corn pollen was in harm’s way. With sadness, he shared, “ever since that [corn pollen] incident, I
have not been the same as a person.” In chapter five, an overview of the federal legislation, the
American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978, is discussed to better prepare higher education
and residential life staff to be trained and informed about ways to approach incidents related to
religion.
The Intertribal Student Center supported the religious and spiritual diversity of the
students they served. Dakota shared,
I think the center does a good job on that because... they are always having...those pot
lucks or...different activities that are going on...also interacting with [Asian Pacific
Cultural Center] right next to them. So I think that's really good to have those
connections and I think also just kind of respecting the two different traditional and...I
guess, religious beliefs because they allow those prayer circles and...those healing areas, I
feel...that really helps Native students a lot to help them while...they are going to school.
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Some students may perceive the center as serving only the dominant religion of traditionalism.
Native Christian students may not feel welcomed at the center because of their religious beliefs.
Ruby shared two reasons why not many Tribe B students go to the Intertribal Student Center.
She claimed “when they [Christian Tribe B students] hear the [Intertribal Student Center] they
are gonna think that it is more traditional than anything.” Christian Tribe B people associate the
center name as a place for Native American students but not a place for religious diversity. For
the traditional Tribe B students she further stated,
...they would come around more if they had more...[Tribe B] representation...we have the
picture of the crown dancers and that is a little bit of home for me. But yeah...I can
understand why they would not be added because of the space that we are in and the land
that we are on. But yeah, I think it is just that lack of more home, I guess.
To help encourage more Tribe B students to utilize the center, Ruby mentioned the various
benefits of the center to others. She shared that it was a safe place to joke around and the center
provided free food to students.
Lastly, Micah brought up her perspective where she did not identify as religious or
traditional, rather she was confident in her personal beliefs. Here is her story,
...if there was a time where I did not know where I belonged, I did not know. I was telling
my kids, my parents, I said, you know, I do not know who to pray in [sic] or what to
believe. I feel...I am lost. I said, I feel...I do not belong anywhere. I said...the [Tribe D] is
a real spiritual cultural tribe. I said, but we’d never belong to that. The [Tribe C] I do not
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know anything about that, so I said, so where do I go? I said, Who? Who do I pray to if I
need to pray? Or who do I go to if I need to be recentered? So finally, I just said, you
know, it does not matter. You know, I, for me, I said I pray to who? I don't know who it
is, but it's somebody a higher being, you know, and that is my thing, you know, that is for
me...as long as I go out and I can pray and be centered then I am okay. So that’s what I
said. It's all personal to me.
To encourage students to explore their religious/spiritual beliefs, Xavier, Ruby, and Micah
highlight the need for the Intertribal Student Center to expand the way they use the current
limited student lounge to project inclusion with images, words, and space.
Finding 4: Solidarity through Student Activism
I think about the idea that you speaking out does have a purpose and you having that consistency
of reinsuring people that it's not okay. it's kind of chipping away at things that are issues on
campus and it may not take the first time around to talk to someone, or the second time or the
third time, it's just that consistency that keeps chipping away and pretty soon we will see
improvement, we will see a change, may not be in two months, three months might not even be a
year from now. But it's just that consistency that we know that it will change eventually. - Dakota
The following section covers how Native American students come together as a
community in solidarity to advance student activism on-campus. First, this section explains the
impact of a pan-Indian identity resistance approach created directly by Native American students
from the Native perspective. Second, this area of the section provides an overview of how
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negative experiences such as the one with the university president caused Native American
students to participate in student activism. Third, this segment also includes an overview of how
a Native student organization led the efforts for Native students to share their stories with the
community on and off campus. Fourth, this portion explains how students used social media to
share their stories and provide updates on student advocacy efforts. Fifth, it covers how student
activism was rooted in their need to help the future generations of Native students. Sixth, a brief
section highlights events where the Native American community was visible on campus to
students. Seventh, this section highlights the various ways students came together in solidarity to
amplify their voices.
First, there was a difference when the pan-Indian identity was created directly by Native
Americans rather than by non-Native university administrators and the campus community. As
mentioned earlier, the pan-Indian identity aimed to disregard tribal diversity and instead view all
Native American people as one group. This approach overlooks the different tribal nations,
languages, beliefs, and traditional practices, which make-up the diversity of the Native American
community. At Tri-State University, the administration portrays this student population as panIndian. In other words, when non-Natives view all Native American students as the same, the
process of a one-size-fits-all approach is inappropriate and problematic. When asked to share a
negative experience during the interview, Autumn shared
I think with the negative impact will probably be how Natives get treated by the person
that is in charge, which would become a leader, I’d say, or how they respond to how
certain leaders treat Natives or how they think we live in a different environment like not
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more civilized people. I think that is where the negative impact would come in because I
know people probably have their different ideas between their own civilized and then the
modern civilized people.
Native American students were frustrated when university administrators treated and engaged
with them with the pan-Indian mentality. Nadira expressed,
...it was just...annoying whenever people would have a pan-Indian mindset...because
obviously that is not...us and so that is just sort of the stereotype and what I saw from
people growing up around me and stuff being taught in the classroom.
She shared that non-Natives instantly think about Plains Natives, horses, headdresses, teepees,
and others often do not know about Native Americans from the Southwest region. The Native
American students established a pan-Indian identity resistance from the Native perspective to
reclaim the narrative about their people. As a marginalized group on campus, the Native students
banded together as the Native American student community. Their efforts demonstrated the
existence of Native American people on campus. At the same time, they represented their tribal
nations to show that they were a community at large and there were sub-communities within as
well.
Second, Native American students endured negative experiences, stereotypes,
microaggressions, and trauma from some non-Native university administrators, professors, staff,
and students. Native American students banded together as a pan-Indian intertribal community to
share the narratives and experiences on a hostile campus with hopes of a culture shift at the
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institution to be more inclusive of the Native American student population. Autumn believed that
students felt encouraged to partake in student advocacy efforts. She shared,
I think by having a voice out there from someone you might know personally would be
able to have some motivation in themselves. I know some Native friends or some Native
students are trying to get their voice out there like of who they are and what they are
going through...just having...an open mic to the school and announce...the Native
community is having to expand on events for their community and are trying to make a
difference by having to increase more students being enrolled in school and having an
increase of Native students being enrolled at a higher education, I would say...I think
what unifies is through having some tour guides for example, some tour guides to do for
Native students...going towards Native high schools or going towards Native
communities and talking to them about thinking about what they will do after high school
or their goal to be at in five years or so.
Native American students engaged with activism in college. Although Micah did not engage in
student activism groups on campus, she grew her awareness of tribal issues while in college. She
explained,
...it’s kind of funny because I never thought I would...think even, I do not know if I do it,
but I never thought...I would kind of fight for different things. You know, I was just
status quo...as long as I am not involved, it does not bother me, you know, but now, I
guess it’s kind of changed. You kinda look at the whole population as a
whole...everybody, you know, we are all one. So I guess in that way, it's kind of changed
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my thinking. I think there is a lot more that a lot of people can do to protect the rights we
have and so I guess that was the area that really...going to school really helped me and
kind of woke me up (chuckles) and now I was not in this little bubble anymore. So it’s
been good.
Similar to Micah, not all students directly engaged in student activism groups on campus. They
used their voices to speak up whenever they could. In the classroom, at campus events, or on
social media, they shared their perspectives on tribal issues and Native student issues. A majority
of the students mentioned the recent incident with the university president where he said a macro
aggression to Native American students thinking he could relate to them. However, his comment
about his high cheekbones was negatively received. Here is Rani’s point of view about the
occurrence.
...when that experience happened, I was able to...reflect on how many other experiences I
had and realize that...I was actually hurting from it...these experiences that I did before
then were the reasons why it created barriers. It is the reasons why I could not talk to my
[teaching assistant] or were the reasons why I did not want to go to my advisor because I
was constantly worried if I was going to be...hit with the same situations over and over
and it was a tiring and intimidating process.
Rani and the other students’ reflections regarding the president’s comment indicate that words
affect students and the community. The president’s remarks changed individuals’ and
communities’ perceptions and pride in the institution and changed their relationship with
teaching assistants such as in Rani’s case.
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Negative experiences were so common that they were the reasons why Native American
students came together in solidarity to speak out and increase student activism on campus.
Nadira said, “...solidarity saying that, you know, what [university president] said is not okay.”
The students supported and empowered one another to advocate and share their resilience stories
to hold the institution accountable for how Native American students were treated and portrayed
on campus. Student activism was also an avenue for individuals to process experiences and
provide peer support to one another. Alex shared that student advocates became leaders in the
change and in the process, they created friendships and encouraged more students to get
involved, creating a resilient intertribal community. Student activism was a way for Native
American students to represent their cultures and express their Nativeness when they spoke out
against the systems and individuals that oppressed them.
Third, students were the driving force behind the institutional change at Tri-State
University. The students recognized the power in their voices on campus and mobilized through
a student organization called IAU. This advocacy group was a community for students to feel
safe sharing their traumas with other Native students without feeling unheard or disregarded.
Dakota shared,
...after joining [IAU] and after currently being [TNSR] allowed me to know that my
voice does matter and I am having a voice for others who cannot speak on those issues
and letting people know that these are just things that kind of happen and it is not you, it
is not on your own doing. It is just people who just are not aware of these issues and who
think it is okay.
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The Natives students reminded one another that they were not at fault for their experiences.
Negative experiences happened so often because the institution lacked the education, resources,
services, and Native staff as well as faculty to create a campus climate where Native American
students felt included and represented.
The IAU students appreciated the support they received from the Intertribal Student
Center. At the same time, they recognized the center’s limitations being a direct university
service. Ruby, who was employed at the center, shared
...the [Intertribal Student Center] can only go so far in telling how our stories are and with
[IAU] we can post about everyone’s story if they are open to it but with [Intertribal
Student Center] I feel they have restrictions from doing that.
Ruby was afraid her affiliation with IAU and her student employment with the resource center
would directly impact the center. She expressed,
So with [IAU], we did not want, or, for me, I did not want [Intertribal Student Center] to
get any cutbacks from it because we are still trying to fight for our building or...better
things for the students overall. So being associated with [Intertribal Student Center] was...
a big thing that I did not want to because during that time...I did not want any retaliation
to be on them.
Students understood the risk they took in speaking out against the university. They looked up to
the two Native American graduate students in the group for guidance to understand university
politics and how to engage with non-Native university leaders.
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Fourth, IAU members utilized social media to increase the visibility of Native student
narratives. Social media was an avenue for non-members such as Alex, Jordan, and Nadira to be
informed about student experiences and advocacy efforts. The stories online confirmed to nonmembers that they were not alone on campus because other Native students had similar
experiences. Non-members felt empowered to share their stories as well. Social media was an
outlet for students to show the university and its leaders that Native students did not have
positive campus experiences. Stories included homesickness, missing the land (e.g., trees and the
smell of rain), sadness when they burned frybread for the first time on their own, and fear of
taking out a student loan. The non-members mentioned how they read and related to a lot of the
student stories shared online. They shared stories that they personally did not experience but
helped raise awareness for others. Social media allowed them to follow one another online,
making it easier for them to say hello whenever they saw the person on campus or at events.
Fifth, the main reason students participated in the IAU student organization was to help
the future generation of Native American students who planned to attend the university. Dakota,
Rani, Ruby, Alex, Jordan, and Nadira believed that the students’ advocacy efforts create change
on campus, and Native students should feel institutional representation, respect from the campus
community and its leaders, and support academically. Alex shared,
I like that they [IAU] are taking a stance. I like the space they have created to say what is
on their mind and heart and make it known. It is inspiring. It is needed, especially at the
[Tri-State University] which is a place with a good amount of Native American students.
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They are making the path easier for others. The path for future Native students going
through college, through academics.
The students involved in the IAU organization showed pride and leadership for their tribal
communities.
The IAU students recognized that if they wanted to see institutional change for future
students, they had to go beyond the university president and go directly to decision-makers for
the state. Ruby and Rani shared their personal stories with the governing body of the state’s
public university system. They expressed their Nativeness through their clothing and jewelry to
show that Native Americans were not the pan-Indians that the university and society portrayed.
The opportunity to speak publicly in front of state leaders and policymakers was an empowering
life event for Ruby and Rani. The students felt seen by the institution for the first time. Ruby did
not feel invisible when she spoke proudly in her language. With the support of her Native friends
in IAU, she felt validated and embraced the storyteller role. Rani felt empowerment and realized
she represented something different as the only representative of her tribe. She spoke in her
language and made her presence known to bring visibility to Tribe E. She gave gratitude to the
IAU and MSMP for giving her a sense of belonging and a sense of purpose.
Sixth, there were two events where the Native American community came together to
support students and was visible to the student population, which benefited Native students who
were and were not involved. The first event was when students spoke to the governing body of
the state’s public university system. Once students finished speaking to stakeholders, the
community congregated outside the room. They gave one another hugs, expressed how proud
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they were, embraced the students’ bravery, and thanked them for speaking out and being the
voice that the Native American community needed. The second event was the intertribal meeting
hosted by IAU and the office that led Native American initiatives. Native American staff,
faculty, and community members came together to support Native students as they addressed
issues and concerns to the university president. The Intertribal Student Center hosted the
gathering because the lounge area was where students felt safe, not alone, and surrounded by
Native individuals who had similar experiences and stories. Dakota believed that storytelling was
a form of healing and expressed that with IAU
We are all standing together for the same reason and we are all using our voices to speak
out on issues that are happening on campus and supporting one another when... different
events do take place and we gather together and voice our opinions and voice it out, but
also heal at the same time and feel those emotions together.
The intertribal meeting was critical for Native American students to know that they had a support
system and allies (both Native and non-Natives) on and off-campus.
Seventh, there are additional ways that students came together in solidarity aside from the
efforts of IAU. First, the annual student awards banquet hosted by the Intertribal Student Center
recognized individuals’ academic progress and leadership. Students came together as an
intertribal community to celebrate their educational goals. Second, Rani mentioned students
banding in solidarity in groups to visit the campus pantry because they believed, “...the school
has to pay you, or at least should feed you or provide you with meals with how much money you
are investing in it.” Food insecurity is a big issue at Tri-State University. Due to financial
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hardships, students seek free meals from the campus pantry to meet their basic needs. She also
gave another example of solidarity when the Intertribal Student Center coordinated a group of
Native students from the main campus to attend a student’s research presentation at the North
campus. Third, Xavier said college exposed Native students to systemic issues and injustices. He
recalled Native students fighting against the Dakota Access Pipeline protests (#NoDAPL) and
other marginalized communities supporting them. In return, Native students advocated for Black,
Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) issues. In solidarity, Native students supported the
Black Lives Matter movement against police violence and brutality. They signed petitions
against injustices, such as the killing of Breonna Taylor, a Black woman who was a victim of
police violence in 2020. National and campus issues impacted Native students and their college
experiences. The next section highlights the importance of mental health services and resources
available to Native American students.
Finding 5: Mental Health Support From the Intertribal Student Center
...when I was hitting my hardest points, it was kind of...well, you should probably go to
[Intertribal Student Center], you should go see what they are doing, maybe there are other
Natives over there (chuckles) that you can talk to. So I felt...if they did not do that, then I would
not be going to college right now. – Ruby
Being away from their parents and grandparents, students had to develop self-awareness
and identify support systems on campus to deal with their trauma. In college, they recognized the
need to focus on their mental health and well-being. This section covers mental health and wellbeing support, including joking as a coping mechanism for Native American students,
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reassurance from the Intertribal Student Center staff, mental health-focused events, and Native
American student organizations.
The Intertribal Student Center was a haven away from the campus where individuals and
student organizations gathered. In the student lounge, students felt safe to be vulnerable with
other students and the center staff. They shared their academic struggles, family and home life,
and unfortunate occurrences on campus. Autumn expressed,
My opinion, I really love the community of what it brings. So. I would see it, as my
opinion, I would know of where to go...for need of support or for needs of help if I am
going through a lot of things I probably cannot handle and being away from home is just
another...thing that I always want to go to, which is the Native American community...I
always want to go there every day just to be connected with my friends...have that
connection that they have someone there who can listen, who can laugh with you, or who
can give you that supportive friend.
When asked how other students perceived her, Autumn shared that other Native American
students see her as caring and open-minded and someone people can talk to about things. Her
ability to support her peers was the type of characteristic that helped create a positive atmosphere
in the lounge. There was a light-hearted mood in the student lounge where joking took place to
help students escape institutional pressures.
Students recognized that Native American households and the community do not often
talk about mental health. Nadira and Rani believed the younger kids talked about
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intergenerational trauma openly compared to the older generation. From the researcher’s
perspective, the older generation went through a schooling system that did not allow Native
students to talk/process/name their traumas. Compared to the past, college students now have
access to counseling services, spiritual healers, healing circles, and social media to provide
support as individuals process mental health issues. Given mental health is on the rise, colleges
are avenues for students to discuss this topic and personal experiences openly. Students today are
at a different time where they can discuss and share personal matters.
Being emotionally vulnerable was a new behavior they had to learn in college. It was a
continuous process for Native students to feel comfortable opening up with others. Ruby
expressed,
I think the most important ones that I have realized that even I need and that needs to be
more expressed would be mental health because growing up, there is a certain way that
you are taught and you live with it until...you realize that...it is too much sometimes to
maintain that.
Students did not have the tools to talk about personal things openly. Micah explained, “...I think
a lot of times they do it to cover things up, you know, I think sometimes we are silly or we laugh
when things are hurting, but in the other times, I think we are silly, and we laugh because we
want to and we are really happy.” The Native American students used joking as a coping
mechanism.
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In Native American communities, joking and humor are part of family dynamics and the
Native American culture. Students shared stories of the family (e.g., the auntie who laughed
loud) and traditional practices that embraced laughter. Here is an example that Alex gave where
laughter was an integral part of a Tribe A ceremony.
...it is something I think about when I think about Native communities and how much I
seen them laughing when I am with my family members or...in...those community spaces
where...laughter is such a part of who we are and how you can kind of...it comes up in
one of our traditions of...celebrating the first time a baby laughs...so I think it is very
celebrated...and encouraged...it pulls me out of...a not so great mood or just lightens the
mood...it makes life more pleasant and enjoyable.
Xavier provided another example of the story about the loss of a grandmother in the book “The
Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian” by Sherman Alexie (2007). Laughter is a huge part
of Native families. In Alexie’s book, the family laughed and cried at the grandma’s funeral. After
telling the story about death and grief, Xavier shared
...we are Native, we just joke about everything. It could be bad, it could be good. We just
find a way to joke about it. We have that dark humor in our system. Life can be going
really bad and life can be awful and the experiences we have will be awful but we will
always find a way to laugh about it...we as Native people find a way to kind of cheer
ourselves up in a way.
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The Native American student community had cultural values of joking and humor as a form of
communication.
Some life events were too hard to handle while away in college. The students fooled
around to either cope or hide their emotions about the hardships they endured personally and
academically, such as college, city life, homesickness, and death. For instance Micah said,
I think sometimes we are silly or we laugh when things are hurting...you can tell when
students are dealing with issues but then they try to laugh and make it seem like
something's funny and you can see their hurt in them.
Some students often do not have the skills or feel comfortable openly talking about negative
things impacting them. There can also be shame or embarrassment being vulnerable around
others. Therefore, some people joke around as a way to prevent others from knowing there is
something wrong. Personal issues can take an emotional toll on a person. Joking is an outlet to
release emotional tensions. Fortunately, after going to college, joking was accepted by some
individuals, such as Micah. She shared, before college, she was serious, depressed, and now is
funny and goofy. She explained, “...my philosophy is that I think you need to laugh at yourself. I
think you need to be goofy. I think you need to be the little kid that is inside of you. I think that
keeps you young.” A person reverts to using humor to let go of life hardships so they can enjoy
life. Joking was a form of healing and a way to cope with hardships in their lives. Take for
example, Ruby struggled with grief and coped with her recent loss by sharing memories with her
friends. She shared stories about family members who always made remarks at family dinners or
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had such a loud laugh that made it easy to find them at the local fair. Laughter was considered a
healing tool.
The Intertribal Student Center staff were critical support systems to the students. The
Native American staff members connected students to mental health resources such as
counseling and psychological services, spiritual and healing spaces. Here is Dakota’s
perspective:
...I know the staff do a wonderful job of asking... how are you and how you are doing and
having that open-door policy where their doors always open. So you are more than
welcome to step into their office and...talk to them with any problems that you are having
and just kind of having...a listening ear to things that are on your mind and that you are
concerned about and giving feedback in the end with...other resources that they think
could help you.
The center staff provided emotional support to students. The students compared the staff
members to people in their families such as mother, aunt, grandmother, brother, or uncle.
Autumn explained,
...there is staff who have connection, ways of resources that you want to get through your,
maybe your first year of college or whatever is going on with you...I know there is staff
that are there to support you. They have the knowledge of learning from you, who you
are, where you are coming from, and maybe the launch of...they want to respect you.
So...that caringness that all of us...I know students, they probably do not have the time
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because they are probably working on themselves too. But you do have staff around the
building that are there for you and that they want you to reach your goal of graduating at
the [Tri-State University] so I feel...staff, the caringness of staff so they are as a family, I
know the Director, she is like another mom for me there because what I went through
there and I know some people that have that similar characteristic role back at home...I
would compare that...or compare their role to the [Tri-State University]...staff's role. So I
would...you know, how that connection who's who, or who reminds me of who back at
home.
The center staff is vital in students feeling comfortable and open to sharing their personal lives.
The students referred to the center Director as a long-lost aunt and mother. Ruby spoke highly of
the Director and shared a time when she expressed her support to her. She said, “...she would be
there, whether that's behind me, in front of me, or beside me.” The Director and her staff were
monumental to Ruby’s mental health by helping her cope with the impact of the Missing and
Murdering of Indigenous Women (MMIW) epidemic. The new academic school year started and
despite Ruby’s recent loss, she was excited to return to the university because of the support
from the center and the staff. Another student Alex, who was an off-campus in-state resident,
shared, “the staff are willing to listen, if I did not have family close by, they would be my family.
They are a source of comfort, helped me a lot, and have been there.” The staff supported and
encouraged students. They cultivated close-knit familial relationships with students. They joked
around with the students in the lounge and at events.
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One last important point to mention about the Intertribal Student Center and mental
health support is the intentionality behind placing food insecurity under mental health issues.
When asked what cultural practices and values or reinforced at the center, Dakota replied, “...I
think one of the ones they kept emphasizing was to take care of your well-being...and making
sure that you were not hungry and they had snacks put out and sometimes breakfast provided in
the morning.” Ruby mentioned she stayed around the center for the free food because “I was just
like the hungry little Rez kid wandering around.” The staff made sure students did not go hungry
and provided free meals through the food pantry at the center and events.
The students addressed the inadequate campus areas and the lack of inclusion from the
university supporting the different religious practices of Native American students. The
Intertribal Student Center offered resources focused on Native students’ mental and spiritual
well-being in the student lounge and cultural programming. The physical space had traditional
herbs available to students. Dakota shared that at the center, “...it is kind of that free willing to
practice your own religion and institution because I know, sometimes it is hard to do those things
because you feel...I should not be doing this, you know?” Micah recalled a healing person who
provided prayers and blessings for students. She shared,
...I think things like that are really good because a lot of times, you know, we do need
that, and a lot of times students can't get off campus or go home all the time. So I think
bringing things like that is good. I think that is really helpful for the students because, you
know, we can’t all practice our culture when we are away. (chuckles) you know. Some of
them cannot be done. I think those little things help a lot.
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The spiritual/traditional component of the center and its services are critical for Native American
students.
The center hosted culturally-responsive events for students, such as talking circles, prayer
circles, the intertribal meeting, and the sunrise ceremony. Autumn believed the sharing circles
are “...another foundation to hold identity and where you are coming from, holding that identity
is...bonding with it and going through the lifecycle of it.” She spoke highly of the center’s
Learning Specialist who is Native American and shared her educational journey with students.
This space was helpful for Autumn because she heard other Native American staff and peers
share how education was challenging. Micah, Rani, and Ruby appreciated the prayer circles
because they offered a space for them to openly talk about campus incidents with other Native
Americans and pray for healing. Alex shared,
it is a space to have heart to heart conversations, a place for friends and family, a place to
be comfortable and hear one another’s troubles so as to find strength through it all and
heal with one another. So you are just in a circle and you go around and different
individuals get to say what is on their mind and what is troubling them and talk in safe
space to talk about what is going on in their lives and have people there to support you
and some may be able to relate to others in what they are going through.
Alex explained Native students went through hardships, such as being away from home, feeling
alone, disconnection from family and friends especially if the person moved away from the
reservation, adjusting to a new setting (e.g., new city, bigger educational system), and feeling out
of place. Ruby, who is multitribal, had a hard time keeping the traditions of her four tribes alive
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in college. Sacred spaces such as talking circles and prayer circles respected the traditional
aspects of all four of her tribes. She struggled to balance the different cultural expectations and
protocols when it came to grieving. The prayer circles allowed her to respect all her religious
practices without having to choose only one. At these gatherings, Rani learned about the mental
wellness wheel. She now incorporates the new knowledge in her professional role working with
her tribe. Although Jordan did not participate in these gatherings, when asked if she had any
recommendations on how the Intertribal Student Center could unify the student population, she
replied,
I think that [Intertribal Student Center] has been doing a really good job just by having
different events and different, the prayers in mornings those are a great way to unify
different tribes and Native Americans, just reaching out to the students and trying to get
them as involved as possible and I would try to continue that.
Events that address the religious and spiritual needs of Native American students are critical for
their mental health and well-being.
The center hosted the intertribal meeting that brought the Native American campus
community together to address Native student issues to the university president. The community
gathering opened with a prayer as it was a healing space for students to process their trauma.
Dakota shared,
So within those meetings or in any...other meeting is...talking about it is really good
medicine and that allows you to heal because you are voicing it out of how you felt and
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how that has impacted your life and talking about it and opening it up, it gives you that
sense of healing to know that it is okay to feel that way and that it is okay to...show those
emotions in a very safe space and it’s good to know that people who are hearing it or
others who have experienced it and they are Native American.
Hosting the community gathering at the Intertribal Student Center was impactful. Students are in
their haven where they know negative interactions will not happen. Dakota said
When I am in the Native American community? How do I feel?...I think it's with any
tribe that you feel...you are at home because you are with your own people. I mean, it
may not be the same tribe, but you are with other Native Americans, so you feel
comfortable and you understand that those type of incidents are not going to happen or
someone making smart remarks or in a way being racial.
The Native American students are in their own communal space where Native American staff,
faculty, and administrators support them.
Though Native American students cannot burn sage or smudge in the residential halls, the
Intertribal Student Center accommodated those needs. For example, they host the sunrise
ceremony every semester. They invite a healer to sing traditional songs and offer a blessing to
students, faculty, staff, and supporters. This event is a form of solidarity because students from
different tribes spiritually join with their community. Unfortunately, due to the center’s lack of
physical space to accommodate a large group of people and the limited areas on campus to
adhere to religious practices, the event is held in a public location in the center of campus. The
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sunrise ceremony is deeply intimate and involves sacred practices. This gathering is an example
that showcases the necessity for resources to address the need for privacy.
The Intertribal Student Center connected individuals to the various Native American
student organizations and vice versa, resulting in supportive relationships. Friendships developed
through student organization involvement allowed peers to provide academic and emotional
support to one another. Rani shared that her experience at the university and in the local
community was traumatic. She felt alone causing her to not disclose to others the negative
microaggressions and stereotypes she received from her non-Native professors. It was hard to
share her experiences until she established trust with others through her connections in IAU. The
friends she made in the organization affirmed that it was okay to talk about her trauma without
judgment.
Summary
Five themes intertwined and interconnected, emerged from the student interviews. The
five themes included the different forms of Indigeneity in college, affinity to the Native
American student community based on involvement, intertribal student engagement
opportunities, student activism as a form of solidarity, and the Intertribal Student Center mental
health support. The findings highlight the critical need for the Intertribal Student Center, Native
American student support services, and Native American student organizations as student
retention initiatives. Native American students felt a sense of belonging from the support and
community offered through these entities, fulfilling the goals of the programs focused on
retention and persistence of the Native American students. The shortcomings of the Intertribal
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Student Center demonstrate the need for greater resource allocation and institutional support to
meet the diverse needs of this student demographic. The next chapter includes a discussion of
implications for practice, policy, and research.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION & IMPLICATIONS
Chapter five utilizes the findings to inform Native American education, theory, and
practice. This portion of the dissertation highlights the different stories of nine Native American
students who brought a diverse range of identities, lived experiences, and tribal perspectives to
the campus and intertribal community. This chapter includes an overview of the study, a
discussion of the five themes, contributions to the literature, and implications for future practice,
policy, and future research recommendations.
Overview of the Study
The purpose of this qualitative study was to explore Native American students’ identity
and its influence on peoplehood sense of belonging at a university Native American student
center. The three research questions that guided this study were 1) How do Native American
students describe their experiences with Native students from different tribes? 2) How do Native
American students perceive tribal dynamics at a university Native student center? 3) How do
Native American student dynamics affect a Native specific sense of belonging at a university
Native American student center? The researcher used two theoretical frameworks to address the
study: peoplehood sense of belonging (Tachine et al., 2017) and Indigenous identity (Weaver,
2001). Participants bestowed the sacred and resilient stories to the researcher giving nine unique
experiences as tribal citizens (students) from different nations. In-and-out-of-state tribes were
represented in this study. Pseudonyms for tribes are as follows: Tribe A, Tribe B, Tribe C, Tribe
D, Tribe E, and Tribe F. This chapter shows the cultural conflict and intertribal student
engagement opportunities on campus and at intertribal social gatherings.
Discussion of the Individual and Collective Themes
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This section is a discussion that further elaborates on the relationship between the five
themes and this study’s conceptual and theoretical frameworks. The findings are related to the
elements of peoplehood (land, sacred history, language, and ceremonial cycle) and Indigenous
identity (self-identification, community-identification, and external-identification). The five
findings were: 1) population and Indigeneity, 2) feelings of belonging dependent on one’s
involvement in the Native student community, 3) positives and negatives of intertribal student
engagement, 4) student activism as a form of solidarity, and 5) mental health support from the
Intertribal Student Center. The stories highlight the existing institutional shortcomings that are
systemic barriers to Native American students’ college journey.
Pan-Indianism is seen in a different context today compared to the boarding school era.
Native American college students and the Native-identified researcher use “pan-Indian identity
resistance” to showcase the coming together of a tribal community to thrive through intertribal
relationships and community resistance. As Holm et al. (2003) and Tachine et al. (2017) argued
and demonstrated in their scholarly work, the constructs of place, language, sacred history, and
ceremonial cycle are interconnected. They emphasized that not one single factor is more
important than the other. My study adds to peoplehood sense of belonging (Tachine et al., 2017)
by adding constructs, including dwelling between living in interracial and intertribal worlds,
external community influences on shaping a Native identity, and Indigenous Joy. This section
discusses settler colonialism before expanding on the theorizing of the sacred stories provided by
the storytellers.
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Tuck and McKenzie (2014) define settler colonialism as “a form of colonization in which
outsiders come to make a new home on land that is already inhabited by other humans” (p. 153).
Settler colonialism is
a form of colonization in which outsiders come to land inhabited by Indigenous peoples
and claim it as their own new home...the colonizers arrive at place (discovering it) and
attempt to make it a permanent home (claiming it). Settlers enforce their interpretations
on everyone and everything in their new domain, and their new societies require
corporeal and epistemic elimination of the Native (Tuck & McKenzie, 2014, p. 59).
In other words, the settler benefits from this approach (Tuck & Yang, 2012). Settler colonialism
destroys to replace (Wolfe, 2006, p. 388). To further explain, similar to how colonizers forcibly
removed Native people off their lands (Cajete, 2015; Shotton, 2016; Sorrell, 2020; Tuck & Yang,
2012), the same displacement is happening to Native American college students at Tri-State
University. Although the university resides on the traditional homelands of tribal people,
unfortunately, the nine storytellers are treated as foreigners on their land. As a white-dominated
environment, Tri-State University’s campus culture and infrastructure operate with norms,
values, and institutional expectations that push to ignore and not accommodate the existence of
Native Americans and aspects of their cultures. Settler colonialism is the cause of systemic
barriers hindering Native students’ peoplehood sense of belonging.
The Native American students in this study relied on a pan-Indian identity resistance to
challenge and hold the institution accountable for the various forms of systemic racism at the
macro and micro-level. At the macro level, these tribal citizens deal with direct impacts of the
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federal government’s blood quantum policy and limited resources allocated to Native Americans,
which are by-products of settler colonialism. At the micro-level, this student population
encounters conflict with how non-Native university leaders perceive Native students versus how
the students see themselves as representatives of their tribes and community. Since the boarding
school era, educational systems have not been affirming or inclusive spaces to navigate as Native
American people. Higher education institutions are grounded in Eurocentric and white dominant
perspectives and power structures (Brayboy, 2005; Smith, 2012; Yellow Bird, 2020), which
results in the Native student college experience being difficult compared to non-Native
populations.
The nine storytellers in this study had similar experiences to the basketball players
mentioned in “The Big Game” Story (Weaver, 2001). These students connected through their
Native American identity until external factors entered into sacred communal spaces the students
created with other Native Americans. Cajete (2015) commented, “one of the devastating losses
we have experienced from colonization has been the loss of community” (p. 57). Students
resisted influences of settler colonialism and non-Native people’s deficit outlook on Native
college students. They used the pan-Indian identity resistance to grow their understanding and
connection to a Native and tribal identity. They also deepened kinship with other tribal
people/groups as well. They honored relationality and reciprocity to respect the individuality and
commonality among tribes. They valued kinship that led to students creating an intertribal
family.
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The researcher argues that Native American students are living in interracial and
intertribal worlds. In Native American culture, the current belief is that Native Americans “live
in two worlds.” Yellow Bird (2020) mentioned in her study on Native American college students
that “the two-world notion has been critiqued by both Indigenous and non-Indigenous scholars as
this framework does not fully encompass the lived experiences of Indigenous peoples” (p. 119).
In this dissertation, the students navigate multiple places/worlds, including the Native, nonNative, Native student center, Native specific areas, and social spaces with individuals from
diverse backgrounds. These are unique environments where Native American college students
conceptualize what it means to be Native American. These are sacred areas where they rely on
cultural markers to connect to the larger Native American campus community.
In this study, the Native college students seek to belong in places on campus that align
with their values because a sense of belonging is context-specific. The Native American student
center, Native-specific retention services, and programs are micro-communities. In these
intertribal communities, students establish their norms that respect Native cultural values. At the
same time, individuals find their political selves through intertribal and interracial relationships.
Through their connections with peers from diverse backgrounds and identities, they understand
more about who they are as they relate to others. Native American college students built diverse
meaningful friendships and familial relationships while dwelling in interracial and intertribal
environments.
As these individuals and groups build community, the students develop a scholar-activist
identity through pan-Indian identity resistance. The scholar-activist identity helps students cope
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with microaggressions, discrimination, and tokenism at Tri-State University. Native American
students become aware and educated about academic language to name oppressive campus
experiences while they partake in pan-Indian identity resistance, intertribal groups, and
community engagement opportunities. Through coalition building, they establish networks of
solidarity and share institutional knowledge with their peers to learn how to cope with college
life difficulties.
Interracial and intertribal student community engagement helped with integration,
membership, participation, and inclusion on campus. Once students got involved and established
connections with the Native American campus community, a shift occurred where students were
on a journey to feeling a sense of Indigenous Joy. The concept of Indigenous Joy is discussed
later in this section. Individuals learn the language and historical and continued impacts of
colonialism to further their understanding of why the macro aggression made by the university
president was wrong. Students also understood why “having a small room” for a Native
American student center was unacceptable. Although the small room of the center did not
adequately serve the diverse needs and identities of this student population, the positive aspect
was that the student lounge was where Native students connected in an intimate space and built a
family.
The center welcomed alumni, mentors, elders, and community members to join student
gatherings, which created kinship. Similar to the role of relatives, the external community was
considered an important support system for students. They influenced students’ understanding
and validation of tribal identity. They played a role in introducing and connecting individuals to
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other Native Americans on and off-campus. The external community created a home with
holistic support for students. They helped individuals feel confident being Native American.
They offered unconditional love, belongingness, and a sense of mattering.
The idea of Indigenous Joy emerged from the stories in this study. The external and
campus community offered support and empowered cultural pride in being Native American,
which created a connection to one’s identity. These students were proud of where they came
from. Their stories showed that specific identities became more salient in different social
contexts/settings. The Native community honored the diversity of their people and peers. The
students acknowledged the roles they played in representing the larger tribal community. The
inclusion and acceptance of tribal and non-tribal identities is a testament to the students’ calling
to diversify how the campus views Native American college students. The students articulated
how their identities were not mutually exclusive categories. They used Indigenous Joy to make it
known in the campus community that the institution could not suppress who they were.
Students also felt Indigenous Joy when they used student activism as a form of
community healing. Indigenous Joy was also evident when students shared their stories widely.
While engaging in storytelling for community healing, the students honored people who came
before and people who will come after. Stories brought the intertribal community (students,
external community, and Intertribal Student Center) together. They created a sacred place at the
Native student center. Multiple people played a part in the coming together of the intertribal
community. Indigenous Joy resulted in a familial environment shaped through generations of
stories bringing people together, knowledge sharing, kinship, and love.
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The Intertribal Student Center, the Native American retention programs, and Native
American student organizations are “community spaces” as opposed to “student spaces.” Native
American students’ peoplehood sense of belonging cannot be adequately discussed without
acknowledging community presence because they are vital to kinship building in an intertribal
group. Each storyteller was on their journey of deepening their self-validation as a Native
American person. Students received various forms of love and support from community
members through words of empowerment or sharing a meal. These community spaces
empowered students’ Native identity and affirmed who these students were. The next section
addresses why Tri-State University is considered a site of structural peoplehood invalidation.
Site of structural peoplehood invalidation: Tri-State University
The nine storytellers shared various institutional shortcomings that created financial,
academic, social, cultural, and mental health hurdles for them. Brayboy et al. (2012) argued,
“educational success within Indigenous communities is a necessary (though not
sufficient) element of successful nation-building” (p. 27). The researcher of this dissertation
believes that unfortunately when Native American students leave their home and family to attend
a predominantly white campus, they unknowingly sacrifice peoplehood to try and find a better
life for themselves and their community. Many Native American students enroll in college with
the hope to gain an education and take the knowledge back home to their communities (Brayboy,
2014; Brayboy, 2006; Brayboy et al., 2012; Guillory & Wolverton, 2008; Lopez, 2018;
Waterman et al., 2018; Yellow Bird, 2020). As sovereign people from 75 tribal communities all
going to Tri-State University, Native American students contribute to the predominately white
environment, yet they are treated as “less than” and are invisible by the dominant culture
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(Fryberg & Stephens, 2010; Keene, 2018; Shotton et al., 2013; Sorrell, 2020). All the while, the
university is built on Indigenous land.
The two social milieus that the storytellers navigated simultaneously are the campus
environment and the student space at the Intertribal Student Center (discussed in the next part of
this chapter). Both milieus (environments) directly impacted peoplehood (Holm et al., 2003) and
Native American identity (Weaver, 2001). Holm et al. (2003) argued the environment is an
aspect of peoplehood. The environment (place) provides context to the students’ stories because
place is connected to Native American identity and belonging (Deloria & Wildcat, 2001). This
section focuses on the first milieu of the university campus.
This study uses the language of peoplehood invalidation coined by scholars Tachine et al.
(2017). In their study on first-year Native American students’ sense of belonging, they found that
“the university environment created a separation from these core cultural anchors for many
Native students while also being a site of microaggressions and microinvalidations” (p. 300).
The storytellers in this study had similar experiences and shared various institutional
shortcomings that affected their sense of belonging, identity validation, retention, and
peoplehood.
Similar to the experiences at boarding schools in the past, Native American students still
face institutional cultures that do not validate, respect, or honor tribal sovereignty. Higher
education does not understand the values of Native American students (Sorrell, 2020). The
Eurocentric institutional problems created by the boarding school system continue to impact
Native American students. The occurrences mentioned in this study are no different from other
experiences captured in the current higher education literature. Native American students
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struggle with isolation, alienation, overt racism, hostile campus environments (Masta, 2018;
Patton, 2010; Shotton, 2017), discrimination, tokenism, racist acts (Yellow Bird, 2020), cultural
tensions, feelings of isolation, and marginalization (Berry, 2008; Shotton, 2017; Tachine et al.,
2017). Also, navigating college is difficult for Native American students because they endure
cultural ignorance, lack of belonging, and struggle with systemic barriers (Rom, 2019). There is
a clash in the cultural values of Native Americans and institutions where this student population
does not feel welcomed (Huffman, 2001; Sorrell, 2020). Based on the students’ perspectives in
this study, Tri-State University fails to incorporate Native American cultures, languages, and
religious/spiritual practices, to name a few, which all contribute to tribal citizen status and
peoplehood.
Native American students’ desire to integrate and engage socially and academically
lessened because of negative experiences with non-Native people. The institution has a large
campus community of 50,000 students where only 1,556 identified as Native American. Students
such as Rani, Xavier, and Nadira do not participate in their academic colleges and programs
because they fear being the only Native Americans in the crowd. As mentioned in Keels’s book
(2019) Campus Counter Spaces, “being racially-ethnically outnumbered can be a significant
challenge to campus integration” (p. 82). The Native American students expressed feelings of
marginalization and invisibility throughout their interviews.
As a site of peoplehood invalidation, the macro aggression directed from the university
president to the MSMP class deeply impacted the storytellers in this study. Tachine et al. (2017)
said, “when peoplehood is attacked or demeaned, it can culturally suppress and disrupt
Indigenous people’s survival” (p. 796). The president’s comments reaffirmed Native American
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students’ feelings of invisibility and marginalization. The incident with the university president
is a sacred history shared among the Native American student community. The second milieus
(environment) is the lounge area of the Intertribal Student Center, which is crucial for the
storytellers because peoplehood was missing at the institutional level.
Site of peoplehood validation: Intertribal Student Center
The decision to attend this PWI caused Native American students to disconnect from the
family, community, support systems, and the four aspects of peoplehood (sacred history, land,
language, and ceremonial cycle). The transition from a collectivist to an individualist
environment made Native American students learn ways to manage college hardships through
individual coping mechanisms. The Intertribal Student Center was a site of peoplehood
validation and offered services and social-engagement opportunities for intertribal support and
community building to help Native American students feel a part of the institution.
Cultural centers are counter spaces that bring marginalized students together to mitigate
being the only representation of their group (Keels, 2019). Keels (2019) found that counter
spaces for these populations to help prevent individuals from feeling the need to disengage from
campus life. The Intertribal Student Center and its staff cultivated a culturally enriched social
milieu for Native American students to engage and build familial relationships across and within
tribal groups. As a marginalized group, the Native American students had a home away from
home at the Intertribal Student Center. Keels (2019) said cultural centers are places where
peoples’ humanity is validated. At the Intertribal Student Center, Native American students did
not have to worry about peoplehood invalidation or fear negative experiences they had and were
still having with non-Native university personnel.
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The Intertribal Student Center staff are critical for students’ peoplehood sense of
belonging and Native American identity. Peoplehood was in every aspect of the student lounge
and intertribal events. Yellow Bird (2020) found that the Native American cultural center was a
space where Native students made connections with Indigenous mentors, built family-like
relationships, found community and resources, and received emotional peer support. Oxendine
(2015) argued the recognition and incorporation of cultural integrity contributed to Native
American students’ sense of belonging. In similar ways, the Intertribal Student Center provided
cultural integration for students. In this study, the students honed into their cultural values of
family, community, and humor. Sorrell (2020) argued, “Native American cultural values are not
a hindrance for students, rather a strength” (p. 8). As part of student retention, students relied on
the center staff to receive personal, academic, and emotional support. The Intertribal Student
Center created peoplehood in the student lounge space and through individual relationships.
Native American cultural centers (e.g., Intertribal Student Center) provides a space for
Native American students to engage and heal from hostile campus environments (Shotton et al.,
2010; Patton, 2010). At the center, the students met others like them and built a reciprocal peer
support culture to fulfill their goal to graduate. Lopez (2018) argued American Indian and
Alaskan Native student support services are one way to provide a sense of belonging for Native
American students. The individuals who were highly involved and engaged with the center and
its staff developed familial relationships. The Intertribal Student Center was a haven away from
the campus community.
Inadequate Resources for the Intertribal Student Center
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Based on the way Native American students make the most out of the inadequate
institutional resources given to them, Native American communities are resilient. In the past,
colonizers took resources and land away from Native Americans. Tribal communities had to
make use of the scarce resources available. The mindset of resilience and perseverance may be
the reason why some Native Americans unwillingly and unknowingly accept the insufficiency of
institutional resources and funding allocated for Native American students and Native-specific
retention services.
Some of the students in this study shared their concerns of only having a small room and
a hallway designated to serve the Native American student population. As a fifth-year senior,
Rani shared her perspective on why some Native American students do not recognize the
problem of only having a small room for a student resource center that serves 1,556 Native
American students. She said,
...us, Natives man, we are used to growing up with a lot of people in our houses. So that
is why everyone is so comfortable to let you sit on the floor, everyone is comfortable
to...lap it or squeeze in and sit really tight. So we do not really have much to complain
about and even when people are done, they are like, okay, I will get up so you can sit
down and we do not think, we do not actually know how much of a space or...how
little...we are being seen as or what little resources we are getting and we are okay with
it...we are just chilling with it in the sense and, yeah, we do not recognize that we deserve
more (chuckles)...I am thankful for my education because this is what gave me the
perspective on a lot of issues that we are still facing or that we go through or...a lot of
reasons why things are the way that they are...our history of us being removed, our
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reservations, all these small things...it’s just repeated history that we are going through
and our people, our ancestors before went through the same thing and we are like if they
got through it then that means we can get through it and that’s kind of how we see things
now, you know...we will take the bare minimum because that is what they work with and
we are here because of them, you know...we are at least grateful for everything that we
get because I think a lot of us do see that opportunity. It’s like I have the opportunity to
be here. I want to take advantage of it and I am just going to take what is given to me
right now.
Similar to the past, colonizers continue to take and neglect an equitable distribution of resource
allocations even though it is a college campus that resides on Indigenous lands.
Two systemic issues hinder the likelihood of a Native American person to become part of
the Native American student community even though the Intertribal Student Center works
closely in partnerships with NASSS and Native American student organizations. A lack of
funding and personnel limit the center’s capacity for outreach and program development for new
and current Native American students. The scarcity of Native American student resources and
staffing also may restrict the total available spots in certain retention programs offered to
students to participate and engage. These two limitations unfortunately cause a sense of
exclusivity where some Native American students are left out.
Benefits of the Intertribal Student Center
The Intertribal Student Center has numerous benefits related to the three research
questions around student experiences among and within tribal groups and social tribal dynamics
at the center that may influence students’ sense of belonging. The discussion about student
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engagement at the Intertribal Student Center must include the center’s partnerships with various
NASSS and Native American student organizations. These Native-specific retention programs
are critical communal spaces where Native American students explored their identity and banded
together as a pan-Indian intertribal community to share their stories and enhance tribal
representation and visibility on campus.
The Intertribal Student Center offered intertribal experiences and learning moments that
strengthen the unity and solidarity of the Native American students. The intertribal learning that
occurred within the Native American student community amplified the self-awareness and
diversity of Native American people. The students in this study recognized that all Native people
were different yet the same and related with one another through similar cultural values,
mindsets, and hardships. These intertribal interactions and bonds created at the Intertribal
Student Center or through the center’s partnerships with other NASSS led to student activism.
Pan-Indian Identity Resistance Student Activism. Native American students put
themselves in a pan-Indian identity resistance group (created by Native people) because the rest
of the campus community and student population is different (non-Native). In similar ways to the
pan-Indian movement in the boarding schools, students congregated with others like them to
strengthen their cultural identity and speak on the need for more Native American institutional
representation, inclusion, and support. Interracial and intertribal student activism embraced how
students self-identified, offered community validation, and used pan-Indian identity resistance in
their collectivist efforts to combat peoplehood invalidations.
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Advocacy across campus and online via social media was an avenue for Native American
students to voice and partake in institutional change. A unique take away from the stories is that
social media was another form of “place” for Native American students. Social media enhanced
awareness of Native American student issues. It also served as a platform to build community.
From their involvement in the Native American student community and intertribal social bonds,
this group of students shared institutional knowledge on ways to deal with negative experiences.
Interracial and intertribal student activism was a way for Native American students to
mobilize across and within tribal communities to shift the institutional culture. The hope was that
current and future Native American students do not continue to feel marginalized while they
create sacred history for future generations. Other positive aspects offered and supported by the
Intertribal Student Center were the intertribal events.
Intertribal Events. Intertribal events hosted by the Intertribal Student Center were
another avenue that established solidarity for the Native American students. With only 3%
Native American students on campus, the intertribal functions created a cohesive community
with a pan-Indian intertribal environment created by Natives. Students gathered together as
Native Americans while also celebrating the tribal diversity within the community. Intertribal
events celebrated and honored the diversity within peoplehood from the place (upbringings),
sacred history (connect through student status), language (humor, introductions), and ceremonial
cycle (support one another, talk about negative experiences, and heal together). Similar to the
students in the Yellow Bird (2020) study, Native American students provided one another
emotional support to cope with hardships. Students shared stories at intertribal events, which was
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a form of healing for them. The words of healing and peer support were present in the center
lounge, NASSS, and Native American student organizations.
The events (e.g., annual student awards banquet, film screenings, Indigenous Peoples
Day, Feast and Fest, and the Sunrise ceremony) correlated to the cultural values of family,
community, food, and humor. These intertribal events created a family atmosphere for students.
Food was part of peoplehood and Native American identity. The aspect of sharing a meal
encouraged community gatherings and unified tribal groups. There were different ways Native
American students experienced hospitality at the Intertribal Student Center and intertribal events.
Identity foundation. Self-perceptions as Native American and understanding of the
diverse ways people express their Nativeness is enhanced through one’s exposure to an
intertribal college community. To better understand the concept of Nativeness, Native American
people can demonstrate that they are Native American in various ways. The Intertribal Student
Center and the various Native-specific retention programs offered initiatives and staff support
that helped Native American students, who had a solid and/or developing identity foundation, to
feel a sense of pride in their Native identity. The students actively involved in the Intertribal
Student Center and Native American student community empowered one another to strengthen
their cultural identity and tribal community. Students varied in their immersion into a diverse
intertribal environment. The academic, social, and community engagement opportunities
provided by the center and the NASSS enhanced intertribal learning and peer/group education.
As a result students expanded how they understood Native American identity as individuals,
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people from different tribes, and a larger tribal group. In addition to race/ethnicity and tribal
affiliations, joking was also part of Native American identity.
Joking. In the Native American student community at Tri-State University, joking is part
of peoplehood (place, sacred history, language, and ceremonial cycle) and Native American
identity. Humor is a universal characteristic shared across tribes within the Native American
community (Lopez, 2015; Tachine, 2015; Tachine et al., 2017). Elements of peoplehood include
joking, slang, the inclusion of ceremonial practices, and understanding of their tribe and
homelands (Holm et al., 2003). This form of communication is part of what it means to be a
Native American. Humor and teasing are a way for Native Americans to identify with other
Natives as a means of cultural identity (Deloria, 1969; Lopez, 2015). Native American people
leave themselves open to being laughed at by other Natives because that is part of being Native
American (Deloria, 1969; Lopez, 2015). Teasing and humor are part of Native American culture
because tribal communities welcome this type of language.
Joking can be inside humor to members of the same tribe (e.g., Tribe E) and tribal group
(e.g., Native Americans), which creates a sense of family engagement in an academic
environment. Joking in a college setting was a reflection of the home environments for the
Native American students. They grew up making fun and laughing with family and relatives.
Center staff were considered family, making it easy to connect with students on a humorous
level. This style of communication also was a way for individuals to connect and identify with
the Native American culture and the people. Native humor built friendships, connections, and
community.
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Humor is also an escape from the campus community. Students used the communication
of joking as a way to express concern and care for one another. Students used the tone of a Rez
accent to tease themselves. The Rez accent is part of the Native American cultural identity.
Individuals used their dialect to combat being told by non-Natives that they are less than or had
broken English. The Rez enunciation is a way for Native American students to be themselves in
a white environment. This form of expression is a way for students to disregard the expectations
to conform/assimilate to the white culture and norms. When students were around other Native
American people, they let go of the idea that they needed to try and fit in or worry about how
non-Natives would perceive their community.
Overall, the Intertribal Student Center and other related NASSS provided peoplehood and
contributed to establishing avenues for Native American students to create a community.
However, a few challenges arose when serving an intertribal student community. Limited
operational funding and staffing of these retention programs led to some failures in meeting
students’ needs.
Challenges in serving an intertribal group at the Intertribal Student Center
In Native American-centered areas, this student demographic established norms and
shared a sacred history of what it means to be an ethnic group. However, difficulties arose when
the student support service shifted from a pan-Indian approach to meeting the individuals’ and
tribe-specific needs.
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The metaphor of comparing the student center to a tribal community on a reservation can
help give an insight to how non-community members (Native American students who do not
engage with the center) need to establish trust. Think about a secluded rural community on the
reservation with a small population where everybody knows each other. The Intertribal Student
Center is similar in this respect. Those who do not currently live in that town (student center) or
reside on that land (student lounge) may receive questions from others. People in the community
may ask, who are you, where are you from, who are you related to, and so forth because they do
not know the individual and may want to establish relations. The unknown visitor needs to
establish trust and community relations with the people and the place (e.g., Jordan and Micah’s
experience).
The Native American student community is a very tight-knit group of people. Factors that
contribute to this cohesion are indivduals’ connections to the center, relationships with users of
the lounge, and cultural identity. Sacred history, connections, and friendships form cliques.
These social groups negatively affect peoplehood and Native American identity.
Two processes happen simultaneously when Native American students seek and pursue
getting involved with the Intertribal Student Center. 1) The perceptions of others influence selfperceptions when individuals engage with the student community at the center. 2) There are
steps to authenticate one’s cultural identity to other Native American peers and social groups
(e.g., answering the questions of “who are you?” and “where are you from?” or sharing
experiences to relate to others). An individual negotiates two identities, being Native American
of their respective tribe and part of the larger tribal group on campus. When it comes to Native
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identity, there is no right or wrong way to identify or be Native American (Tachine, 2015;
Weaver, 2001). On the individual level, a student thinks about who they are as a Native
American person racially/ethnically and tribally. Self-identification included tribal affiliations,
race, region/population, gender identity, generational status, and religious affiliations, to name a
few. These are the very aspects that make up their self-identification.
The storytellers agreed on what a Native American is and had their understanding of what
makes them Native American (self-identification). Everyone receives community-validation
based on their cultural identity and tribal affiliations (community-identification). To authenticate
their cultural identity to other Native Americans, cultural markers (e.g., languages, ceremonial
practices) are used to connect and identify with the community. These self and external
perceptions influenced the way individuals saw themselves and how their peers perceived them.
Peers may make assumptions based on the different ways people defined being Native American
and expressed Nativeness in their own way.
Even though Native Americans may identify in ways other than their culture (Weaver,
2001), identities beyond race and ethnicity affected community-identification and externalidentification for this student population and their engagement at the Intertribal Student Center.
For example, age was a salient identity for the post traditional student Micah. Being an older
college student restricted community-identification because of the different measures and
perceptions (external-identification) of who and what a Native student was. Even though Micah
self-identified as Native American, it was not enough for her to establish a community that
embraced all aspects of who she was. From the students’ perspectives, Micah did not fit the
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confines of a college student. Unfortunately, she lacked peoplehood and community-validation,
which caused a disconnection to the Native American student community.
Non-Natives and some Native Americans often misracialized the light-complexioned
Native American students (Alex, Rani, Jordan, and Nadira). Weaver (2001) suggested, “identity
is a combination of self-identification and the perceptions of others” (p. 243). This group of
individuals grappled with their self-perception. They had a hard time fitting into the boundaries
of what and who was considered Native American. Their stories showed that the different
measures of being Native American (external-identification) rooted in colonialism affected their
self-image and caused self-doubt. These students, except for one, got involved later in college
life and the Intertribal Student Center. The less-involved students did not have current
relationships and involvement (sacred history) at the center compared to the frequent center goers. They had a difficult time establishing a sense of place in the Native student community
(place). Community-identification is when the group validates and confirms one’s identity to a
group. This form of validation was missing when Alex, Rani, and Jordan first visited the center.
Similar to the basketball players in “The Big Game” story, some Native American
students unconsciously internalized messages and stereotypes about what it means to be Native
American, which comes from the non-Native perspective. The internalization influenced selfperceptions and how others made judgments and assumptions about people. Native American
students did not explicitly say to one another that “you are not Native enough.” Instead,
individuals internally did not feel “Native enough” and felt the need to validate their identity by
sharing cultural experiences and connections. The Native American students had different ways
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to display their Nativeness. Sometimes the way their identity developed as a Native American
was based on stereotypes (created by non-Natives) such as a Native American being dark
complexioned and having black hair. Weaver (2001) explained, identity involves the process of
authenticity as a Native American. Individuals who claim to be Native American needed to show
community members who they are in order to be accepted. The Native American student spaces
unknowingly operated with a culture where students authenticated themselves. This process was
based on different cultural markers, which varied by individuals and groups, as an avenue for
community validation.
Newcomers or students who were not as involved in the Intertribal Student Center
explored identity questions that addressed self/community/external-identification: 1) Who am I
as a person/Native American? 2) How does the community know me as a person/Native
American? and 3) What qualifies me as a person/Native American to fit into this community?
Rooted in colonialism, internalized oppression, and the conflicting definitions of identity, the
students who did not meet the criteria are disenfranchised (Lomayesva, 1999; Treuer, 2012). As
a form of contesting identity, students joked about peers who were multitribal, biracial, and
misracialized. Unfortunately, individuals who do not phenotypically pass as Native Americans
deal with the burden of defending their cultural identity in the Native and non-Native
communities (Garrod et al., 2017). Due to ethnic fraud (Brayboy, 2006), students who are also
white struggled with the “pretend Indian” label. Blood quantum negatively affected peoplehood
and community validation. For instance, one of the biracial students Jordan self-identified as
Native American and struggled with community/external-identification and relied on cultural
markers to show her peers that she was actively involved in the culture and the community. In
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Native American communities, relationships are important. The one student, Nadira, who had a
parent affiliated with the university had a prior connection/knowledge (sacred history) with the
university and Native American community, which solidified her community validation.
The culture of the tight-knit community involved joking, humor, and teasing, which can
have positive and negative effect on students. These behaviors created peoplehood for Native
American students who developed connections with the Intertribal Student Center and the
student community. The exclusivity of a comical culture provided community validation and
peoplehood for specific students. Humor was a form of sacred history and was only known
among the Native American students and not non-Natives. Insides jokes connected to the place
where students came from (e.g., Tribe A people had their inside humor). Teasing occurred in
specific social groups. The exclusivity of inside jokes provided community validation, language
sharing, and peoplehood for this population. At the same time, puns created a sense of exclusion
for individuals who were not actively involved in the student community.
Certain remarks were perceived differently by individuals. Students understood joking
around was part of being Native American and the tribal community (community-identification).
However, depending on the individual, a person can either view comical remarks as funny
communication or offensive language (self-identification). Also, the conflicting self-definitions
of Native American identity may result in mocking directed at the different parts of who
individuals are (external-identification). How individuals presented themselves to the people and
the community at the Intertribal Student Center caused frequent users to develop perceptions
about newcomers. Native American students are trying to navigate the joking culture as a
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community acceptance process while also meeting cultural expectations. Without
acknowledgment of oppression, marginalized communities may internalize the effects of it
(Freire, 2000). Unfortunately since the participants from smaller tribes and the least represented
groups felt a lack of inclusion, they unknowingly targeted Tribe A members (the dominant
Native group on campus). Hence, the “there are too many Tribe As” comment.
Oppression from white people and lingering resentment by Native Americans leads to
negative comments, which may cause some peers to lose/suppress their cultural identity in favor
of the white identity. Native American students frown on the idea of being assimilated into white
culture. People who are too white (folks who lost their Native identity by talking/acting/dressing
similar to a white person) get teased. Owning expensive things could also lead to the assumption
of assimilation into whiteness. From the researcher’s perspective, some behaviors can be seen as
acting/being a white person. Also, Rez accents and personalities can be too Native American.
The idea of being too Native American was associated with poverty, being poor, and not having
nice material things. These are two ways Native American students got teased.
Joking as intergenerational and intertribal communication
In the students’ stories, joking had a connection to their grandparents, parents, and
relatives. Jokes passed from one generation to another. Depending on their upbringing, there are
different methods of joking as a form of communication. This personality trait is carried with
students as they enter college. This current generation of Native American youth is actively and
continuously learning about and applying peoplehood. They are also learning and expressing
certain humor that intentionally or unintentionally harms peoplehood. Students (e.g., Tribe A,
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biracial, and traditionalist) received negative comments from their peers. The students want to
laugh with one another, but at the same time, they are unaware of that certain comments cause
harm.
The joking and teasing are intergenerational and continue into the next group of students.
Frequent users pass down the humor culture to new visitors of the Intertribal Student Center and
first-year students. To help prevent the continuation of harmful and insensitive joking, the center
staff, older, and upper-level students can play a role in shifting the younger and newer students’
perceptions and behaviors and teach them how to socialize and interact with others respectfully.
Before college, the Native American students did not have the language to identify and
talk about their traumas so they used joking as a coping mechanism. The benefits of friendships
and support systems with the Intertribal Student Center and other NASSS equipped this group of
students with the emotional intelligence and strength to talk about their trauma. Students became
comfortable openly discussing intergenerational trauma. They were hopeful that the future
generations could also be as open and vulnerable so the Native American community could heal.
Some Native American college students may not understand how certain jokes negatively
impact certain people. The normalization of inappropriate joking and teasing behaviors are
communication tools that students used. Some individuals make fun of one another to indirectly
say how they feel. If their comment becomes an issue, they revert to the notion that it was just a
joke. People use the statement, “it was just a joke,” as a defense mechanism.
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Much like in a larger institution, Native Americans feel they do not have a voice on
campus. In the same way, students from smaller tribes have similar sentiments where they feel
they do not have a voice at the Intertribal Student Center. The communication of joking and
teasing impacts the unity of Native American students. Rather than come together, some students
express frustration by joking around. There needs to be an acknowledgment and understanding
of clique behaviors, tribe shaming, and similar interactions. There should be better
communication methods and avenues to honor and display diversity to prevent these behaviors
from continuing in the Native American student community.
These stories highlight the intricacies of peoplehood and the complex interconnections to
Native American identity. The next section elaborates on how these five collective themes
contribute to the literature on Native American college experiences and then concludes with
implications for future practice (e.g., recommendations provided by the storytellers), policy, and
research.
Contributions to the Literature
The scholarly writings about Native American students is limited and this study extends
the literature on this student population to move beyond the asterisk (Shotton et al., 2013).
Native American students are lumped under one group too often in scholarly work and data. To
move away from generalizing Native American students as one ethnic group, this study
examined each story individually and collectively as an intertribal group made up of different
tribes to respect the individuality and collectivism of a community. Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
(2009) introduced the danger of a single story. In her TED Talk, she said, “the single-story
created stereotypes and the problems with stereotypes is not that they are untrue, but that they are
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incomplete. They make one story become the only story” (12:49). Unfortunately, for too long,
non-Native Americans researched, studied, and wrote about Native American students and tribal
communities. To respect and honor tribal sovereignty, the Native American storytellers and the
Native-identified researcher created this story from the Native American perspective. Adichie
(2009) stressed that there is power in writing the story of a people. To uphold data-sovereignty,
the storytellers in this study had the autonomy to determine what sacred stories were heard and
how they are shared and presented to Native and non-Native audiences.
Often students and marginalized populations are blamed for their challenges and
struggles. This study is presented through a structural lens to focus on systemic barriers and
institutional shortcomings. The overview of boarding schools rooted in colonialism and
structural racism provides a foundation to show the continued negative impact of the dominant
group’s cultural values on Native Americans.
Peoplehood and identity validation embedded throughout campus is a way for institutions
to equitably impact areas (e.g., enrollment, persistence, retention, and graduation rates). Colleges
and universities need to do more than enroll ethnically diverse students. In a conversation with a
Native American administrator on campus, the researcher and the university leader agreed that
the infrastructure and climate of the institution need to reflect the community throughout the
campus. Native American students contribute to the campus diversity and learning spaces.
University leaders and decision-makers should create a welcoming culture where students share
their concerns and experiences to strive for an inclusive campus community.
Student activism was an avenue where Native American students shared their stories and
perspectives. Tachine (2015) argued that Native American students’ purpose is much larger than
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themselves. This present study included experiences, such as college transitions from the
reservation/Bordertown/urban areas, post traditional, biracial, disability, and multitribal. These
are only a few perspectives that make up the Native American student population. Readers and
educators need to explore and encourage further intersectional discussions about intersecting
salient identities. They can challenge themselves and their colleagues to disaggregate and
critically examine scholarly writing, data, and reports on Native American students. This
intentional approach honors tribal diversity and ensures public materials about this group of
people are accurate and framed with an asset-based narrative rather than a deficit one.
Implications for Future Practice, Policy, and Research
This study focused on Native American identity at a university Native American student
center. This section includes an overview of recommendations for practice, policy, and research.
Implications for Practice
The following includes the storytellers’ and researcher’s recommendations for practice
and concludes with implications for policy and research to inform Native American higher
education literature.
The Storytellers’ Recommendations for Practice
Institutions, university leadership, and decision-makers must hear directly from students
about their recommendations and input related to institutional changes and Native Americanspecific retention programs and initiatives. Below is a list of suggestions from the nine
storytellers that address institutional shortcomings. They are not listed in any particular order of
importance.
Tribal Engagement
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1. Tribal leaders should have separate recurring meetings with the university leadership and
Native American students to stay informed about college experiences.
2. University programs such as the Native American College Day and campus tours specific
to tribal communities should be planned and executed by Native American departments
and programs.
3. Invited tribal groups who provide cultural education to the campus community shall
receive funding support (outside the center’s current operating budget) for their services.
Institutional Support for Intertribal Student Center
1. Increase marketing and visibility of the Native American student center to better inform
students about location and resources available.
2. Provide professional development opportunities to educate and train staff on inclusive
practices.
3. Offer a paid-staff position who will oversee trainings and workshops to help students
develop self-awareness of issues related to colonialism, blood quantum, colorism, and
oppression.
4. Allocate funds for the Native American student center to redesign the lounge area (e.g.,
posters to hang on the walls with inclusive quotes, student stories, and pictures displayed
on trifolds).
5. Support for marketing and communication (e.g., an online campaign that highlights a
tribe every week) and invite students from different tribes to share their stories.
6. Extend and allocate specific center operating hours for post traditional individuals (e.g.,
older students, parents, grandparents) to socialize and build community.
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7. Tri-State University’s current free transportation service only goes so far off campus.
Offer transportation to students to increase participation.
Native American Student Outreach
1. Create peer mentor programs where current Native American students reach out and
encourage new students to engage with the Native student center.
2. Assign current Native American students with incoming/new students to serve as a guide
and peer support to introduce individuals to the community as a way to increase
engagement with the center, resources, and events.
3. Have the Intertribal Student Center listserv as an “opt-out” rather than an “opt-in.”
Automatically adding Native American identified students to the listserv keeps them
informed of events and resources available to them.
Student Events
1. Native American student support services should conduct intentional outreach to students
from different tribes. Invite individuals to present and share their culture and tribe at
events.
2. Coordinate an event for new first-year Native American students where current peers
oversee interactive activities.
3. Host a weekend festival where Native American families and communities are brought to
campus to participate in culturally-enriched activities and workshops.
4. Offer social gatherings, movie nights, events about art and fashion, paint nights, potlucks,
and culturally-driven events.
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5. Provide events and panels about and for biracial Native American students. Collaborate
with the different student resource centers to build community and solidarity across all
marginalized groups.
6. Remind Native American students and visitors about Native American cultural values to
proactively address any negative student behaviors at events and workshops.
7. Rename “Rock your Moc Day” to “Rock your Moc and Sandal Day” to be inclusive of
tribes who do not wear moccasins or tribes who walk barefoot.
8. Implement virtual platforms for online students to build community and friendships.
Native American Student Engagement
1. Establish a Native American student council.
2. Offer student clubs ranging from tribe-specific, intertribal, and non-tribal.
3. Create opportunities for older students to mentor younger peers.
4. Form a student club for post traditional students.
5. Strengthen the partnership with the Business College and form a Native American
business club.
6. Disseminate information about non-Native student organizations with Native American
students and maybe invite current Native American members to speak about their
experiences to increase Native representation throughout campus clubs.
7. Ask mentors to share their participation in ceremonies (e.g., sunrise ceremony) or their
connection to national issues (e.g., Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women epidemic
#MMIW). Native American students are looking for ways to connect with Native
American identified mentors beyond race and ethnicity.
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Religion and Spirituality
1. Establish clubs for groups of different religious backgrounds (e.g., traditional,
Christians).
2. Propose a prayer group that is open to different religions (e.g., Native American
Christians).
Health and Wellness
1. Hire a Native American mental health counselor housed in the Intertribal Student Center.
This position should have an enclosed meeting space readily available.
2. Cultivate safe spaces for Native American students to share negative experiences to build
community and identify solutions (e.g., talk about negative social interactions and
incurring debt).
3. Provide avenues for Native American students to talk about home, family, and
upbringings.
University leadership and units should consider the students’ recommendations to create a
campus and tribal community where Native American students feel heard, visible, and
welcomed.
The Researcher’s Implications for Practice
Here are additional implications for practice to consider from the researcher’s perspective
to supplement the storytellers’ recommendations.
Recommendations for University President
To see institutional changes and a culture shift at Tri-State University, the university
president should be well-informed of the various needs within this intertribal community. As
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Cajete (2015) stated, “it takes a community to teach a community” (p. 83). In the book,
“Indigenous Leadership in Higher Education,” Shotton stated,
so often we use the term leadership to describe the work that we are doing, when really
what we are talking about is service. From Western perspective, the term leadership is
too often focused on the individual and centered on the notion of power or influence over
others - to lead implies that someone must follow. I reflect both and contend that
leadership is service. From my personal perspective, leadership is based on the value of
service that benefits others (Minthorn and Chavez, 2015, p. 32).
The university president should work in partnership with tribal communities on initiatives
focused on tribal groups from the planning, implementation, and execution stage. Here are a few
recommendations for the university president that can also be replicated to other universities and
colleges as the community sees fit.
The university’s mission and institutional goals should incorporate values that align with
tribal communities. Enacting diversity should reflect throughout institutional statements and
actions. University leaders can honor and respect tribal sovereignty by building and sustaining
tribal relationships. The institution broadly should incorporate diverse groups into the campus
community so these stakeholders feel represented and included. The president and senior
leadership team should receive training on how to respectfully work with tribal communities.
They need to be equipped with tribal knowledge to ensure respectful dialogue with Nativeidentified administrators, faculty, staff, alumni, and community members. Gatherings with tribal
leaders should occur at least quarterly and annually to have an on-going dialogue about the
institution’s diversity and tribal commitment. Should the president conduct intentional outreach
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and invite tribal people to have institutional involvement, there is the inclusion of diverse
perspectives in the development and expansion of the university infrastructure.
The university president and the senior leadership team should implement a communal
approach to the assessment practices and execution related to the university’s campus climate
survey and Diversity Scorecard. In doing so, this community-driven approach ensures
institutional prioritizes, initiatives, measurable outcomes are presented across several diverse
perspectives. The metrics used to assess the campus should reflect the needs of the community
rather than the university. The data collected can drive data-informed practices and inform
institutional priorities. The university president and the senior leadership team must reflect and
continue to ask themselves the following questions: What is the purpose and process behind the
decision-making strategies? How will the decisions impact the community? Are the decisions
transparent to multiple stakeholders such as students and community members? Decisions made
and reinforced by university leaders directly impact the campus and local community. Before
finalizing decisions, leaders should consult and request input from tribal people.
A campus-wide Native-focused assessment should evaluate how Native American
students, faculty, and staff are experiencing the institution. The evaluation should explore
strengths and areas of improvement from the different colleges/departments/units to proactively
address any institutional shortcomings. There are only 1,556 Native American college students
so it is essential university leaders investigate how students on campus, online, or at the
satellite/micro sites are engaging and reengaging with the institution. The survey can ask tribal
people about their expectations, values, interests, and goals to ensure future university initiatives
meet their needs. According to the university’s online data website, Tri-State University has a
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total of 3.3% American Indian or Alaska Native employees. The university president and senior
leadership team can use data collected to hold the campus accountable. The data can push the
campus to think about how academic and professional environments can be more inclusive and
welcoming to tribal people coming or departing the university. The data can provide an
understanding of why Native people are leaving the university. It can also be used to inform
items such as rethinking college orientations, the evaluation of administrators, deans, and faculty,
expanding recruitment and enrollment strategies, tribal outreach, and marketing.
The university setting is constantly changing, which is why leaders should actively
capture and document institutional history properly. The campus should publicly share archived
knowledge with the community and students. In doing so, advocacy efforts from multiple
constituents do not fall in between the cracks or unaddressed. This practice allows for a public
record to be readily available and ensures transparency with the Native American community on
and off-campus. Capturing and storing items such as stories from community forums and campus
surveys is a way that universities and activists on campus can honor people from the past and
carry on their legacy to fight for institutional changes. Tri-State University has a history of
multiple groups ranging from current and past students and alumni who advocated and provided
recommendations to the university to address why Native Americans have negative campus
experiences. This institutional history should be disseminated widely to campus units and
decision-makers. These stories should be considered data that can be used to inform practice and
policy.
The president can also create a paid full-time position to oversee revenue-generating
initiatives to further support Native-specific retention programs. Yellow Bird (2020) argued in
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her dissertation, “it is a fallacy to think that institutions can recruit Native youth without fully
sufficient resources, representation and a coherent and complete Indigenous presence established
at the institution” (p. 128). Units that directly serve Native American students should be
informed about whether an endowment currently exists within their area. An endowment account
would be the best approach to fundraising efforts where monies can be used without university
restrictions to meet the needs of Native American students. For example, supporting students
beyond academics, including housing, trips home for ceremonies, counseling and mental health
costs, food insecurity, and technology needs. These funds should also target areas such as
additional hiring of Native American identified staff and faculty.
The university president and the senior leadership team should also prioritize transparent
communication to build and continue trust with tribal and diverse communities. An annual report
should be drafted and disseminated widely to showcase what the university has done to ensure an
inclusive and welcoming environment/community. This document should clearly define
institutional priorities and measurable goals along with benchmarks to show progress. The
leadership team should allow confidential methods for others to provide feedback, concerns, and
questions. One way is to provide a form on the Office of the President website to provide
feedback. Leaders should find avenues to discuss responses in meetings held with groups,
including the Native American Student Center, tribal leaders and delegates, community advisory
councils, alumni groups, and community gatherings. As Cajete (2015) said, unfortunately, “the
usual refrain of “that's just the way it is” paralyzes both individual and communal action and
serves to maintain the status quo” (p. 64). Institutional transformation can only occur if the
university and its leaders are open to hearing from the community to be and do better.
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Increase marketing and awareness of pre-college programs
The university and stakeholders should outreach and engage with high school and
incoming Native American students early in the recruitment process to equip individuals with the
institutional knowledge and awareness of Native-specific retention programs. Through these
efforts, students can increase their social networks before the first day of classes lessening the
daunting college transition process. As community-building initiatives, partnerships with the
Native American student center and other Native-specific retention programs help Native
American students enter college with a pre-existing community. The Multigenerational Student
Mentoring Program and the Native STEM Program among others are examples of vital
institutional resources that can increase Native American students’ sense of belonging, identity
validation, and retention. Summer programs can also influence students’ decision-making
process (Sorrell, 2020), which increases pathways to Tri-State University.
Relationships between University Leadership & Students
Since non-Native American administrators do not grow up in Native households or
communities, they lack the understanding of Native American students and tribal communities.
Some non-Natives may not understand tribal sovereignty, peoplehood, and Native American
identity. Native American students consistently take on the educator role when it comes to
interacting with non-Native university leaders. Similar to tribal delegates, Native American
students are holding administrators to the same standard. It should be an institutional priority for
decision-makers to engage with and hear Native American students’ concerns.
It is recommended leaders share with Native American students more information that
represents them beyond the academic settings (e.g., values, hobbies, etc.). Sometimes students do
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not partake in opportunities offered to meet leaders because they may not know what to expect
and how to engage with someone of higher position. Having consistent developing-relationships
between university leaders and Native American students can help build trust to then establish a
meaningful dialogue for change.
The university should provide institutional resources to help the center lead the efforts in
establishing an Interracial and Intertribal Native American Student Advisory Council. This group
should meet regularly with stakeholders (senior leadership team, the Intertribal Student Center,
the Office of Diversity and Inclusion, and Student Governing Body). Members should receive
compensation for their involvement. In this role, student leaders would work with a staff member
who helps facilitate ongoing conversations around the university’s mission, philosophy, campus
climate, student body, and policies. In these student-led meetings, the members should feel
empowered to share their suggestions. The president should publicly commit to actively work
alongside the students and the tribal community to address and identify action-oriented solutions
to their concerns. The students’ input should be considered valuable knowledge. Native
American student advocacy efforts need to be respected similarly as the university would for
other entities such as a community advisory councils or alumni groups.
Infrastructure Improvements for the Intertribal Student Center
There is a need for more institutional support and expansion of the Intertribal Student
Center. The current physical space, staffing, operating hours, and inadequate institutional
financial resources allocated to the center limits what is offered and provided to Native American
students. The COVID-19 pandemic has brought light to this already existing issue. An individual
in this study mentioned that students would not be able to gather in the confined area safely
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based on the Center for Disease Control’s guidelines because the lounge is “only a small room.”
The center is vital on campus because many Native American students use the space for multiple
purposes. Therefore, where would these groups go if only ten people are allowed into the center
at a time?
There is no formal entrance to the center. A community alumni member that the
researcher spoke to mentioned that the Intertribal Student Center has an unwelcoming entrance
because it does not have a receptionist area. To enter the center, a student has to walk upstairs
that leads to a hallway. On the right is the student lounge and on the left is a wall where the front
desk area is blocked. There is no visible staff member present to greet and provide hospitality to
new students and visitors who come to the center.
Per recommendations by the community alumni member and the researcher, it would be
beneficial to renovate the entrance location to include a visible front desk area where a
designated staff member greets others. It is a scary and intimidating process for individuals to
interrupt and connect with students who are already acquainted, joking, eating, and studying
together in the center lounge area. It is expected in Native American culture to show hospitality
and welcome new relatives. The receptionist can introduce individuals to other students to help
alleviate feelings of intimidation.
Another suggestion would be to ensure the center space is universally designed
(accessible) to fully support all students visiting the center. In this study, one student Xavier
shared that he appreciated the center’s central location on campus. He had classes in different
areas on campus. Considering he has a physical disability, having the center at a middle point on
campus allowed him to utilize the lounge as a rest area. It was interesting that Xavier did not
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know the building that the center was located in had an elevator. It is critical to increase the
visibility of elevators in the building for students with disabilities and varying abilities.
Student connections are cultivated at the Intertribal Student Center because it is the hub
and central area on campus. These relationships are vital because the engagement results in
holistic support systems and an intertribal student community. The minimal square footage of the
Intertribal Student Center limits the way Native American students can socialize, interact, and
focus on their academics. The small lounge can only house a limited number of people.
Therefore, the types of events offered are restricted. The center currently operates in multiple
forms within one room and is shared with students, clubs, and university programs.
A recommendation is to expand the center with additional secluded rooms to help get
more students involved. The multiple student spaces would meet the diverse needs of students
and can offer programs at different times. The rooms could be used for studying, socializing,
spiritual gatherings, workshops, counseling and mental health services, and club meetings. The
multiple rooms available would allow for simultaneous programs to occur at once. These
changes could help increase retention rates of this population.
In addition to the center expansion, a larger communal area could allow for more group
activities where Native American students can meet and interact with their peers. The center
should consider the design of the student lounge to demonstrate the various forms of hospitality.
Students could paint the room to make it more of a home environment. The room decor using
artwork and quotes could be a representation of who students are and their tribes. Staff can think
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intentionally about the physical space and how the wall space could project inclusive and
welcoming images and words.
Here are additional changes to consider about the center. As discussed with a Native
American who has a prominent leadership role on campus, decision-makers should consult with
the center staff to rename the space to reflect the scope of work that the center does on campus.
The university should provide institutional funds to hire more center staff to expand the
operations and services. The leader also shared that since the center’s inception in the last 30
years, the center staff has been limited with a small number of personnel to run the center. There
have been only two full-time staff members in addition to graduate students and student staff
positions. The institution can also reconsider increasing financial allocations designated for food
purchases in the center’s operating budget. A cultural practice of Native American people is to
welcome others and share a meal and coffee. Food is a fundamental part of student engagement,
community building, and mental health, especially for Native American students.
Interracial and Intertribal Student Engagement
The Intertribal Student Center and Native American student support services can consider
innovative ways to increase interracial and intertribal student engagement. Below are
recommendations to take into consideration.
The center should employ a quarterly and yearly assessment to determine Native
American students’ usage of Native-specific student resources. The center staff must receive
adequate support in the development and implementation stages. The university’s Office of
Assessment and Evaluation team should allocate resources to assist the center in this project. The
assessment can track measurable metrics to analyze peoplehood sense of belonging to identify
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gaps related to student engagement. By focusing on areas of improvement based on student
feedback, the center and its partners can implement inclusive programs to ensure all Native
Americans feel comfortable returning and using these student services.
There needs to be an established partnership with the Intertribal Student Center and the
Residence Life Department to expand student engagement opportunities outside the Native
American living-learning community. Native American students need to be informed about
programs and community engagement opportunities regardless of their housing assignment.
Residents in the standard on-campus housing either do not know about the Native American
dorm or the Intertribal Student Center. Departments such as Enrollment Management and the
Office of Residence Life should have an understanding of the type of support students receive
when they live in the Native American dorm. The staff can inform new and current students
about the benefits of this program to emphasize the cultural support offered to students.
These living spaces can also consider how housing arrangements and program activities
accommodate and welcome post traditional, bi/multi-racial, multitribal, and online students.
There should be intentionality behind the timing of programs (e.g., evening gatherings) to
increase participation. The content of workshops can be diverse and focus on tribal and nontribal
topics. Event planners and leaders should consider community gathering locations as well
because the environment can either be welcoming or unwelcoming. For example, consider the
needs of a post traditional student, planners need to ask themselves: “Does the building have a
lactation room available if needed by someone?” and “Is the space safe for children?” Student
gatherings should accommodate the diverse needs of different individuals and families.
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Based on the study’s findings, the less involved and first-year students expressed
intimidation visiting the Native student center and participating in Native-specific programs and
clubs. Highly-involved and upper-level Native American students should be encouraged to share
testimonies. They can speak about their experiences and offer advice to the incoming students
(e.g., What did students not know during the first year of college? What events helped build a
community? Why should students take advantage of the resources and services?). To help ease
the social interaction process at events, the staff members can provide name tags so students can
write their names, pronouns, tribal affiliations, and majors. Students may not know each other at
gatherings. The peer mentoring can help students have a friend already when they enter
communal spaces where folks already know each other. These small decisions can help when
socializing.
The University should allocate institutional funds outside the center’s operating budget to
create a peer mentoring program with paid staff and resources to run the initiative. Students who
serve as peer mentors should receive compensation for a leadership role in the program. The
center and the university can explore how this program could operate similarly to an internship
where participants can receive academic credit for involvement. This program can include
student facilitators to help lead student conversations and programs to strengthens students’ skills
in intercommunity dialogue about campus climate. The peer mentoring program can help
individuals learn and gain comfort discussing sensitive topics beyond academic challenges.
The center and the university should consider different avenues to support Native
American students. The campus can increase the visibility of resources and student clubs that
focus on interests such as career paths and spiritual and religious needs. This approach helps
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Native American students get involved in organizations that do not directly tie to race and
ethnicity. At the same time, the university can offer a class/workshop where students learn about
Native American values and the different social norms within diverse groups. Having an
understanding of student dynamics helps alleviate individuals from feeling like an outsider. They
also learn how to approach peers from diverse backgrounds and have the skills to address
conflict should issues arise with their peers.
Lastly, educators can consider broadening student engagement opportunities. Leaders
should consider the diversity of Native Americans from different tribes when inviting guest
speakers for community gatherings. Environments should be inclusive of all Native American
students. Guest speakers should be encouraged to be mindful of the language used while talking
to groups. This awareness is essential because a non-Navajo student mentioned in this study that
they never understood class lectures when the guest spoke in Navajo. There are many ways
educators can develop inclusive spaces for students. Leaders should consult with students
directly to hear how they would like to be served by the university. In addition to implications
for practice, a consideration of policies can directly impact Native American students.
Implications for policy
The following section highlights two recommendations for policy to honor tribal
sovereignty and self-determination of Native American people in the higher education system.
Tribal sovereignty refers to the inherent sovereignty of tribal nations and their right to selfgovernance, self-determination, and self-education (Lomawaima, 1994; Lomawaima & McCarty,
2006; Shotton et al., 2013). Institutions and educators should honor the unique relationship of
American Indians and the U.S. federal government to ensure tribal engagement begins and ends
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with an understanding that Native Americans are racial and legal/political groups (Brayboy,
2006). Institutions and decision-makers need to understand tribal sovereignty so they can push
for institutional culture shifts, systemic changes, and policy decisions to equitably impact Native
American students.
Through a top-down approach, the university president can make it a campus priority to
embed policies that honor tribal sovereignty. Staff, faculty, and leaders need to gain knowledge
about tribal sovereignty. Higher education institutions have a responsibility to Native American
students (Tachine, 2015). Native American people should have the right to determine their own
needs and solutions through tribal governance (Reyhner & Eder, 2006). This process is known as
self-determination, which “refers to the rights of tribal nations to determine what is best for and
provide services to their citizens through self-governance” (Shotton et al., 2013, p. 13). As
discussed with a Native American who has a prominent leadership role on campus, the Intertribal
Student Center needs to self-govern and make its own decisions rather than be directed by
university leadership. From an organizational standpoint, non-Native American administrators
(e.g., the President, Provost, and Deans) are the stakeholders who determine decisions on
resource allocations that directly impact the center and the students. The researcher agreed with
the administrator that 1) the president and leadership team should view the center staff as experts
in diversity and inclusion; 2) The Intertribal Student Center staff know their students and they
should be more self-governed; and 3) this approach alleviates the Native American student
populations from making demands or bringing forth student concerns to the administration.
As tribal citizens of sovereign nations, Native American students should learn how to
assert their sovereignty as a way to hold the institution accountable. One way could be for Native
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American elective courses to have a class focused on tribal sovereignty. Other ways can be
identified with Native American leaders on campus having a dialogue with students about how
they want to learn about this topic. The storytellers spoke about the importance of the land
acknowledgment of the local tribes that the university resides on. The storytellers acknowledged
the institutional responsibility to Native American students and the people because of the land.
Structural racism is the “intergenerational system in which public policies, institutional practices,
cultural representations, and other norms work to perpetuate racial-ethnic inequality” (Keels,
2019, p. 4). This form of oppression affects Native American students.
Future Research
There are three areas of future research that can extend the current literature and
understanding of Native American students. These projects include the experiences of students
who are biracial, multiracial, multitribal, religious, and spiritual. Studies on Native American
communities conducted by Native American identified researchers get the most accurate and
honest data about this group of people.
Biracial, multiracial, and multitribal backgrounds are emerging identities. Only three out
of the nine participants fell within this subgroup of Native American students. Research should
further explore the impact of race/ethnicity and tribal affiliations on peoplehood and the identity
of individuals who fall into multiple groups. The biracial Native American students in Yellow
Bird’s study (2020) did not feel Native enough and felt self-doubt. The students had challenges
trying to find their place on campus (Yellow Bird, 2020). Educators need to understand more
about these student populations. Researchers should be intentional with the recruitment and data
analysis process to ensure multiple identities are analyzed to get a holistic view of the Native
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college experience. These perspectives can inform student engagement practices and retention
programs. As reflected in the three students’ stories in this study, there is a lack of awareness,
visibility, and intertribal student programming on these unique groups. This research area can
enhance the way retention programs recruit and support the holistic identity foundation of Native
American students.
Future research should investigate how religion, spirituality, and traditionalism factor in
the Native American college experience. College retention programs can be inclusive of all
beliefs by further understanding different religious denominations. There is federal legislation
that protects the rights of the American Indian religion. The Native American student population
is unique in this matter. According to Congress (n.d.), the United States federal law, the
American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978, protects the rights of Native Americans to
exercise their traditional religions. Research needs to explore and understand the religious
freedom of Native Americans. Educators at all levels also need to be aware and informed about
this policy. In this study, Xavier’s story was the only example that we heard. Xavier shared a
negative interaction with his Native friend where he was treated badly because he did not have
Christian beliefs. Xavier did not disclose this incident with university staff. To support students
like Xavier in the future, people in the education field need to receive training on this important
federal legislation protection. In doing so, the staff is better equipped to address Native American
students’ concerns and incidents. Accommodating religious diversity by preventing institutional
misunderstanding and exclusivity is significant, especially in residential halls, university
facilities, and campus events. A limitation of this study was the lack of perspectives from
Christian Native American students, which should be further explored in the future.
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Aside from providing recommendations for future research, the remaining section
explains the importance of having Native American identified researchers conduct studies on
Native American students. As part of this qualitative study, the researcher asked the storytellers
questions about their perceptions of, comfort with, and any influences of her Native identity to
understand her positionality. The following paragraphs will expand on what the storytellers
thought.
The researcher’s visibility and involvement in the Native American student and larger
Native campus community are essential. Relationships are critical to establishing who the
researcher is in the community. The majority of the students in this study knew the researcher in
some capacity. Some students knew her personally. Others followed her on social media, and the
students often saw her at student events or the Intertribal Student Center. Even though some
students did not personally know the researcher, they knew she supported the Native American
student organizations and advocated for this group on campus. Although some students were not
familiar with the researcher, they were comfortable with her because she was Native American.
The time shared in interviews helped deepen these relationships. Relationships are valuable to
the recruitment and data collection process. A student in this study mentioned that some
individuals choose not to participate in studies. The reason is that students may think to
themselves, “why does this person want to do a research study on me?” Also, if participants do
not know who the researcher is, they might not want to open up about certain experiences in the
interview.
Interview responses can change depending on whether the researcher identifies as a white
person or if the individual was from a different tribe. In this study, all the students except for one
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said if the researcher was white, they would respond differently and would not be as open in their
responses. All participants claimed that white people do not know about Native American
culture, people, and the reservations. Students have to explain their responses in more detail to
white interviewers due to a lack of understanding. Some students expressed they may feel
hesitation and uneasiness causing them to reply with shorter answers. Students felt that a white
interviewer might get offended by comments about white people. Three students said they would
be cautious of how they worded statements because white people do not understand Native
humor or the Native way of life.
Here are some examples provided by students in the study. Micah mentioned that she
would probably change some of the examples she gave. For instance, a negative experience she
shared was that some Native Americans might not say hello to one another. She stated, “I think,
to a white person, that’s not going to matter because they do it all the time. There are so many of
them...I would not think that they would understand.” Dakota said she would feel uneasy with
specific questions because, from her perspective, it is not appropriate for white people to ask
questions about the Native American student community or the Intertribal Student Center. After
all, that is not their experience. Students from Tribe A said that if the interviewer, who was not
from the same tribe or was white, prohibited them from talking in their language. Xavier shared
that the researcher’s tribal affiliations matter because they create a connection that helps some
students feel okay with vulnerability and open to sharing private incidents.
There should be considerations made about the interview structure and data collection
process in addition to the researcher’s positionality. First, the researcher should define a
pseudonym and explain its importance throughout the interview. Students have the right to use
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their real names rather than a pseudonym because this is their sacred story. Participants should
also have time to decide whether to use their real name or a pseudonym. For instance, one
student in this study initially wanted to use their real name until we started talking about mental
health and well-being. They decided to use a fake name to avoid readers from judging them and
their families based on personal experiences. Two, researchers should consider how their gender
identity affects the interviews. Some students may be open or closed off to answer sensitive
questions. In this study, one student said if the researcher were a male-identified interviewer,
they would not have talked about traditional ceremonies or cried during the interviews. They also
shared they would not disclose their thoughts and feelings about how people of color are affected
by white men because of their fear of what white men have done to Native American people.
According to this student, this fear leads to self-blame rather than placing the blame on white
men. Third, students expressed the importance of the researcher listening in interviews. The
person should not push their ideas or experiences to influence responses. The dynamic and
relationship between a researcher and Native American students are critical to think through
before implementing the data collection process.
There is a larger systemic issue where the pipeline of Native American researchers is
needed. Native Americans know their people, culture, and community. Before non-Native
researchers consider doing studies on this population, they need to consult with tribal leaders and
Native American personnel at their institution/research site to receive input, recommendations,
and approval directly from the tribal community.
Summary
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This qualitative study examined the intertribal student experiences at a university Native
American student center. This research contributes to the expansion of the literature on Native
American identity. This study applied the findings to higher education practice, which addresses
the gaps in literature, research, and institutionalizing policies. The next section is the concluding
chapter that outlines this project.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION
There’s a lot of pressures, you know, you are not only representing yourself as...an individual,
but you are also representing your tribe...your community, the community you come from
because you might be the only person from your community or the only person in your tribe in
those spaces, compared to...non-Native students and also just white students in general...there's
not a responsibility to...represent yourself in a way that reflects on a whole group of
people...there's not that responsibility compared to...us where we literally have to...carry our
communities on our shoulders. - Nadira
This dissertation was a sacred journey for the storytellers and the researcher. The study
stemmed from the researcher’s experience understanding and deepening her own identity with
the support and empowerment from the Native American community. This study starts with an
overview of boarding schools to compare the past to the present. The researcher shared her story
attending a predominantly white institution and the challenges related to identity because she did
not grow up with deep cultural ties and connections. For years, Native American students have
continuously grappled with and fought the oppression and erasure of identity in school systems
that privilege the dominant culture. This conclusion chapter includes an overview of the
qualitative study and the methodological processes from a cultural lens to examine and
understand the historical and contextual influences on Native American identity as individuals
and tribal members of a larger intertribal student community.
This qualitative study explored the identity of Native Americans at a Native American
student center (referred to as the Intertribal Student Center). The three research questions that
guided this inquiry were 1) How do Native American students describe their experiences with
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Native students from different tribes? 2) How do Native American students perceive tribal
dynamics at a university Native student center? 3) How do Native American student dynamics
affect a Native specific sense of belonging at a university Native American student center? A
detailed investigation of identity (e.g., race, ethnicity, and other salient identities) at the
Intertribal Student Center contributes to the existing literature on Native American students’
sense of belonging. The application of Indigenous methodologies, such as storytelling and
Indigenous Storywork, allowed for a culturally-sensitive analysis of the individual and collective
stories. The intellectual and cultural knowledge of Native American scholars and knowledge
holders are prioritized and honored over non-Native American epistemologies by using
Indigenous methodologies.
It is evident in the findings that Native American students come together as a pan-Indian
community (one big Native American group) to highlight the intertribal diversity within to push
forward campus activism to change the institutional culture. The students congregate in areas
such as the Intertribal Student Center, Native American student support services, and Native
American student organizations to strengthen communal efforts. Students shared experiences
highlighting the structural racism and inadequate institutional support for retention programs
such as the Intertribal Student Center. The center and its staff are limited in their capacity when
serving the needs of individuals and groups because of institutional shortcomings
The narratives included in this research brought to light the multiplicity of Native
American experiences. Nine storytellers represented the following tribes: Tribe A, Tribe B, Tribe
C, Tribe D, Tribe E, and Tribe F. Individual interviews allocated each storyteller the private
space to share their stories, feelings, and recommendations. The intimate time between a
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storyteller and the researcher created a sacred place of healing, relationship building, and
support. Indigenous scholar Sorrell (2020) stated, “our stories demonstrate so much resiliency
within the Native American community” (p. 8). The stories are a reflection of the resilience and
perseverance of tribal people.
The positive and negative interactions expressed by the Native American students inform
university leaders, stakeholders, and educators on ways they can improve institutional
shortcomings that hinder the sense of belonging of this population. Native American students
navigate multiple communities on a college campus. Their interactions and connections
influence the ways they experience an intertribal environment at the Intertribal Student Center.
This haven on campus is a locality where Native American students balance the different
expectations they place on themselves. At the same time, individuals are trying to meet the
expectations from the tribal and campus community. On a predominantly white campus, Native
American students endure external pressures making their college experiences a difficult period
in their lives. A Native American administrator and community member told the researcher that
this student population contribute to the learning and diversity of educational spaces even while
they deal with hostile campus environments. Native American students are prominent members
of the university community and this study highlights the value they bring to the table for
institutional change.
This study is a platform for Native American students to openly express and document
the institutional challenges that push individuals and student groups to think deeper about their
cultural identity and their role as part of a collective group. The different aspects of college life
intensify and complicate Native American identity in areas such as the campus, the Intertribal
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Student Center, the intertribal student community, and tribe-specific groups. Within all of these
environments, Native American identity becomes complex. There are pressures placed on Native
Americans, which this group of people balances while pursuing higher education. These
expectations include the conflicts of self-identification that evolve through intertribal
engagement opportunities; the perceptions of being Native American projected by Native and
non-Native people; expectations reinforced by the institution; and their responsibility to the
Native American community. At the same time, Native American students continue to straddle
interracial and intertribal worlds (Native and the urban worlds) while enrolled in higher
education.
Acknowledgment and understanding about colonialism, oppressive tactics (e.g., the blood
quantum policy), and authenticity issues are critical to discuss when exploring Native American
identity. On a predominately white campus, Native American college students are trying to hold
onto their Native identity while transitioning and integrating into an environment not built for
them. Some Native American students may internalize institutional invisibility and oppression,
which filters its way into Native student-centered spaces and impacts how individuals interact
and socialize with one another and across groups. Some Native American students forcibly
conform to white culture as a way to be accepted by the institution. Non-Native people
stereotype or perpetuate systemic barriers, which may cause some Native Americans to cover up
part of their true identity. At the same time, Native American students have to meet cultural
expectations, sometimes adhering to stereotypes of what it means to be Native American in
Native student-centered spaces to show they have not fully assimilated. Native American
students are in an institutional culture with systems in place to change who they are. As a result,
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the institution is ripping them away from their culture. Therefore, Native American students are
forced by the institution to hold themselves to a high standard to show their Native American
identity has not been lost.
A more productive environment is when Native American students approach peer groups
and areas from a pan-Indian identity resistance perspective and intertribal framework to
strengthen a cohesive community. Colonial ideas of what it means to be Native American are
lessened. A pan-Indian identity resistance framework is a way for Native American college
students to hold onto their identities, acknowledge their similarities and differences, meanwhile
working together towards a better institution for future generations. In this way, this student
population defines the Native American perspective and the standards of Nativeness on their
terms.
By having the pan-Indian identity resistance approach, Native American students support
one another throughout their educational journey. The pan-Indian intertribal movement created
by Native Americans is a cohesive support system that bridges misrepresented and marginalized
student affinity groups/areas to overcome institutional challenges. The idea that we are all the
same and we can help each other as Native Americans is a blanket reminder of solidarity as tribal
people to combat stereotypes and experiences sustained by the institution.
A fully-fledged pan-Indian identity resistance experience created by Native Americans
only works if there is funding and support from the institution. At Tri-State University, the lack
of financial support for the Intertribal Student Center is a big obstacle. The center is responsible
for serving multiple students with competing interests and needs. However, due to limited
resources and staffing, not all Native American college students are fully represented. Students
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then negotiate pieces of who they are to feel accepted in the center space. When talking about
institutional support, self-determination, and self-governance are necessary for Native American
students. Tribal groups can dictate how their community is represented and portrayed at the
university. Should the institution have a hand in the pan-Indian approach, then generalizations,
stereotypes, and institutional barriers will proliferate.
Pursuing college is a sacrifice Native American students make for the betterment of their
community. They recognize the hardships their ancestors had to endure for them to be college
students today (Sorrell, 2020). These students either come from or have families who live in
poverty either on or off the reservation. They feel outside pressures to excel in their academics
and speak up for their community. Native American students do not represent only themselves
(Sorrell, 2020). For example, receiving a scholarship is not only financial support because there
is an expectation to give back to your people. Leaders represent themselves and the larger Native
community. For instance, other Native Americans hold student activism to the same standards as
tribal royalty. Lack of success in academics, finances, and advocacy means failing their
community back home. Education offers the knowledge, skills, and in some cases, resources that
Native American students need to give back to their community. A common theme for Native
American students is the idea of giving back and taking knowledge home to their communities
(Guillory & Wolverton, 2008; Sorrell, 2020). These are not normal pressures and expectations an
average college student deals with when they pursue a degree.
Unfortunately, due to marginalization and pressures to represent a group of people,
Native Americans cannot just be students compared to white students on campus. Keels (2019)
said, “white students are advantaged by not having to struggle with the burden of
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marginalization” (p. 90). A majority of the Native American students in this study stepped into
or supported student activism on campus. Any failures or mistakes affect how non-Natives
perceive a student as a person, someone from a particular tribe, and part of the Native
community, which created fear. From the researcher’s perspective, in these interviews, the
Native American students endured tension and watched how they spoke of incidents. Students
are conscious of the wording and language they use because they do not want to create incorrect
portrayals of the Native American community or the Intertribal Student Center. The Native
American students never wavered in holding themselves to a high standard, many times holding
themselves accountable, even though institutional shortcomings, barriers, and stereotypes are the
real issues.
Recommendations for practice, policy, and research provided by the storytellers and the
researcher focused on increasing retention and sense of belonging for Native American students
on campus. Stakeholders should listen to Native American students to understand their
experiences to address their needs. The university leadership and stakeholders can address the
institutional shortcomings identified in this study. Institutional change does not happen overnight
and takes consistent listening, trust, and relationship building. Transformation cannot transpire
unless decision-makers make an institutional commitment to take into consideration student
input. It requires the collective efforts of different constituents and cannot happen without
diverse voices at the table.
The first step to a culture shift begins by increasing and institutionalizing funding and
support for Native American specific retention programs such as the Intertribal Student Center,
Native American student support services, and Native American student organizations. Guillory
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and Wolverton (2008) argued that academic and social engagement with Native American
cultural centers contributes to increased college retention. Native American-centered retention
programs are critical to helping increase graduation rates of Native American students at TriState University. The university has a Native American student convocation hosted by the Native
student center on campus where graduates are encouraged to share a few words about their
college journey and express their gratitude. The ballroom is full of peers, alumni, staff,
administrators, mentors, family, and community, and these people are considered student support
systems. Graduates often give thanks to Native American-centered retention programs
mentioned throughout this study for their academic, emotional, and financial support. The Native
American student convocation is tangible evidence that the Native American students who are
most involved and deeply connected to the Native campus community are most likely to
graduate and succeed.
Native American college students are recreating the narrative around Native American
people to non-Natives. The university often overlooks the positive sentiments about tribal
communities mentioned by the storytellers in this study. The Intertribal Student Center and the
institution do not provide enough for this population, but Native American students persevere.
Students expressed in their interviews that the Native American community is strong and
hardworking. The groups make a difference by bringing visibility to tribal communities. The
people extend an open arm that accepts individuals for who they are. Native American students
help one another graduate from the university to lead to the prosperity of their people.
These stories can be used as teaching tools in higher education to build a healthy future
for tribal communities. The researcher will share these narratives with educators, decision-
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makers, stakeholders, and community members so there is a continuous push for intersectional
work that focuses on Native American college students.
It is not an easy task to navigate and balance living in interracial and intertribal worlds.
Education can be a mentally draining process as a Native American person. When times are
tough, Native American students should remember the words of Crow Chief Plenty Coup, who
said, “Education is your most powerful weapon. With education, you are the white man’s equal;
without education, you are his victim.” By gaining a degree, Native American students can use
western and Native American knowledge and band together as a community using pan-Indian
identity resistance to overcome institutional barriers. As an intertribal community, Native
American students can be good relatives and help one another find a community of peoplehood
and identity validation.
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW GUIDE
INTERVIEW #1 QUESTIONS

Introductions & Identity
1. I’d like to begin by asking you to think about yourself. If I asked, “who are you?” How
might you answer that question.
2. Anything else you’d like to tell me about where you are from and what your background
is? Are there any other things you think maybe I should know about you before we start
the interview?
3. You self-identified as Native American in the demographic survey. Can you talk about
your identity?
College Experience with the broader Native Community
4. I am interested in hearing about your experience with the Native community. Can you
please share with me your involvement with the Native community on campus? (Please
note I will ask specific questions about the Native student population in the second
interview).
5. In your opinion, how would you describe the Native American community here at the
[Tri-State University]?
[Tri-State University] Native American Center
6. There is a Native American center on campus for Native students. What are your
perceptions of the Native center?
7. The purpose of the Native center is to serve Native American students. From your
perspective, how does the center promote belonging and community?
8. What cultural practices are valued or reinforced at the Native center?
9. In what ways do you engage in opportunities to learn about other tribes than your own?
10. From your perspective, what is the culture of the Native American student community at
the center?
11. How would you describe your experience engaging and interacting with other Native
students at the center?
INTERVIEW #2 QUESTIONS
Identity
1. I am interested in hearing about your experience with other Native American students.
When you are around other Native students, how do you think other Native students
perceive you?
2. Tell me about an experience where your identity as a Native person was validated by
other Native students.
3. Tell me about an experience where your identity as a Native person was questioned by
other Native students.
Sense of belonging
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Can you talk about how you do or do not see yourself as a member of the Native
American student community here? Why or why not.
5. Can you give me one example of an experience where Native students have had a
positive impact on you that can share with me?
6. Can you give me one example of an experience where Native students have had a
negative impact on you that can share with me?
4.

Humor and Community
7. What is your personal philosophy and connection with humor and laughter?
8. A common language in some Native communities is humor and laughter. How do these
two behaviors show up in interactions among Native students? Can you give me one
example?
9. I want you to think about a certain situation. When Native students gather at the Native
center with other Native students, what is your perception of the student interactions,
joking, or conversations in this space?
10. What would you say creates a sense of community for Native students?
11. Solidarity is defined as, “unity or agreement of feeling or action, especially among
individuals with a common interest; mutual support within a group.” In what ways have
Native American students come together in solidarity?
Future Goals and Advice
12. As mentioned previously, solidarity is defined as, “unity or agreement of feeling or
action, especially among individuals with a common interest; mutual support within a
group.” Being at the [Tri-State University], the Native student population represents
different tribal nations. From your perspective, what is working on campus that
encourages solidarity among students?
13. Imagine you worked at the Native American center. What recommendations do you have
that can unify Native students from different tribes?
Positionality
14. Before we end today, I wanted to ask you a question that would help me understand my
positionality as a researcher. This interview was about your identity and experiences in
terms of being a Native student here at the [Tri-State University.] As a point of reflection,
during the interview how much did you think about my Native identity? Do you think
my identity affected the interview in any way? For example, do you think you might have
answered differently if I were a White interviewer? There are no right or wrong answers
here. I just want to know how you experience the interview process.
Wrap up
15. Thank you again for your time and allowing space to share your story with me. Before
we end today, is there anything else you would like to share that we have not talked about
already?
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APPENDIX B: DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY

[Tri-State University]
Study Title: Native American College Student Dynamics at a University Native American
Student Center
Principal Investigator: Charlinda Haudley
Demographic Questions: The information you provide in this demographic form will be handled
confidentially. However, there may be circumstances where this information must be released or
shared as required by law. The [Tri-State University] Institutional Review Board may review the
research records for monitoring purposes. Your name will not be used in any public reports.
Identifiable research data will be encrypted, and password protected. Thank you for your
participation.
Are you a current Native American undergraduate at the [Tri-State University?]
o Yes
o No
Are you 18+ years of age?
o Yes
o No
Do you self-identify as Native American?
o Yes
o No
For this study, you will need to participate in a total of two interviews. Each interview should
last about 60 to 90 mins long. You have the option to participate via Zoom or telephone. You
will be able to determine the day and time for each interview depending on your availability.
Please select that you agree to the requirements to participate in this study.
▢ I agree to a total of two interviews via Zoom
▢ I agree to a total of two interviews via telephone
Full Name:

[TSU] Email:
What is your Race/Ethnicity? (Select all that apply)
▢ American Indian or Alaska Native
▢ Hispanic/Latino
▢ Asian or Pacific Islander
▢ Black or African American
▢ Caucasian
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What is your tribal affiliation(s)? Please list tribal affiliations in the text boxes below (one per
box).
▢ Tribal Affiliation (1) ________________________________________________
▢ Tribal Affiliation (2) ________________________________________________
▢ Tribal Affiliation (3) ________________________________________________
▢ Tribal Affiliation (4) ________________________________________________
▢ Tribal Affiliation (5) ________________________________________________
▢ Tribal Affiliation (6) ________________________________________________
▢ Tribal Affiliation (7) ________________________________________________
▢ Tribal Affiliation (8) ________________________________________________
Would you like to receive a copy of the findings?
o Yes
o No

Signature:
o By completing the Qualtrics survey, you are agreeing to participate in this study
o By verbally agreeing for Charlinda Haudley to complete Qualtrics survey on your behalf,
you are agreeing to participate in this study
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